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I 

INTRODUCTION 

The name of Henry Handel Richardson is to most critics 

in England today a vestigial whisper, a euphonious pseudonym 

signifying nothingo In the United States, where Ultima Thule 

W:as a best seller, Richardson is studied in some universi tie:s, 

and is recogniz.ed if not widely read; but the fanfares of 

her ~gen±ns" subsided long ago. Ironically, Richardson is 

widely known and read only in Austr-alia, where until 1929 

sh8 was ignored. 

In 1929 the Australian press was surprised by the 

success of their "famous" but unknown native author. The 

Sydney Daily Telegraph reported that ~mltima Thule is the 

last volume of a trilogy of which the first two volumes were 

"Maurice Guest 11 and "The Ordeal of Richardson Compton'~, and 

The Sun announced that afternoon on its front page "Our Famous 

Authoress Remains Incognito"o 2 Two days later a reviewer 

in the Sydney Morning Herald was able to correct the errors 

1 0 
11Woman Writer is Famous Now: Australian's Novel (is) 
Year's Masterpiece", Daily Telegraph, 31st January, 1929,P-~-

2. The Sun, 31st January, 1929, Pai. 



of the Telegraph and to provide more information about the 

fiction and personal background of Henry Handel Richardsono 1 

Indeed, Miss Ida Leeson, who bad corresponded with Richardson 

after reading Maurice Guest, was able to headline her 

article "Henry Handel Richardson: A Genius".. It appears 

that for some years many people agreed. 

The extravagance continued in Australia longer than in 

England or America, where Richardson's reputation, if not 

dead, was by 1950 quietly fading awaye The exaggerated 

acclaim in Australia was, as often happens, the consequence 

of 8:lmost complete neglect •.. It was not uncommon for the 

first reviewers, both in .England and Australia, to rank The 

Fortunes of Richardson Mahony among the greatest novels in 

twentieth century; favourable comparisons were freely drawn 

between Richardson and Tolstoy, or George Eliot, or 

Dostoyevskya When an English reviewer swam against this 

tide, writing that Ul tima Thule was "a metaphysical _obscenity1
·, 

2 
he had to head his review 11A Minari ty Report 11 • The Youn_g 

Gosima (1939) was perhaps something of an eIIJ.bai~'t, and 

1a Sydney Morning Herald, 2nd February, 1929, p.13. 
2., Geoffrey West, "A Minority Report: The Fortunes of 

Richard Mahon;y 11
, Nation and Athenaeum, XLVIII, 7th 

February, 19311 9 608 .. 
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was occasionally reviewed unfavourably; but it is remarkable 

that a novel which can now be .oomplacently but rightly 

described as very·poor indeed was often received at the 

time with extravagant praiseo 

Although Richardson's reputation overseas haa faded, 

Australian critics in more recent years have been probably 

the first to consider her novels seriously with critical 

honesty and detachmento It is ironic that in pointing to 

the preponderence of cliche and flatness 9 "dullness" and 
'.l 

11aridity" 9 in Richardson's prose language 9 recent critics 

have focussed upon those aspects of her fiction which the 
"---

earliest Australian reviewers of Australia Felix were first 

to discuss. A writer in the Bulletin in December 9 1917 began 

by announcing that "Henry Handel Richardson ••• is hereby 

awarded the prize for long-windedness" 9 and continued 11 
• .. o 

the scene and the people are interesting9 and from the author's 

pedestrian descriptive passages and studies of character the 

reader gets the illusion of reality and life 11 
.. 
1 It was the 

"dullness" of the prose, and of the characters themselves, to 

1. Bulletin9 6th December 9 1917 9 on "The Red Page" .. 
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which he objected; he could acknowledge the realism of the 

characterization and of the social portraiture. The Bulletm. 

reviewer presented, in an oversimplified form, the gist of 

'more recent arguments that ar~ rightly calculated to persuade 

us that Richardson is not a second ·rolstoy. Australian 

criticism of the Mahony trilogy appears, in this way, to have 

coma full cirolG. 

Although Richardson's novels have been considered in 

this country with critical honesty and detachment, several 

more recent appraisals seem to offer judgements that are 

as extreme and wrongheaded as those of the 1929 reviewers. 

Jennifer Dallimore, in an ardent attempt at demolition, 

concludes that the Mahony trilogy is "a minor achievement 

in our literary history111 ; Geoffrey Dutton discovers 
"2 11 disastrous artistic results in Ul tima ·rhule; and 

Vincent Buckley, who finds little to commend in Australia 

Felix and The Wa·y Home except by way of a belated addendum, 

3 suggests that Maurice Guest is "a lopsided half-grown giant1
:, 

The bulk of recent criticism, though more temperate and 

1. Jennifer Dallimore, uThe Fortunes of Richard Mahony", 
Australian Literary Criticism (ed. Grahame Johnston), 
Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1962, p. 156. 

2o Geof'frey Dutton, 11 Gentlemen Vs. Lairs", Quadrant, IX, 
No. 1, p. 170 

3o Vincent Buckley, Henry Handel Richardson, Melbourne: 
Lansdowne Press, 1963, p. 17. 
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sometimes more favourable, I think neglects or underrates 

several aspects of what is a definite achievement; and it 

fails, at the same time, to indicate some of Richardson's 

limitations. 

It is in this context that I have undertaken a 

ureconsideration" of Henry Handel Richardsono But it is a 

reconsideration of particular aspects of her work which 

I consider have not been adequately treated; and the 

reconsideration is made in the light of my research into 

the life of Walter Lindesay Richardson, and of research into 

Richardson:'.s use of historical source works. One aspect of 

Richardson's work which I want to stress (but not to treat 

in vacua) is her method and achievement as a social novelist, 

and as a social historian in The Fortunes of Richard MahonYo 

I agree, with John Barnes1 that this area has been neglected~ 

Several issues concerning Richardson's prose style I think 

should also be raised or considered at greater length; and 

some recent judgements concerning the construction of the 

Mahony trilogy should not remain unchallengedo 

1. John Barnes, 11Australian Fiction to 1920 11
9 The Literaturn 

of Australia (edo Geoffrey Dutton), Penguin Books, 1964, -
Po 173. 
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For.:.severa.l .rea.snnfi:1 l' have found it necessary to 

include a rather long biographical introduction. First, 

the changing pattern of Richardson's experience needs to be 

. defined, and Miss Roncoroni's1 detailed factual information 

has to be interpreted and fitted into this pattern. 

Secondly, Richardson's unpublished letters and jottings 

can be used sometimes to confirm and elsewhere to refute 

some well known accounts of her life and of her attitudes. 

·rhirdly, in considering Richardson as a social novelist I 

would like to examine Richardson's attitudes towards the 

societies she lived in and wrote about~ Finally, it is 

necessary that I should provide .m,;z interpretation of the 

pattern of her life's experience, since I want to demonstrate 

in conjunction with a following chapter how the author 

omitted or altered some of the "facts" of her father's 

life, and preferred in certain contexts to draw more 

obviously upon her personal experience for a specific 

artistic purpose. 

The aim of this thesis, then, is to trace the 11 evolution11 

1. Olga M. Roncoroni in Henr Handel Richardson: Some 
Personal Impressions ed. Edna Purdie and O.M. Roncoroni) 9 

Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1957, pp. 62 - 175. 
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of ·rhe Fortunes of' Richard Mahony: to discuss Richardson ta 

personal experience as one of the novel's possible "sources"; 

to examine her use of' other sources (her father•s life, so 

f'ar as it can be learned; the history books she consulted 

and the notes she compiled); and to evaluate the novelist's 

final achievement in the completed trilogy. 
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II 

PREOCCUPATIONS IN ·rHE LIFE AND "NORK OF 
HENRY HANDEL RICHARDSON 

A Biographical Introduction 

11 How I do hate the ordinary sleek biography! 
I'd have every wart and pimple emphasized, 
every tricky trait and petty meanness brought 
out 11

• 

(H.H.R. to Nettie Palmer, 22/4/32.) 

"'ro any future biographer - if one should arise
my life will be a succession of empty gaps ••• The 
only stipulation I should make would be for 
absolute truthfulness: no bouquets, no touching 
UPo H 

(H.H.R. to Mrs. Kernot 9 10/6/41c 
Quoted by o~M. Roncoroni, Some 
Personal Impressions, p. 135.) 

Henry Handel Rich~rdson's autobiography does not fill 

all the gaps in our understanding of her life. It covers 

just twBnty-five of seventy-six years, and only hints at 

many of her deeper emotional experiences. She lowers the 

mask she liked to hide behind, but just enough to tantalize; 

her changing and continuing attitudes are not explicitly 

traced through, and one is left to guess at the nature 
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of her deeper feelings. Elizabeth Bowen, in her 

1 review of Myself When Young , was forced to comment on 

the unfathomable 11 strangeness 11 of' Richardson's personality·. 

Most of the private letters that have come to hand are 

even more non-commitalo Usually short, courteous notes, 

they make no attempt at virtuosity, and rarely penetrate 

deeper issues. Only a few more revealing letters and 

statements provide a basis for intelligent conjecture 

as to her private feelings and attitudes on important 

issues. A fuli biography can not be written until the 

closed file of' letters to Mrs. Kernot2 is available, and 

the most properly equipped biographer would have to 

analyse carefully and in full Richardson's own diaries 

and personal journals. However, Richardson perhaps more 

than any other important novelist aims to reproduce and 

interpret personal experience; it will be necessary to 

try to define that pattern of experience which is the 

actual "source material" of her fiction. In addition to 

the autobiography and the observations of Nettie Palmer 

and Leonie Kramer, a few important facts and suggestions 

1 D 

2. 

Times Literary Supplement, 17th July, 1948, Po 3950 
(Unsigned) . 
In National Library of Australia, Canberrao 
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can be assembled concerning Richardson's experience, 

her attitudes as a novelist, and her feelings towards 

Australian and English society. 

She was born in 1870 9 less than three years after 

Henry Lawson and still thirty years before Australian 

federation, into an environment that might have produced 

an Australian nationalist. Like Lawson, she was the 

eldest child of an educated immigrant who came to 

Australia to seek gold, was unsuccessful at the diggings~ 

and was forced to turn to a profession that better 

suited his talentso By 1888 she was a music student 

at the Leipzig Conservatorium: she had left Australia 

before the period of self-conscious nationalism had 

properly begun 9 after living her childhood and aaolescence 

through the years that gestated ita It seems that 

Richardson never forgot the experience of life as a 

first-generation Australian, and that (whatever her 

natural temperament) she was never in a position to 

feel or appreciate fully the fervours and tensions of 

nationalismo Unlike other writers of her period9 she 

had little time and insufficient maturity during her 



L:::'e in Australia to think consciously about nationalism 

and literature or to absorb fully the sentiment ahd 

fervour of a sweeping social movemento If she is to 

be considered a 11 debunker" of Australian traditions, as 

Miles Franklin and other nationalist writers have implied, 

it is as well to remember that she could not have set up, 

from her own experience in the colony, an Australian 

national 11 ideal 0
• Though she knew the Australian reality 

as one born into the first generation to feel its 

uniqueness, and to realize that it was severed from 

England, she did not know what the true Australian was 

supposed to feel. The legend had not been articulated. 

Richardson was not properly introduced to Australian 

fiction until after the publication of Ultim~ Thule, when 

with Nettie Palmer's encouragement she read Furphy, Miles 

Franklin, Katharine Prichard, Barbara Baynton and Vance 

Palmer. 1 11 1 have dipped with very great pleasure into 

Such is Life", she wrote in 1930 (but added that it should 

be 11 revised, edited, cut down"); and her remarks on other 

novelists are generally sympathetic and favourable, 

'• 

1o Letters to Nettie Palmer, 5th Febo, 1930; 12th June, 
1930. Included in Nettie Palmer, Henry Handel 
Richardson~ A Study, Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 
1950, Po 1930 
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indicating no distaste for a possible "temper democratic 9 

bias off'.ensively Australian". 'rhere is no reason to 

doubt_ that her qualified praise is honestly felt, even 

though it is addressed to a Bulletin journalist 9 the wife 

of an Australian novelist. 

What is noticeable in Richardson's few short remarks 

on Australian literature is her willingness to judge and 

question the representations of Australia she reado The 

two Brent of Bin Bin novels gave "a very good and true 

picture of early squatting d.ays 11 (Miles Franklin did not 

think as much of the accuracy of Australia Felix); and 

Barbara Bayn ton's stories "left by far the most vivid _ 

impression ••• even though while reading them I rubbed my 

eyes and asked myself if the rough, raw people and ugly 

scenes she C'.escribed bore any resemblance to those I had 

known and loved in my childhood". Richardson was in the 

1.mique position for a novelist of her time of having been 

subject to the Australian experience as a formative pressure? 

and at the same time of being relatively free from the 

natural social pressures that tended to separate and stress 

-~rticular cultural mannerisms and to dictate that they 
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were most characteristic of Australia. 

Although some critics have assumed, on the evidence 

of ~ichardson's own hints, that her view of Australian 

society did not differ greatly from that of Mahony's, 

it is probably also true that had she not left Australim 

at such an early age, and before the onslaught of the 

nineties, her novels would have borne more noticeably 

the stamp of her Australian birth and upbringingo 

Unlike Brennan, with whom she is often bracketed as an 

author who stands outside the contemporary mainstream of 

J1_ustralian literature, Richardson's interests as a writer 

are deeply socialo Whereas in the novels of most Australian 

writers, the author is compelled in some measure to imply 

his endorsement or rejection of an Australian mystiq_ue, 

Richardson is able to appraise Australian life without 

suggesting that personal wrench from it that one feels in 

the novels of say, Patrick White, or without sounding the 

ring of piety that one sometimes feels in reading novelists 

like Kylie 'l'ennant. ·rhe Fortunes of Richard Mahon;y and 

Tg~ Getting of Wisdqn~ do not romanticize, ignore, or 

emotionally inveigh against Australian qociety; yet some 
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of the actual stresses of Australian life are finely 

understood. 

Whatever Richardson was by natural temperament 

(aristoc:rati,c? egocentric? peevish?) 9 it is certain 

that the circumstances of her childhood influenced her 

to develop certain attitudes towards Australian life 

which always remained to underlie her conscious 

recollections and judgements of Australiao She rec0rds 

that before her six years as a boarder at P.L.C. she 

was separated from children outside her family because 

her mother felt "that there wasn't a child of our own 

age fit for us to associate with111
9 a circumstance which 

for years must have sharpened the contrast between her 

private world and the general ruck of Australian lifea 

Visiting Australia years later she noted that Mahony 

would resent the back-slapping 1 promiscuity12 of Austral1-an3; 

if, as is sometimes presumed9 it is her own attitude 9 

it may have emerged partly because in early childhood 

she never knew the gregarious freedom of most Australian 

children. She did not attend a school before the age of 

thirteen 9 and thus could not join in or appreciate 

1o Myself When Young 9 London: Heinemann 9 19649 p. 18~ 
2. Notes on Australia for The Fortunes of Richard 

MahonYo MS and typescript in National Library of 
Australia 9 C-':1.nberra 
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the collective experience of the generation whose group 

interests and mannerisms and collective behaviour were 

emerging as an Australian 'way of life 1
o She was 7 in 

these early years 7 "imbued with the notion that we were 

rather better than the people we lived amongst 11
1 

1 and 

she did not rebelo Later 9 when she was old enough to 

observe the differences between her own values and those 

of her parents (and of her society) she did rebel 9 but 

without having lived, during her first ten years 9 "inside" 

the manner of life she rejectedo Significantly9 she 

believed the novelist's first ten years provided him 

with all the 'material' for his fictiono 

The loneliness and humiliations of initiation into 

boarding school life are discussed in Myself When Young 

and depicted in ·rhe Getting of Wisdomo Ethel Richardson 

experiences were those of a child attending school for 

first time; the reader assumes that Laura has already 

attended schoolo Interpreting the experience sixty years 

later 9 Richardson writes: "only gradually did I learn 

to sink myself in the mass 9 instead of sticking out from 

1. Myself When Young~ p.18. 
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it; to hide my knowledge, keep my opinions to myself' 11
•
1 

But it is important in assessing Richardson as a social 

novelist to recognise that although she sanctions :personal 

integrity, she grants society its right to command respect. 

The experience at S•;.hool "was certainly to the good in 

the long run. For the boy or girl who goes out into the 

world without knowing how to conform to its rules and 

standards is a creature to be :pitied. 112 She believed, 

for her own :part later in life, that if she were to 

continue as a dedicated novelist, she could never become 

"sociable"o Though she tried in middle age to esea:pe to 

a constant :privacy, she admitted that in some respects 

her retreat may have been unrewarding, 3 and that 

the time she spent in Leipzig, where she was more "sociableu, 

was the happiest :period of her life. 

The well known story of' Richardson's return to her 

old school, where she was refused admittance and had to 

peep through the fence, has an interesting sequel. The 

first full-time librarian at P.L.C. has told me in a 

letter that when she found that the library held no 

1. Ibid, :p. 64. 
2,. Ibid. 
3. "Private Book", Roncoroni, :p. 36 
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copy of The Getting of Wisdom9 she searched Melbourne's 

second-hand bookshops (the work was out of print) and 

discovered an old copy. 11When I mentioned in the 

Staff Room that I was fortunate in finding a copy of 

·rhe Getting of Wisdomu, Mrs Fair lie Taylor wri tes 9 "I 

saw consternation on the face of an elderly teacher who 

said9 'that book is banned here!' She must have gone to 

the Principal. Before long I heard his footsteps coming 

up the stairs to the Library. He 9 too 9 told me it was 

banned, mainly because teachers who ho.d been 11 sla ted11 

by their ex-pupil were still alive. The Principal took 

the book to his office. Later, when I knew him better, 

he gave me the book for myself on condition I did not 

lend it to any P.L.C. pupil". The Getting of Wisdom, 

of course, has since become a Matriculation text. 

At least six of Richardson's acquaintances have 

stated that in conversation or in her letters she 

always insisted that she was an Australianu 1 Her aware~ess 

of the effects of her upbringing can not be taken as an 

indication of partiality. In discussing peculiarly 

Australian characteristics, Richardson thinks primarily 

of the Australian landscape, and its flora and fauna. 

1. They are: Miss I. Leeson, Miss O. Roncoroni, Miss 
I. Forster, Vance and Nettie Palmer, Brian Penton. 
n-- ~~~,~-~~~~~~ ~~1~w 
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Of the pleasures of writing Australia Felix, she 

states: 

I was at home in it from the first 
page: back in land where the air was 
crisp and clear, and the sun knew how 
to shine: an uncramped, hedgeless land 
of wide horizons: among people of a type 
well known to me from my childhood, whose 
warm hear•ts, quaint standards, oddities 
of speech, big and littl~ tragedies, it 
was a delight to depicta 

This reads rather like a paraphrase of Dorothea IvlacKellar's 

"My Gountry11
, except that the single reference to the 

Australian people is unmistakeably patronising. Her 

account of Maldon in Myself When Young places a similar 

emphasis on the landscape and the "sounds and scents 11 

of life in the country. In a forthright letter to 

the Australian reviewer, she writes: 

••• I did not aim at writing a typi·cally 
Australian work. Richard Mahony's 
tragedy might have taken place anywhere; 
for the seeds of his misfortune were 
in himself. 

But one thing I should like to 
point out, and that is, that my younger 
generation, in Cuffy, showed every sign 
of acclimatisation. He loved the 
country - and I hoped the few lines at 
the lead of the opening chapter to 
Ultima Thule would make clear what the 

1. "Some Notes on My Books", Southerly (Henry Handel 
Richardson issue), XXIII, 150 
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feelings were of those who were 
born to the soil. 

This Ultima Thule paragraph describes the feelings of 

native Australians. They appreciate (it says at length) 

the Australian sunlight, space, bush1 roads, and scents 

(which, in fact, Mahony also appreciated when his mood 

Wias right)o In letters to Mrs. Palmer, Richardson 

again thinks not of social characteristics, but in 

terms of flora and fauna. 11All the old settlers term 

the landscape colourless, the Bush silent. For the 

time being their standpoint had to be mine .. 112 

Such statements are not likely to convince anyone 

that by calling her.self an Australian, Richardson meant 

to draw attention to social characteristics. She does, 

on one occasion, attribute her passion for gambling to 

an Australian heritage.3 More often she is laconico 

When a writer asked her to check the fair copy of an 

interview to be published in The Times, Richardson crosae~ 

out a reference to her "loyalty" to Australia and its 

people. ' 11 Loyalty11 is not the word' was her marginal 

1. Letter to Miss Forster, 27th April, 1931. In possession 
of Dr. Lo 'I'. Hergenhan, University of Tasmania. 

2. Nettie Palmer, H.H.R.: A Study, p. 194. 
3o See article by O.M. Roncoroni in Henry Handel 

Richardson: Some Personal Impressions, p. 93. 
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annotation. 1 

The one instance I have found of her open censure 

of the Australian nation concerns Australia's part in 

the Second World War. These comments, written in March 

1942, in Sussex, are perhaps of the same brand that 

social critics like Donald Horne_.ha'V.:e'.p~e.k~geidnoomre 

elaborately and provocatively (and less bitterly): 

Yes, I'm sorry for the Australians 
in a way. But people who squeal directly 
they are in danger are most unsympathetic 
to meo There was no sque~ling here after 
Dunkirk, only an ominous grirnnesso And 
it will do them good, mentally and spiritually 
to be brought into line with the rest of 
mankindo They're an extremely self centred 
nation - and surely if this war is to lead 
to anything, it's the bre~king down of 
barriers between peoples. 

There is heavy resentment and castigation in these 

wordso Although it is a momentary outburst in a country 

ravaged by German bombers, it may indicate her temperamental 

alienation from Australianso 1rhey were "mentally and 

spiritually out of line" with the rest of mankind, in 

an isolated "lucky" country. 

1o Typescript of the interview in National Library 
of Australia, Canberrao 

2o Letter to Oliver Stonor, 17th March, 1942 in 
National Library of Australia, Oanberrao 
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It is not entirely accurate to presume that Richardson 

Wias an ex-patriatG by naturea She was I think a person 

who would be temperamentally affected by the conditions 

of life in any society. She was not 11 at home" in Australia, 

Europe or England, but in Australian society in the 

period between 1870 and 1888 the objects of her critioism 

and distaste were more obvious and exaggeratedo Her 

letters indicate that she was temperamentally "anti-

Australian" and "anti-American", but she rarely gives 

specific reasons for her antipathyo She was vaguely 

opposed to the excessive materialism and money-orientatiun 

she found in Australian and American cultures, and 

resented "this age of commerce and money-making 11
•
1 It 

should not be inferred however that in her handling of 

financial matters she was impracticalo Like Ibsen, 

she maintained her finances carefully and strictly, 

especially after her husband's death, and apart from the 

possible implications of her novels 9 she made no 

systematic criticism of the economic structures of 

Australian and English societieso Her conduct of 

financ.ial affairs is remarkably unlike that of Louise 

1. "Music Study in Leipzig" 9 Southerly (Henry Handel 
Richar;dson issue), XXIII, 390 "These Americans 
are never to be trusted" 9 she writes to Nettie 
Palmero See appendix to H.HoR.: A Study; letter 
dated 7 th August 9 1 9 31,. 
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in Maurice Guest, (who is often considered to be drawn 

from personal experience)o Since few or none of the 

experiences embodied in Louise can be verified in 

Richardson's life, it is more than a plausible guesa 

that Louise is created almost entirely from imagination 

and observationo 1 Though the effort of imagination 

required may itself have been derived from personal 

experience, Louise's actual traits and experiences are 

not paralleled in the author's known lifeo It is 

noticeable that both Maurice and Madeleine are temperamentall~ 

competent in keeping financial and practical affairs 

in strict ordero 

The evidence we have indicates that Richardson's 

feeling of mixed resentment and respect for the 

Australian society she knew in childhood is not clearly 

separable from her feelings towards her mother, whom she 

considered "the true AustrB.lian". 2 Certainly, the 

stresses placed on her emotions during these adolescent 

conflicts with her mother must have aggravated her 

general feeling of rebellion against Australian bourgeoj_s 

(! 

1o Or from a literal model, Ele?ti.nora D);>use. See MoA" 
Glutton-Brock, "Mrs Lins: Sister to Henry Handel 
Richardson 11

9 Southerly, XXVII, 50 
2. Myself When Young, p. 73. 
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society, of which Mrso Richardson seemed the epitomeo 

Richardson's Australian experience continued in a sense 

until her mother's death in 1895 1 for the tensions of 

life in Australia were exacerbated in Leipzig by the 

presence of an Australian mother (and chaperone) in a 

cosmopolitan,_ "free" student society. Myself When Young 

does not conceal Mrso Richardson 1 s Victorian mannerisms 

and her bourgeois tastes and attitudes. 1 

The loss of the family's fortune was a continuing 

reminder to Richardson that she was the child of the 

English Victorian middle class which populated Australia 

in the period 1840 - 60. Historians now emphasize that 

the gold rush immigrants were drawn largely from the 

middle classes: they had, at least, to be skilled drt~5ans 

or well-to-do shopkeepers to afford the fare. It ·; i1.s 

from this class that some of the most characteristic 

elements of our society are inherited; and it was 

Richardson's contribution to the literature of the period 

that her Australian novels focus upon this aspect of our 

culture and attempt to explore it in relation to the 

1 • Matilda Washburn Freund, Richardson's room-mate in 
Leipzig, does not mention these Qualities of Mrs. 
Richardson. See Some Personal Impressions, pp. 1-230 
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ethos of the bush and city worker, and without the bias 

or prejudice, or the romantic exaggeration, of the 

immigrant novelists and of others who had considered 

the theme of divided .Anglo-Australian loyaltieso Her 

personal rebellion against mid-Victorian values and 

manners seems to have provided the motivation and much 

of the content for every novel she wroteo Maurice Guest, 

for example, can be related to the Australian social 

and cultural scene only if we insist that Maurice's 

parentage is (virtually) Australian. Maurice of course 

is typically English: but the actual personal experience 

from which Maurice was created was largely Australian. 

The 11 bourgeois 11 values of the Australian aristocracy of 

wealth into which Richardson wns born were in some respects 

more obvious in Australia, since they were not ameliorate& 

by the refinements of English and European cultural 

traditionso 

The many financial debates between Walter and Mary 

Richardson scored deeply into their daughter's mind and 

memory. She was also extremely sensitive to sentimentality 
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of taste and oppressive domesticity, being acutely 

conscious that to her mother "music stood for little 

more tho.n n noise 111 and that "where my story-telling 

brought me chiefly ridicule (as a child in the family

circle) the ability to rhyme love and dove and fair 

2 o.nd hair was loudly applauded". She learnt the piano 

"purely as an accomplishment no young ladies of our 

class could afford to neglect"3; and in Myself 1.1\/hen 

Young she displays a resentment of class distinction 

which might have been seen as a typically Australian 

sentiment, had Richardson remained in that country. 

(Interestingly9 the criticism is lAvAJ.led at 8 "true 

Australian"). She comments also in Myself When Young 

on the superficial religious practices of her mother, 

who~e lip-service respec~ ,for Christianity as a necessary 

path to respectability4, and whose prudery in discussions 

(or silences) on sexual matters were embodied in Mary 

Mahony. Pre-eminently9 Mrs. Richardson's insistence 

on lady-like behaviour, and her need for social 

recognition5 appear to have aroused her daughter's 

1. Myself When Young, p. 15. 
2. Ibid., p. 27. 
3. Ibid., p. 13. 
4. Ibid., p. 74. 
5., Ibid. 
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antipathy. Henry Handel Richardson's aspersions, whether 

they are justified or not, place Richardson in the context 

of her period, and partly explain her interest in Ibsen, 

Jacobsen, Niet~sche and Hardy. Her sincere (though 

not militant) support for the Suffragette Movement was 

founded on an ideological feminism learnt as much from 

family and social conflicts as from Ibsen and other 

ideologue so 

Richardson's deepest attitudes are probably more 

late-Victorian than moderno Because of her recent 

death, and the comparatively recent publication of her 

novels (she was 59 when Ultima Thule came out) we may 

fail to realize that she was literally a Victorian for 

over thirty years. Her principal themes and ideas 

derive from her late Victorian upbringing, and her 

techniques are no less late-Victorian or late-nineteenth

century. Richardson does not cross Nietzsche's bridge 

towards existentialism; she remains on the nineteenth 

century side of the stream. Similarly she does not 

markedly transform Flaubert's techniques. The experiments 
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of Joyce and the Bloomsbury group did not influence 

her or, it seems 9 greatly interest her. Of Virginia 

Woolf she writes "I didn't care for her novels - except 

To 'l.'he Lighthouse, which had a lavendery old-world 

flavour 11
; and adds the odd and ironic remark that 

"her prose, in its fine flowery way, smelt of Pater 

to me; and Pater belonged to the nineties'!. 1. 

The values Richardson accepted after getting the 

wisdom and experience of childho_od are more difficult 

to define (because of her own silence) than 11 the quaint 

standnrdo" she had put asid8 P..fter some time in Leipzig. 

The trip to Germany symbolizes the kind of break it waso 

There seems to have been no conscious repudiation of 

Australia per se in Richardson's departure. It was 

2 
intended at fi.rst as a visit to England. Richardson 

often gave as her sole reason for leaving Melbourne~ the 

simple explanation that "at the time it was a matter of 

uncertainty whether I would take up music as a pro:fession'i. 3 

(a guarded wny of saying what a relative has openly 

1. Letter to Oliver Stonor, 29th April, 1941. ( 11 B.ut 
I argue that she was an excellent critic, and wish 
she had done more in this line"). 

2. Myself When Young, p. 79. The family intended to be 
"back in a year 11

e 

3. Letter to Miss I. Leeson, 28th July, 1927; MS in 
Mitchell Library, Sydney. 
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stated: that she and Lilian Richardson "had decided to 

make music their careers 1 ~. 1 Myself When Young makes 

clear that the decision to study music was made several 

thousand miles from the shores of Port Philip. Leipzig 

was to be a "new life 11
•
2 

In The Getting of Wisdom Laura is fascinated by a 

provocative play by Ibsen. Whether Ethel Richardson read 

Ibsen at school is not known, and is not important. It 

is significant that this author was chosen to take p~rt 

in the process of self-discovery and spiritual liberation 

of the young girlo We can be certain that in Leipzig 

and in England Richardson was nourished in her antipathy 

to the stifling elements of' conventional middle class 

society by her ac~uaintance (in the original after about 

1895) with plays like The Master Builder. In Myself 

When Young she records having written an appreciative 

interpretation of The Master Builder for an English 

manuscript magazine, at a time when, acc,ording to her, 

the play was generally considered "the product of an old 

man's dotage 11 .3 This magazine article may reveal 

1. 1iloA.. Glutton-Brock, "Mrs. Lins'r, p. 46. 
2. Myself When Young, p. 330 
3. Ibid., p. 124 
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Richardson's candid evaluation of Ibsen9 but since it 

is not mentioned in any list of Richar•dson 1 s wri tings 9 

it has been difficult to track down. She did9 however, 

write an article (published in 1897) on the pitfalls of 

translating Ibsen, which begins with the positive remark 

that: 

There is, at the present moment, no 
continental writer who has such a 1 fascination for us as Henri1k Ibseno 

This was written during the ascendancy of Proust, .Anatole 

France, Chekhov and Strindberg, to name a few. Although 

it was not an uncommon English evaluation of Ibsen in 

1897 9 it confirms Richardson's own high estimation • .And 

it is interesting that she nowhere discusses Strindberg, 

the disciple of Nietzsche. The reason may be that she wao 

not herself a strict disciple of Nietzsche, despite 

her admiration for his workso 

Certainly she had read and listened to readings 

of Ibsen 1 s plays during her stay in Leipzig ("at a time 

when", according to her, "Ibsen's name was little known 

outside Norway112 )• Her friendship with J.G. Robertson 

1. "Ibsen in Translation" 9 The Speaker 9 10th July, 1897, 
p. 41 o 

2. Myself When Young, p. 104. 
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grew from their common literary and musical interests, 

amongst which Ibsen and Wagner are given particular 

mention. Herself a translator of Danish, she was 

sensitive to the 11 irritating and unnecessary inaccuracies111 

\of William Archer's translations 9 which she believed 

made no attempt to preserve "the dignity and picturesque 

2 force" of Ibsen' s "nervous _prose style 11 
• (Recent 

translators would agree with Richardson. However 9 

her alternative translations of "inaccurate passages" 

appear stilted and non-dramatic 9 un~elated or foreign 

to English idiom. The Danish may be impressive: 

Richardson's notion of a "dignified" prose translation 

is questionable. Her own prose 9 so it seems 9 ~ 

suffers from her false notion of stylistic dignity). 

All Ibsen's works were rapidly accessible to her 9 since 

her husband owned a complete collection. 3 

Richardson writes in such high praise of Ibsen 

that it is difficult to pass his influence by quite so 

quickly as commentators have done. ·ro point to any 

direct borrowings would be difficult; it would not 9 

1. "Ibsen in 'rranslation11
9 p·.41 

2. Ibid. 9 p. 42. 
3. Except for Ca tilina. See Myself When Young 9 pp. 11 ~ - l '"t 2. 
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in any case, indicate the nature of her debt, which is 

one of artistic kinship and sympat~y. (Tangible 

demonstrable evidence is conclusive, but it does not 

necessarily indicate greater "influenceH)o Nor is the 

dramatist an important technical influence on the 

novelist, despite the dramatic conception of Richar.dson 1 s 

novels 9 and the comparable scenes of dramatic confrontation 

between husuand and wife, or man and woman" However,a 

general similarity of approach has led to discussions of 

both writers being centred around the question of 11 reali·sm11 

and 11 romanticism 11
o Richardson the realistic novelist 

is in many vvays comparable with Ibsen the realist dramat·i ~t 

both are concerned with romantic themes, and do not fit 

readily into the naturalist movement; yet they ap~roacb 

simi::'.ar issues in a way which owes much to the emergent· 

tradition of scientific realism. 

It is in the subject matter itself, the issues 

explored and the categories and types that are formulated-

that one f'eels Richardson's discipleshipo Their primary 
(- -

concerns are for the dreamer and the idealist, of' .:for 

the man of genius who is conscious of his own creative 

imp•JLses and sees in them the means to justify his existence; 
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or for a highly romantic and romanticized view of love. 

The blend in Richardson is one of "romantic realism11
, 

with the implication that the romantic sentiments embodied 

in the novel are not overtly sanctioned or allowed to 

dominate our interpretation; Ibsen's realistic 

romanticism seems to sanction the romantic stand. 

Neither writer presents a normally hap~y or successful 

man-woman relationship, and it is generally the 11higher 

needs 11 of one partner which cause the trouble. (The 

Cosima-Wagner happiness is scarcely 11normal 11
; and 

it would be impossible to imagine that the Louise

Schilsky marriage will be happy by most standards). ·rhe 

typical Ibsen hero aspires without compromise for "more 

than lifeu~ those who do not share his aspiration 

are shown to be unimaginative and deficient in finer 

qualities. In the terms in which the plays operate, 

these characters tread wearily along an intolerable 

course; "their normality 11
9 writes G. Wilson Knight, 

11 merely serves to underline their triviality11
•
1 

Orthodox Christianity and the goals of ordinary social 

activity do not offer enough. 

1. G. Wilson Knight, Ibsen, Edinburgh ~h:i.d Lo11don: 
Oliver an~ Boyd, 1962, y.5. 
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To judge by her novels~ Richardson was attracted 

to Ibsen above other writers by the extreme romantic 

intensity with which his characters reject.bourgeois 

life to pursue the higher goal. Ibsen's heroes are 

to be seen as glorious failures: the hope and daring 

of their nihilistic challenge takes on an aspect of 

nobility which is lacking in the lives of their 'normal' 

associates. Richardson's f~ilures are not of this 

stature; yet her awareness of failure is heightened 

and confirmed by her reading of Ibsen. Her categorical 

distinctions - between the dreamers and the rest of 

humanity - are made with Ibsen's rigid insistence; the 

dreamers alone are the empassioned souls of this worldly 

life. The impossible dream and the inevitable failure 

to realize it (a perennial theme) is cast in a modern 

setting against typical mannerisms of modern middle class 

life. The unenlightened majority works as a potentially 

destructive force against the sensitive individual1 

(the implication is often made by Richardson 9 and the 

belief is stated by Mahony and Laura); and the suggestion 

is implicit with Richard Mahony, as with Hedda Gabler 

1. Cf. esp. Ibsen' s .A:n Enemy of the People. 
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and the Master Builder9 that in death it is at least 

possible that they have achieved their goal. 

Ibsen 1 then 9 observes among the Scandinavian 

middle classes many of the tensions and potentially 

destructive values that Richardson allows Mahony to 

censure in Australian society. Like Ibsen9 she wants 

to hold a balance, and to suggest a possible incompatibility9 

between the claims of the man of refined spiritual 

awareness and those of the contented majority. Richardson 

thinks in the same terms and categories as Ibsen 9 and 

her projection of ideas and feelings into dramatic 

conflict involves 1 as with Ibsen 1 the contrast and clash 

of these categories. Her awareness of the complexity of 

human character limits any overt dramatization of ideas 9 

or any fictional exploration of her own ideas; yet 

her precise awareness of social and moral issues is rare 

in Australian fiction. Although she injects little 

1 of her own judgement and feeling into her novels 1 she 

is inev~tably present as the assembler of a scheme; 

and it is certain that the seeds of her achievement 

1. It will be argued in later sections that Richardson 
is rather less "objective" than is generally 
accepted. 
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were gathered from the kind of romantic modernity that the 

works of Ibsen germinated. Her works (like Ibsen's) 

attempt ambitiously 1 if not always successfully, to 

combine cosmic, psychological and social concerns, and 

to strive for the dignity and grandeur she found 

char~cteristic of Ibsen. In setting up contrary forces 

similar to those that preoccupied Ibsen, she exhibits 

the same urgency, the same need to search her own 

experience and to translate her ovm comparable problems 

into artistic form. Ibsen wrote: 

everything I have written has the 
closest possible connection with 
whAt I h~ve lived through, even if 
it has not been my own personal 
experience; in every new poem or 
play I have aimed at my own sptritual 
emancipation and purification. 

Richardson regarded her art with equal seriousness, and 

her letters reveal that she wrote from the same need. The 

connection between the experiences embodied in her novels 

and those of her life is demonstrably close; many of 

the issues that concerned her were first articulated 

in a modern setting by Ibsen, who helped to create 

the climate of ideas in which she wrote. He was himself 

4. Quoted by Knight, Po 4. 
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the product and the opponent of the new middle class; 

he set the pattern for Richardson's obsession with the 

constrictions of middle class life. In her own life 9 

Richardson took the same care over investments nnd 

financial interests1 as Ibsen. She was a supporter 

of the Suffragette Movement on Ibsen's ideological 

grounds; and in middle age she turned to psychic 

rcscarch9 o.s Ibsen did to modern sp:i.ri tu8.lism 9 as a 

practical "scientific" attempt to explore the possibility 

of a non-material existenceo 

It would be fatuous to assert that Richardson 

8QUalled the achievement of Ibsen 9 or even to claim 

that their artistic works make any similar resolution to 

the central problems which preoccupied themo His plays 9 

however 9 were part of her Leipzig life and were integrate~ 

into the experience that she "relived11 and "redressed" 

to write Maurice Guesto It was not until she had moved 

to England that she read Jacobsen 1 s Niels LYnee• 

J.G. Robertson9 then her fiance 9 sent her a German 

translation of the novel while she was living in 

1. See esp. letters to Stonor 9 and to Jacob Schwartzo 
MSS in National Library of Australia 9 Canberra. 
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Northamptanshire• 1 Niels LYPee 9 she found, 11 stirred 

2 me as few books have ever done 11 
, because, we may 

surmise, it re-introduced her to themes and issues 

similar to those of Ibsen9 in novel formo Richardson's 

debt to Jacobsen has been indicated by Leonie Kramer. 3 

Her efforts at translation certainly assisted her to 
/. 

pick up the technical nuances of Jacobsen's narrative 

method~ His scientific concern for detail in the 

development of a romantic theme is reflected in Maurice 

Guest and Mahonyo But it is as well to stress that 

Richardson did not, or could not, follow Jacobsen in 

some characteristic aspects, and that for her own purposes 

she extended and developed other aspects of hia fictional 

method~ 

Richardson a·ttempted to a1Jsorb more fully into 

the novel her naturalist's passion for recording the details 

of physical environment and the workings of the human 

organism. Jacobscn's fiction is more Hardyes~ue: 

his 11 detailedfi- landscape descriptions are more freq_uently 

1. See, Myself When Young, pp. 1117 - 125, esp. Po 125. 
2. Ibid., p. 125. 
3. "Henry Handel Richardson: The Limits of Realism" 9 

Melbourne Critical Review, No. 3, 1960, pp. 75 - 79; 
"Henry Handel Richardson", The Literature of Australia 
(ed. Geoffrey Dutton), Penguin Books, 1964, pp. 318 - 330. 
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poetic and sensuous. They attempt to express the romantic 

attitudes of his characters and to establish a dream-

like atmosphere. The author does not create a detailed 

milieu of place and people. 'rhough the Scandinavian 

landscape is "real 11
1 its many details are usually recorded 

for their romantic 9 nostaglic associations with folk-

traditione A nosta~gic mood is evoked by the actual 

details recorded: 

She lay still with her eyes closed~ 
and pleasant pictures of her life in 
Copenhagen passed before her. ·rhe drooping 
beeches at Sorgenfri 9 the red church at 
Lyngby on its plinth of graves 9 and the 
white house with the narrow lane down to 
the lake 9 where the palings were always 
as green as if they were painted with 
moisture - all this rose up before her 9 grew 
more vivid9 becRme indistinct~ and 
vani~hud. Other pictures followed. 
There lay the Brcgdo.de as the sun went 
down and darkness crept up slowly over 
the houses, and there again was the 
wonderful Copenhagen you found oµ 
coming in f ~om the country in the 
morning. It seemed so fantastic in its 
bustle and sunshine 9 with its whitened 
window-panes and its streets filled 
with the odour_of fruit; the houses 
looked so unreal in the strong light 9 

and a silence seemed to lie upon them 
which the noise of rolling vehicles could 
not dispel •••• Next came the warm9 dark 
sitting room on autumn evenings when she 
was dressed for the theatre and the others 
were not quite ready: the odour of pastils -
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the stove fire casting a glow on the carpet
the raindrops beating against the panes -
the horses stamping at the door - the 
melancho1y cry of the wussel-vendor in the 
streeta.aand after all this, the light, 
the music and the splendour of the theatreo 

Even in Richardson's translation this virtual list of 

details performs a poetic function. When Richardson 

attempts sensuous evocation, her platitudinous or 

mundane diction and stiff rhythms are likely to impede 

any truly expressive effect; yet it was the poetic 

~uality of Jacobsen's prose that she enjoyed mosto 1 

One of the weaknesses of her own styi.e is that it does 

not emulate the most characteristic aspect of Jacobsen's 

prose. 

Richs.rd.son 1 s effects in Maurice Guest derive from 

the intricacy, precision and clarity of her perception, 

and from an accompanying cumulative narrative pressureo 

Relevant and accurate detail is indispensable to the 

effect; but in this respect, and relative to Richardson, 

Jacobsen is lightweight. Niels L:v:@'ne exhibits little 
v 

of the elaboration of Maurice Guest; despite its 

"scientific" concern, it only begins, by comparison, 

to analyse psychological intricacies in full depth and 

1.. See "A Danish Poet'' 9 Southerly (Henry Handel Richardson 
issue), XXIII 9 40 - 510 
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complexity. True 9 Jacobsen begins the operation, and 

Richardson learnt from him; but she makes the process 

of 'scientific' analysis almost the raison d'etre of her 

fiction in Maurice Guest. Jacobsen's strict naturalism 

operates in parts: in many small significant scenes, like 

those which depict the growing mutual attraction and love 

of Fennimore and Nielso ·rhe reader is conscious of the 

isolation9 the vignette quality9 of these short sceneso 

When, for example 9 Niels comes to declare his love for 

Fennimore after gradually rocking the chair on which 

she sits 9 the details of his behaviour are scientifically 

recorded; they are the symptoms of his conditiono But 

the scene stands out clearlyo The result of this ap~roach 

is that Niels Lyi\g.e is more noticeably a collection of 

well inter·pela ted vignettes, linked by a personal narrative 

voicea (The narrator often recounts, in one or two 

sentences 9 the events of several years; like Hardy, 

he seems to be very consciously telling a tale). It 

is not until the final climax is reached, when the 

embittered recriminations of Ni3ls and Fennimore are 

'scientifically' examined at length and in depth 9 that 

one feels the full importance of Jacobsen 1 s technique 

as an influence on Maurice Guest., 
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It is not difficult to see what Richardson meant 

when she wrote of Jacobsen as "a Danish poet 11
• He 

wrote 9 in fact, before the emergence of naturalism 

in the 1880's (Niels LYpti.e was published in 1875) 9 

though Jacobsen was a pioneer of the naturalist movement~ 

It seems to me that Zola's techniQues were at least as 

influential on Richardson as Jacobsen' so A concern 

to demonstrate the workings of physical laws on the 

human creature avowedly motivates Zola's novels, particularly 

in his study of the growth and decline and of passionate 
' ·, 

love in ·rherElse RaQuin. ·rhis novel resembles Maurice 

Guest in subject ma~ter and techniQue: the actual 

subject matter 9 and hence its detail 1 are comparable 

(passion, spent passion, recriminations, nightmare 1 the 

inability of the lovers to shake off the effects of 

their past) and the method is often similar (as a 

thorough, scientific record of experience, in which 

character and behaviour are examined in depth and in 

every intricacy, and by means of similar devices such 

as the dream, and the simple, obvious background symbol). 

The description of decadent passion and recrimination in 

Th€rese Raquin finds probably for the first time in 
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English a counterpart (arunittedly inferior and certainly 

less imaginative) in Richardson 1 s presentation of the 

declining relationship between Maurice and Louise. In 

some of her evocations of drunken apparitions, dreams and 

nightmares 9 notably in her presentation of the morgue 

scene and of Avery Hill's death 9 she sometimes realizes 

the vision that :.11uminates ·rt.~rese Raguin. Richardson, 

however, is convincing mainlr by her psychological and 

geographical accuracy: thati in itself 1 both generates 

the novel's power and largely accounts for its flatness. 

Zola the novelist, rarely fo~lowed his own naturalistic 

formula. 

Edmund Gosse's introd~ction to Richardson's 

transiation o-:: Niels LiJhe ."ecords a conversation betweeri 

"' Jacobsen and c.. colleague (Dr. Brnndes 9 a close friend 

of Nietzsche) in which the QU~hor explained his 

11 scienti1'ic 11 :nethod: 

'
1I'he metaphysic of it [says Jacobsei}} 

will ce psychological throughout, and 
the psychological part physiological 1 throughout; what do you thiILK: of that?" 

1 o Edmund. Goss.e 9 Introduction to Niels L:0\he (translated.-~ 
from -~he Danish by Ethel F. L. RobertsOll""under the 
title Siren Voices 9 London: Heinemann 9 1896), p. xv. 



One might say that in Maurice Guest and The Fortunes of 

Richard Mahon~ Richardson fulfilled this intention more 

closely than Jacobsen; indeed Richardson apDears to 

follow this 'scientific' method more closely, perhaps, 

than any other important novelist, since the factual 9 

denotative quality of her prose foc~ss~s attention on - - , 

the 'scientific' aspect of the novel's pursuits. 

Jacobsen went on to summarise to Brandes the 

subject matter of Niels Ly:q.'\:e: 

It will be a chronicle of youtho 
It is youth which 9 in the novel I am 
writing, grows, loves, chatters, fails, 
fights 9 is disillusioned and swept 
awayo By its virtues and its vices, 
by its cowardice and its ruin, I shall 
show how difficult it is for a man to be 
a freethinker in a country like Denmark, 
with the siren voices of tradition and the 
memories of childhood on one side and t~e 
censoriousness of society on the other. 

From this passage Richardson took the phrase "siren 

voices'' as the title of her translationo Jacobsen's 

summary indicates also Richardson's similar thematic 

concerns: in Maurice Guest for disillusionment in 
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youth, 1 in Richard Mahony for the constricting effects 

of a conventional censorious society upon a man who sees 

its limitationso Richardson admitted that the milieu 

and the climate of ideas that Niels LY1t,.e treats "are 

more and more faintly indicated9 until at length there 

is nothing to remind us that we are not reading of our 
2 own day". Her "own day" was November 1897 9 about the 

time she commenced work on Maurice Guest. 3 Jacobsen 

and his works are mentioned as part of the Leipzig 

climate of ideas: Niels Lyn'be, indeed, is described 

by Madeleine Wade as Lr>afft' s "bible". 4 

Krafft is also the spokesman for another European 

whose wo1:k.s and ovlnlo.rrn fo11m .Pt-l.l't of the Leipzig 

background of Maurice Guest. Thus Spake Zarathustra 

1. Perhaps the essential difference between Maurice Guest 
and Niels L~e is that Maurice becomes a victim of--i--:;-
passion he doesn't understand; he is not conscious or 
what Jacobsen would call the restraining influences of 
his background, or of the issues involved. Niels is 
aware of his background, and of the issues it raises 
as he tries to overcome it; that is the source of 
his conflict and dilemma. He is closer to Raskolnikc-.r 
than Maurice. 

2. "A Danish Poet" 9 Po 46. 
3. See "1895 - 1903 11 by O.M. Roncoroni; in Myself 

When Young, esp2 p. 143. 
4. See below, Po53. 
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might equally be designated as Krafft's bible. If we 

perceive that the background ideas discussed by the Le_ipzig 

students are also a direct comment on Maurice's central 

dilemma, it will be observed that the ideas and primary 

concerns of both Jacobsen and Nietzsche were profound, 

complementary literary influences on Richardsono By 

examining her changing attitudes towards Nietzsche, it 

will be possible to assemble an interesting pattern in t~"..e 

development of her most fundamental attitudeso 

AoD. Hope did much to illuminate our understanding 

of Richardson's life and her novels by his attempt, in 

a valuable article in Meanjin, to demonstrate Nietzsche's 

profound influence. Much can be added to his 11 evidence 11
, 

and if Richardson's debt to Jacobsen is considered in 

conjunction with the influences of Nietzsche, some of 

his speculations might be modified and held in better 

perspective, Some consideration of The Fortunes of 

Richard Mahony, which Hope conspicuously omits from 

his discussion, might also be profitable. Much of the 

evidence Hope assembles to argue that the 11 only real 

literary influence in the book111 

1. A. D. Hope, 11 Henry Handel Richardson 1 s Maurice Guest",, 
Meanjin, XIV, 191. 
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is exercised by Nietz,sche could equally well support an 

argument for the influence of Jacobsen or Ibsen (indeed 

in some respects, for Shakespeare, or almost anyone) .. 

For it is not remarkable that Richardson "dramatized" 

Nietzschean categories: unless the categories are 

endorsed with a Nietzschean value judgement they are not 

truly Nietzscheana Examples of "free spirits", "the herd" 

and the "Nietz.schean woman" (as outlined by Hope) may be 

found frequently in Shakespeare's plays (indeed in all 

literature). One of the first reviewers of Maurice 

Guest automatically compared Louise to Shakespeare's 

1 Cleopatra. It is misleading to impose Nietz.sche on 

this novel, since his categories, if dramatized without 

without comment~ will often appear as universal typeso 

In order to demonstrate that Louise fits the Nietzschean 

category of the woman who realizes her true nature, Hope 

loads his interpretation of Louise with his own (Nietzschean) 

2 
values: it is the only way Louise can be made to fit 

the categoryo Of course, Krafft the philosopher and 

commentator is a second Nietzsche in student form, and 

Richardson's debt has to be admitted. But she is cautious 

enough- to demonstrate that the conflicts of Maurice, 

1o Times Literary Supplement, 10th September, 19089 

p. 294. 
2. Hope, p. 195. 
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Louise and Schilsky need not (I think can not) be 

interpreted and judged in accordance with KrafftYs 

values. Richardson refuses to write a roman ~ th~se: 

her thesis, if anything, is that the practice of human 

life fits no philosophical projection, and can be better 

apprehended in relation to several schemes of valueso 

·rhe two sets of values which Maur•ice Guest holds in 

tension are articulated by Madeleine and Krafft 

respectively. We are invited to sanction neither of them@ 

According to the Nietzschean view, the fulfilled 

man represents an intermediate stage in the development 

from the slave morality and herd mentality to a condition 

beyond man (the superman). The liberated spirit is the 

being who has overcome self; he has shaken off guilt 

feelings and false obligations and is not subject to 

the strictures and drags that his 6ociety and earlier 

growth have hitherto inculcated in him. Now Jacobsen, 

writing in the same climate of ideas as Nietzsche, 

explained that his purpose in Niels Lynhe was to write 

a book about "foolish freethinkers". These were the 

young people of the age who could not manage to shake 
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off 11 the clogs and drags" of their past, despite their 

resolution, to face the consequences of their liberation 

from established authority: 

one found in short that one was made 
to rely upon one's self to a frightful 
degree; one found that the whole liberty 
one had gained was a heavy burden to beare 
The consequence was that some people could 
not endure it any longer, and deserted. 
Others curtailed their free thought and 

remained freethinkers only on unessential 
points; then there were others who kept 
to their principles and attacked the old 
idee.s, although without really respecting 
the new ones; and yet again there were those 
who :honourably tried to persevere, ~.but who 9 in 
times of adversity9 found th1 burden too 
heavy for their shoulders ••• 

The outline of Niels Lynhe will be 
••• steeped in the colour of amorous 
dreams and amorous sorrows, amorous 
longings and amorous yearnings - the 
mutaphysic of it psychological throughout, 
and the psy2hological part physiological 
throughout. 

Maurice Guest 9 a young man with many typical dreams, 

hopes 9 ideals, and "amorous yearnlngs 11 is thrown into 

an arena in which the experienced combatants have decided 

already either to be "liberated spirits" or to remain 

"constricted bourgeoisie 11
.. Though it is sometimes said 

that these Leipzig students are 11 young 9 discovering 

1. Quoted by Gosse, p. xiv. 
2 Q Ibid. 9 p. xv. 
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themselves aa well ns their talents"\ they n:.ppear to 

act in accordnnce with talents and guiding principles 

that have long since been discover'ed. Of the important 

cha:vacters 9 only Maurice ("the young man") and Ephie 

Cayhill ( H the baby") are inexperienced.. The rigid 

divi~ion of the principal characters (excluding Maurice) 

into advanced "degenerates" and experienced "bourgeoisie" 

is part of an historically authentic reconstruction of 

the period. Though the question of atheism is not an 

issue 9 it is Maurice's role to be one of Jacobsen's 

11 foolish free thinkers": he is unable to live the manner 

of life towards which he allows his own aspirations and 

passions to project himo He can not turn from the siren 

voices of his upbringing and his own "ordinariness", 

yet he will not be satisfied with less than the lifelong 

realization of an imposs:ible 9 unrequited passion. 

There are analogues in Niels Lynhe. Unlike Niels, 

however, Maurice never fully understands the issues he 

is, defeated by. 

Character in Maurice Guest is defined primarily in 

terms of strength and weakness, inex..perience and experience. 

1. A.N. Jeffares, Preface to Maurice Guest, Melbourne: 
Sun Books, 1965. 
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I do not think it has been stated els~where that the 

names of the characters have an obvious and elementary 

significance~ even the ironically - named 11 Dove 11
9 

Richardson states and demonstrates, is never altruistic 

and is in search of power and recognition. Madeleine 

11 wades 11 through life with hardened determination and 

cynicism; Louise Dufrayer is the exotic femme fatale1 ; 

"Krafft" is German for 11 strength 11 or "power"; and 

11 Guest 11 is indeed a transitory visitor in the society 

of the talentedo The interest of the novel derives from 

a clash of characters and their ideas which is dramatized 

on almost every page 9 and not only when Krafft or Schilsky 

appears. Two is a party, three is a crowd in Maurice 

Guest; when a third person enters the room the clash 

of temperaments and ideas assumes a different form. 

1. But I do not agree with Vincent Buckley that our 
initial impression of Louise always remains 9 

11 is 
never negatived". Maurice's first impressions are 
qualified not merely by mention of her "length of 
face 11 (etc.) 9 but by elaborate descriptions of 
Louise's actual behaviour, her lodgings (this 'sordi&' 
realism gives no suggestion of the "hothouse 11

) 9 

partly by Madeleine's impress,ions of her, and (indirectly) 
by the realistic portrait of Schilsky. ·rhis in~:tance, 
especia~ly in the decline of the Maurice-Louise 
relationship, on more intimate and even sordid details 
ensures that the "hothouse" quality fades from the 
writing itself and our initial impressions of Louise 
are balanced. However, it is true that Richardson 
q.ernonstrates Louise's "unpredictability" without 
really analysing its cause. (See Buckley,, P~ 15 .£.§;·). 
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(Usually on0 of the three leaves the room 7 so that a 

kind of dialectic is ~gain established) a This clash of 

ideas and categories r·0flects the influence of Dostoye"Vsky 9 

more (I think) than does the characterization of Maurice 

(whom J~Go Robertson considers a literary descendant of 

Raskolnikov) o " 

Following the suggestions offered by Hope 9 critics 

have stated (I think wrongly) that Krafft's stance is 

im:plici tly endorsed by the events of the novel .. t These 

critics fail to rel~te adequately the views expressed by 

Krafft and Madeleine (who is equally a debater and 

spokesman) to th~ actual plight of the central character. 

That is Richardson's implicit directive 9 for their 

debates on art and morality are primarily discussions 

about Maurice Guest not o.b:mt 11 art"; and each debater 

is shown to be partly right and partly wrong. Maurice 1 s 

dreams, in art and in love, arc simply not matched by his 

capabilities: it is abuneantly clear to the reader and 

at times to Maurice himse~f that fulfilment of these 

ideals, in this situatio~, is impossible. The confrontations 

between Krafft and Made:eine, who hold for each other the 

mutual respect of oppoaite and equal forces, serve to 

1 o See espo Buckley; and Gabrielle Bielenstein, 11Aim 
and object in th~ novel: variations of character in 
society in the 'rnrks of three Australian noveliSt-s", 
unpublished th0sis submitted 1958 to the University 
nf' 1\H P 1 hn1rrn P,. 
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point up the individual dilemma in which Maurice is 

placed~ The insistence on Maurice's youth (by the 

narrator for whom he is "the young man", by Louise 

("poor boy11
) by Madeleine, and even Schilsky)

1 
and on 

his middle role as a person both more sensitive and less 

hardened than Madeleine yet lacking the genius of Schilsky 
(-

and the flare of Louise, has the effect of defining 

Maurice 1 s possible destiny in terms appropriate to his 

own personalityo He appears weak because he never 

SlSsumes a workable role; he does not take up a stnnce 

that will fit him for survival. Though not the least 

sensitive of the characters, he is certainly the most 

foolish; and on that point alone Krafft and Madeleine 

are in complete agreemento 

The argument between Krafft and Madeleine on art 

and morality,forecasting as it does the destruction of 

Maurice, has been considered to be part of Richardson's 

implicit endorsement of Nietzscheanismo ·rhis scene is 

in fact not primarily about art and morality, though 

1-Vincent Buakley reads it in that marmer. · It is again 

1. Buckley, Po 15~ 
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an argument about Maurice; two absolutes nre propounde~ 

as alternatives, neither of which Maurice is fitted to 

accept., Krafft is discovered reading 11 a novel by a 

modern Danish :12oet 9 who died youngo 11 The novel 9 incidentally9 

is undoubtedly Niels L;ynhe~ (Rich~dson does not state 

its title or ci.utho.r 9 but she ho.s left the hints and clues, 

for that deduction. Madeleine comments sarcastically 

"What have we here? - ah1 your Bible 11
• Richardson's 

article on Jacobsen wo.s entitled "A Danish Poet 11
, and 

in it she states: 

He wrote almost wholly in prose, but it 
is as a poet that one thinks of him and 
knows him; with poets alone it is 
possible to compare him ••• ~c 
Niels Lynhe has been called the Bible of 
young Scandinavia., ) 

Krafft 9 then, is reading Niels L;ynhe which is (according 

to Richardson) the study of "e. poet who is not a poet", 

a young man "sensitive and lonely9 disappointed in his 

hopes of love 1 always thrown back upon himself 9 and 

finding no stay in his art; that is how we know Niels 9 

Niels with his dreamy indecision and paralyzing discretion, 

his plans too vast to be realized9 his self-communings 

and his self-despair. 111 Niels is in many important 

1. "A Danish Poet" 1 Po 470 
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respects not an earlier Mnurice Guest 9 but it is 

interesting that Richardson isolates for discussion 

precisely those of his qualities which are still more 

noticenble in Maurice. 

Both Krafft and Madeleine begin their discusaion 

by agreeing that Maurice is a fool; the reasons they 

give are diametrically opposite. Madc.2.eine's argument, 

though utilitnrian9 is not that art is a craft (as 

Buckley interprets her). She does not claim that art 

is only a training for a career, although we are invited 

to believe that that may be her philistine view; she 

insists simply that Maurice is giving up the chance of 

a vocation. Since Maurice clearly lncks outstanding 

talent 9 she makes a pertinent point. When Kra:'. :·::, says 

"the mill Guest is going through may be his salvation -

artistically11
, he is plainly wrong. If the novel has 

demonstrnted anything9 it is that Mnurice hasn't got, 

and never has had, the "morbid11 capacity for suffering 

that Krafft sees as necessary for a Niet~schean 

liberationo He has never thought of liberation in this 

wiay; and despite his agonies, nothing Richardson 
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demonstrates suggests that suf'fering can have the fully 

"Nietz;schean", spiritually purgative effect on him 

that it presumably exercises on Krafft.. His suffering 

is simply anguish and frustration; it can never be 

anything else so long as he seriously stakes everything 

on an impossible passion. When Krafft say~ 

Since I've seen what our friend is 
capable of; how he has allowed himself to 
be absorbed, since, in short, he has behaved 
in such a highly un-British wa~ - well since 
then, I have some hope of him. 

it is clear that the Nietzschean's whole radical posture 

is itself an indication that he is completely misjudging 

Maurice's potential and his values. He goes on to 

launch into a diatribe against the English, and to state 

the Nietz,schean doctrine of woman as the charmer of man's 

existence.. But his argument that 11 a man makes a good 

exchange of career, and success, and other such acc,idents. 

of his material existence, for the right to touch these 

(woman's) hands at will" has no practical application to 

Maurice, even if he has accepted it as a credo. Everything 

we have learnt by this stage suggests that Maurice has not 

the ghost of a chance to continue as Louise's lover. 

1o Maurice Guest, P~ 438. 
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The clnsh between them depicted in the scene immediately 

pr.ece.ding tp.e debo.te is not the first to sug~.est tpa"!; 

"tihe affair h.as r·eached its final stage of di.sin tegra tion 

and mutual recrimination. It is significant that the 

Krafft-Madeleine debate is juxtaposed against this 

revealing confrontation, s:ince Maurice's lack of 

Nietz;schean 11 potential" 9 his essential "ordinariness",-

is established beyond question in this scene, All tnat 

Maurice could ever have done to attract Louise is, as 
11 she says 9 to live 11 in the present 11 

, and to be "strong" 

11bruta1 11
, "cruel" or "masterly": in other words Schilsky. 

When once or twice he "forgets himself", Louise is 

faintly excited; but it is clear that Maurice's 

temperament can not be attractive to Louise, and tbat 

Maurice himself will not alter. 

The whole debate is. cast against the background 

of the "English", representing restraint and comm.on 

sense, and the "Euroveans·", representing the o.rtisti0 

sensibility. Maur-ice has in him the qualities of both: 

the common sense and moral feeling, and lack of talent, 

that is "English" and the sensi t,i vi ty and aspiration 
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that is "European". Krafft is only half right because 

he can instruct Maurice only in a 11 European11 mannero 

His arguments and Madeleine's only emphasize the :fact 

that Maurice is a composite of both 11Englishness11 and 

11Europeanism11
, with the excesses o:f neithero Thus 

neither argument is a feasible alternative yet both 

focus attention on his individual dilemma. His pathetic 

deficiency is that he fails to understand his own more 

ordinary "composi te 11 condition. 

I have stated at some length what seems to me 

\\ 
obvious because several wrong assumptions have vitiated 

' criticism of this booko It has been assumed that because 

Maurice is not fully awaire of the issues which surround 

, him, he is an uninteresting subject for fiction. Though 
~ ~ 1 

the novel is weakened by Richardson's pro!X.ii'i ty 1 all its 

episodes and scene$ are arranged to develop or heighten 

our awareness of the gap between Maurice' s understanding 

and the reality of his dilemma; r.is pitiable (if not 

tragic) plight is dramatically defined. If at times 

we start to lose interest in Maurice 1 and in the novel, 

it is not because he is a 11 weak 11 character and a dull 
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subject; it is because the language and the methods 

used to explore his character become laborious. Secondly1 

it has been stated that Maurice has to choose between 

Madeleine and her philistine 1 wholly practical values 

and Louise and her Nietzschean valueso In truth, no 

such choice arises. 'rhe novel demonstrates Maurice' s 

own lack of self-awareness by emphasizing his "composite" 

temperamento 'Self-understanding implies that a choice 

from amongst the nboolutely unpalatable (Madeleine) 1 and 

the impossible (Louise) 1 and dea.th (his own decision) is 

not req_uired of himo ·rhe other misinterpretation is 

related to the first two and will have to be more fully 

discussedo It is the common belief that Richardson 

implicitly endorses Krafft 1 s Nietzschean stando 

An actor given Krafft's lines must perforce be 

attractive. He allures for the reason that much of 

Nietzsche's prose allures: by its wit and radical 

daring~ its extremism and iconoclasm, its determination 

to strike a droll or. fascinatingly 'morbid' posture. 

He "wins" the contest with Madeleine in the sense that 

he is the roo~e colourful performer and leaves Madeleine 

with nothing acceptable to say. He also suggests that 
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Louise has a "genius for love" 9 and later provides 

Maurice (who hasn't) with a ticket to suicide, the 

address of a gunsmitho But the "triumphant" final 

scene of Louise and Schilsky9 though ironically directe& 

against Maurice 9 can not be interpreted as an implicit 

vindication of the Niet2schean stand. The marriage 

of Schilsky and Louise is the final chord in Richardson'~ 

unequivocal depiction of the unequal distribution amongat 

individuals of talent 9 sexual appeal and genius. It is 

charged with a grim irony at the expense of the dreamer 

who tries to overreach his grasp, but its realism in 

placing a Darwinist emphasis on human differences is only 

incidental to the Nietz,schean ideals Kraff't advocated .. 

The inference is not that Louise and Schilsky are justified 

as higher beings; merely that 9 being in possession of 

certain talents and gifts 9 they find it possible to get 

what they want. Krafft is only right in so far as he 

states that the fittest will survive, but Madeleine also 

says as mucho For Krafft as Nietz,schean to be endorsed 

Richardson would have had to set up an ideal in her 

portrayal of Louise and of Schilskyo This she refuses 

to do. A manner of life is honestly and powerfully 
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dramatized in Louise and Schilsky, which is never 

sentimentalized. 1 Tha Louise-Schilsky drama is more 

heavily charged than the Krafft-Madeleine debate, and 

it is from this more fully dramatized conflict that one 

judges the acceptability of Louise and Schilsky's stando 

There is not the slightest hint that Schilsky's conduct 

is to be condoned: Krafft's comfilents only suggest that 

the possibility should be entertained. 

In a novel packed with an absorbing variety of 

studies in egotism, Louise is the last ninepin to remain 

standing. It is not generally recognised that the f~~~.±1 

pages of the novel represent not only the triumph of 

Louise's strength over (Maurice's) weakness, but also 

the triumph of fe~ale passion over (Schilsky's) male art~ 

Krafft (like Nietzsche) is aware of the conflict, but 

a resolution favouring the woman is incompatible with 

all th~t the Nietzschean has practised and advocated. 

Avery Hill is to K~afft as Maurice is to Louise. 

The final tai:piece is virtually the punchline of the 

novel. The issues i~ succinctly clinches concern the 

1. Unlike the Cosima-Wugner relationship in The Young 
Cosima~ 
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future, the past and the present: 

"Take a look at his wife, if she's 
there, 11 said one American to another .... 
11 She studied here the same time as he did, 
and is SRid to have been very handsomee 
An English chap shot himself on her acc,ount •• o

11 

"Well, not my taste ••. I must confess," 
laughed the man who had been severe on suicide. 
11 Fine eyes, if you ~ike - but give me 
something fresher. i: 

If this vaguely hints .~J~,~in-that,.the:._~ppffia1._·of Louise.,.is 

only in the eyes of admiring beholders, and suggests the 

possible temporariness of her ascendancy, the overtone~ 

concerning Schilsky's future are more clearly perceived: 

She was wearing a long cloak. The door, 
in swinging to caught an end of this, and 
hindered her progress. Both she and her 
companion stooped to free it; their hands met; 
and the bystanders saw the2young man colour 
darkly over face and neck. 

Schilsky is now "the young man", Maurice's replacement, 

and is sketched in a most uncharacteristic attitude. The. 

truth is that he is caught in Louise's claws. By all 

that we know, their marriage must be one of tension and 

violence, caused by the conflicting demands of Louise's 

love and Schilsky' s musical genius. The Nietz,schean 

conception of love, "with war as its means and tre deathly 

1. Maurice Guest. p. 493. 
2. Ibid~ 
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hate of the sexes as its fundamental law111 has been 

realiz.ed; but in this form it has never been advocated 

by Kraf~t. Kraff't has re:pea ted Nietz;sche' s advice 11about 

going to woman and not forgetting the whi:p112 and "ten 

minutes before the registrar.o.and the rest of life1 

chains 113 ; but for Schilsky Niet~schean liberty is ai. 

memoryo C.oming at the end of the novel, after countless 

:pages dramatiz;ing Louise's demands for the day-long and 

night-long attentions of her lovers, the scene is charged 

with the heavy irony that Schilsky's boasts of freedom 

from the nails of woman are brought to naught. The 

11 trium:ph11 of Louise means the defeat of Schilsky as the 

:practising Niet~schean artist-genius; there is, significantly 

no definite irony directed against Louise (to wholli the 

book is dedicateQ), but irony is heavily directed 

against Schilsky, 

I have suggested that Maurice Guest does not endorse 

a Niet~achean viewpoint, and that there is no textual 

evidence to :prove that Richardson subscribed to the 

v~ew& ex.pressed by Krafft. The novel is not based on a 

particular premise about genius: it Questions dramatically 

1. Friedrich Nietzsche, letter to Strindberg, Quoted in 
Six Plays by Strindberg (trans. Elizabeth S:prigge), 
New York~ Doubleday Anchor Books1 p. vi. 

2. Maurice Guest. :p. 1550 
3. Ibid., p. 70. 
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what has been taken as a premisea It is a valuable 

work because it is built around characters whose attitudes 

are those of an actual clim8te of ideas: their aspirations 

and conflicts are as inseparable from the stirring 

tranche de via of student Leipzig as the at~osphere of 

the Conservatorium, the concert hall and pension. 

In middle ag€ Richardson felt dissatisfied with 

Maurice Guest. Hope suggests in his attempt to 

vindicate some aspects of The Young Cosima that she 

was disgruntled by her portraits of genius in the earlier 

novel, Bnd that with her portrait of Wagner she attempte& 

a more accurate and convincing study of the artist, There 

are more important reasons for her dissatisfaction. 

Her letters reveal that sp.e was aware of the imbalance 

in the novel's construction and of the unnecessary 

prolixity of many passa~ep• (·~How I should like to 

cut whole pa@.es out of Maurice Guest! 11
) 
1' More 

indicative of her changing views is her apparent 

repudiation (by 1927) of the va~ious attitudes of 

all Maurice Guest's qharacters. A letter to an 

Australia~ reviewer makes this plain: 

1 • Letter to Stonor, 5th February, 1938· MS in 
National Library of Australia, Qanbe~ra. 
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In defence of the characters in Maurice 
Guest and their general unloveableness, I 
should like to say that the work was written 
in my youth - at a time when one is usually 
r~thor hot and bittero I ~uite agree. with 
your opinion of i{• But its too late now to 
try and alter ito 

It is not hard to believe that Richardson was 

"hot and bitter" when she wrote this novel; despite 

the author's detachment 9 it is a remorseless book. 

"Some people get what they want 9 others don't" is the 

sentiment registered in the grimness of its tone. Her 

bitterness, which continued until she was over thirty

eight, (hardly "her youth"), becomes an obstacle for tbnC!P 

commentators who consider that much of her experience 

vms embodied in the 'triumphant' Louise. It is more 

:p:. u°'.."'?.ble that the impulse to write Maurice Guest sprang 

frofl the feeling of bitterness and cynicism that accompanied 

the frustration of her aspirations. She hqd been thwarted 

in her adolescent attraction for a young clergyman and in 

her wish to make music a career; probably also in other 

rec~ects. Her central concern in Maurice Guest is for the 

plj_ght of the thwarted lover and artist. Louise is 

1. Letter to Miss Leeson, 28th July9 1927; MS in Mitchell 
Library, Sydncyo 
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perhaps a projection of the imngination, just as in 

The Getting of Wisdom Lnura projects herself into the 

role of the successful femme fataleo This may explain 

why Louise's behaviour is often enigmatic, and is not 

given a consistently real psychological basiso Richardson 

may have been moved by the Nietzschean ethic at this 

time; but it is certain that in her bitterness she 

found no redemptive message in it for herself. Indeed 

Richardson's interest in an ordinary member of the 

Nietzschean herd is not consistent with the spirit of 

Nietzscheanism. 

* * * ·* ,: "* * 
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If -Maurice Guest asks questions about the 

prerogatives of genius, 1.rhe Young Cosima supplies 

Richardson 1 s later answers. Paradoxically, the impulse 

to write the first novel derived partly from her awareness 

of her own lack of genius, yet the writing of the novel 

helped to assure her of her own creative cift~J and 

potential. Her "quiet confidence 11 in her work hegins 

from this point; and so does her retreat into privacy 

and seclusion. 1 The result was that as her own "hot and 

bitter" feelings cooled, so her af'f'irmation of' the 

prerogatives of' the artist increased. Where Schilsky is 

a degenerate and ruthless youth in a world of tough 

egocentric students 9 Wagner, who is supposed to be both 

a great artist an~ good fellow, is highly sentimentaliz~d 

for his 11 irresistable" personality and his extenuating 

needs. Artists can be loveable and generous, implies 

Richardson, but their needs are not diminished by their 

joviality. Unf'ortunately, one effect of the sof'tening 

of Richardson's own deepest attitudes was the disastrouE 

uncontrolled sentimentality exhibited in The Young 

Cosima, and to a lesser extent in other later workso 

There is no trace of authorial sentiment 9 and consequentl~r 

1. See below, ~~3. 
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no sentimentality, in the "embittered" Maurice Guesto 

But it is worth remarking again that Richardson employs 

every tactic to arouse as much sympathy as possible for 

Wagnero To pose the question of his neads and prerogatives 

she does not merely rely on our knowledge of his stature 

as an artisto By attG~pting to reveal (often sentimentally) 

his full humanity - his cantankerousness and his generosity -

she is not trying to diminish his ~tature in comparison 

to Schilsky, but actually to increase it; to 11 prove 11 

that his personality was irresis~able, his demands on 

Gosima and Bulow as an artist inseparable from his 

demands as a person. 

There is no doubt that Richardson was tormented pJ 
the question of her own prerogativeso Miss Roncoroni 

leads us to conclude that the writing of her novels was 

interrupted by her acts of personal sacrifice.
1 

The 

most convincing indication of her uncertainty on this 

issue is contained in an article written in unimpressive 

newspaper journalese by a respected acquaintance, the 

Australian novelist Brian Pentono Recalling his remarks 

on the death of JoGo Robertson, he writes: 

1o Some Personal Impressions 9 p. 86 ffo 
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Then out it all came, in a low 9 

nervous voice of one anxious to make plain 
an ambiguous position. "He built his own 
life round mine", she said. 11 He gave 
everything to me. He thought of nothing 
but my work. He insisted tqat the whole 
house should revolve around me. Yes, 
he insisted."1 

It suggests not only uncertainty, but even a feeling of 

guilt about her own conduct as an artist and her demands 

as a novelist. 

On some possibly related issues Richardson is more 

assertive. She is emphatic that a child should owe no 

debt of "gratitude" to his parents which might impede hia 

own fulfilment. 2 A relative has recently stated that the 

two Richardson sisters made an agreement in Leipzig that 

neither should bear children. After two years of marriage 

Lilian duly broke the pact, much to Ethel's displeasure, 

by giving birth to a sone 3 The story is consistent with 

more than one other jibe at women who "waste their lives" 

by bearing and raising children.4 She follows Ibsen in 

her rejection, in "exceptional" cases, of the sexual 

biological function of woman. Later demands that her 

privacy and routine should not be disturbed seem priggish 

1. Daily Telegraph (Sydney), 30th March, 1946, p. 16. 
2. Myself When Young, Pc 118s 
3. M.A. Glutton-Brock, "Mrs. Lins" 9 p. 49. 
~. · See Leonie Kramer 9 Ivlyself When LauJ?a, !Vlelbourne: 

Heinemann, 1966 9 p. 27 et al. 
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and ridiculous (though it is easy to inflate a harmless 

and understandable need for privacy in writing into a 

legendary 11 trait 11 )0 When Oliver Stonor requested an 

interview for a friend 9 he received the reply: 

If he would care to come and see me I 
should be pleased; but I'm an unsatisfactory 
person to try to get to know: it has to be 
all give and no take. My day is mapped 
rigorously out in work, rest 9 and exercise; 
and I don't let anything or anyone interfere 
with it •• ~I like to be r¥11g up beforehand.co 
You will probably laugh. 

The ambiguity of Richardson's attitudes continues 

in her annotations of sources consulted to write The 

Young Gosima.2- It is interesting to note that the 

annotations are often derisive and sceptical at Wagner'_ 

expense~ Letters in which Wagner demands money and 

assistance receive comments like "poor Richard!", and 

"only that, Richard?". She does not display the same 

attitude in the novel itself. It is significant, also 9 

that two studies of Nietzsche are included among the 

source books for The Young Cosimae3 

The rnostb personally(comrn:tttal article Richardson 
_/ 

1. Letter to Stonor 9 12th March 9 1937; MS. in National 
Library of Australia, Canberra. 

2. The collection is now held by the University of Tasrrania~ 
3. See bibliography9 ~. 351 of this thesiso 
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wrote is her account of the Wagner-Cosima-Bulow triangle, 

published in the Radio Times about a year after she had 

completed Ultima Thule. It is little more than a thin 

slice of commonplace Wagneriana thickly buttered with 

Richardson's own maudlin sentimentality. But she speaks 

virtually in person ("to me the most abhorrent of tasks"); 

she stn tes what in some degree 'rho Young Cosima implies: 

that Cosima is to be exonerated in her role as the woman 

who sacrificed herself to the artist's needs: 

Now, for the first time, this 
remarkable young woman - she was still 
well under thirty - had a task worthy 
of her, a chance of showing where her 
own genius lay ••• It wns she who discoverec1. 
'rriebschen, lwho installed him there, who 
etc.] oooasking nothing but to be allowed 

to sacrifice herself on the altar of his 
genius .. 1 

Richardson directs the commentary in her own voice_ and 

she indulges Cosima's sentiments for her own rhetorical 

purpose. Cosima's change of husbands is not to be 

attributed to the "easy morality of the arti::;t.ir. temperament": 

Nothing could be further from the truth. 
Deeply religious and almost morbidly duty 
ridden, Cosima never forgave herself and the 
sufferings she was forced to inflict. Her 
marriage had not been a happy one: Bulow, said 
Liszt, had "no talent as a husband"; he lived 

1. "The Story of Wagner and von Bulow - and the woman 
behind their musicn, Southerly (Henry Handel Richardson 
issue), XXIII, 65. 
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wholly on his nerves 9 was violent and 
tyrannical, toyed with the idea of 
suicide, disliked children 9 and had 
certainly not rated Cosima at her true 
worth while he had hero But her loss -
she~ . too 9 to be surrendered to Wagner! -
gave the last blow to his self-respect. 
Forced by Staff to put up the pistol he 
had snatched from its case ("You cannot 
fight the Master!"), he became a broken 
man, and for many a year the thought of 
his misery and desolation darkened CosimaYs 
life o ("Good night, my children; good night, 
my beloved; good night, poor Hans!") ••• o 

Meanwhile Cosima had at last found 
someone stronger than herself - there was 
nothing of the Hamlet Flbout Wagnero A.s a 
girl in Paris, she had noted with approval 
her spiritual dir6~tor's precept that 
"a woman's life is ordained to be one of long 
sacrifice 11

• Doffing her superiority she 
turned into the most womanly of women ••• 
She had borne Bulow's fury and his mother's 
malice in proud silence. Now she wept like 
a child on every occasion; her diary is one 
long record of tears shed; by day for joy 
that Wagner loved her 9 by night for Hans 1

1 suff'.erings 9 which "take all my joy away". 

Such phrasing is not exactly impartial, or convincing. 

It states beyond contradiction that in this case the 

needs of the artist override all other values. Although 

she had admitted of Wagner that "his genius, his needs, 

his irresistable personality made (him) an ogre who 

devoured without remorse the lives of all who approached 

too nearly", her endorsement of Cosima's conduct also 

1. Ibid., 65 - 66. 
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implicitly sanctions Wagner's stand. 

If as a middle-aged woman Richardson sympathized 

more than ever with a romantic and Nietzschean view of 

the prerogatives of genius, in what manner (one might ask) 

did she modify the "embittered" quasi-philosophy of which 

Maurice Guest was a product? Hope's article asked: waa 

she a Nietzschean? It can be stated definitely that she 

was not an exponent of Nietzsche's philosophy. She 

insisted that the demands of art ought to be separated 

from the other concerns of life. A letter to Oliver 

Stonor on the war-time controversies concerning the 

influence of Wagner and Nietzsche on German life and 

political affairs censures Wagner and clarifies her 

feeling for Nietzsche: 

Yes I see the ·rimes Literary Supplement have 
followed the correspondence about Wagner and 
Hitler and Nietz.sche. R. W. unfortunately 
dahbled in many subjects wh·ich1 as an artist 9 

he'J have done well to leave alone. I cannot 
see him supporting tr.~ present regime in Germany; 
or, anti-semite though he believed himself to 
be 9 condoning Hitler's treatment of the JewsG 
He was essentially fair-minded1 and so intense 
a lover of personal freedom that he spent the 
happiest time of his life outside Germany -
in Switzerland. 
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Nietzsche was a poet at heart and 
can be judged as sucho And as a writer of 
the most exquisite ~rose that has ever come 
from any human peno 

The implication of the latter statement is, surely, that 

Nietzsche is not to be judged as a philosophero As a 

poet, he exercised a profound influence on Richardsono 

Although her letters indicate that she was immoderately 

self-centred, they suggest nothing of Nietzsche's almost 

exclusive concern with the celebration of the egoo 

Though she appears priggish and uncharitable to people 

who lacked what she considered "the true spark", she was, 

her acquaintances agree, generall;}" considerate and 

critical of inconsiderateness in other~. 

Richardson found peace and sustenance in poetry; 

2 
she claimed that she did not read many novels o The 

poetry she prefers, to judge by her comments, is almost 

exolusively concerned with the ~omantic evocation of 

hurr.an mood. "Poetry is a passion with meo I can't live 

wi~hout it, just as some peop:..e can 1 t live without music 11
, 

she wrote to Stonor in 1943; and I think it is fair to 

s~ate that it was the roman~ic evocation of human mood 

ttat at this stage of life she va:'.lum;'Lmust highly __ ·--. 

>J 
~,. 

2.. 
Letter to Stonor, 20th April, 1942. 
In an interview with Mrs. 'rbeis; typescript in 
National Library of Australia, Canberra. 
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in the poetic prose of Nietzscheo Certainly it was for 

that reason that she valued Hardy: 

It is as a poet I love Hardy - and 
just as much as Lawrence dido The collected 
poems are one of my favourite bedside bookso 
I can read them again and againo Here he can 
be divinely simple when he likes 9 and his 
variety is infiniteo There is hardly a 
human mood or feeling he hasn't experienced 
and got on papero 'rhat I think is his great 
feato He's a painter of moods 9 unequalled in 
English poetryo Other poets deal in 
generalities - beauty1landscape and so on -
he investigates the human heart. No his 
so called pessimism doesn't offend me~ I 
see in it only ~he reactions of an over
sensi.tive -,fllit1d ~ 

Since Nietz;sche 9 who was to be judged as a poet 9 explor.:..:::. 

and conveys the moods of human self-conqern with 

outstanding rhetorical and evocative power 9 it is 

not surprising that Richardson is indebted to him in 

writing The Fortunes of Richard Mahony. 

It can scarcely be doubted that the character of 

Richard Mahony was created largely from the author's ov~~ 

moods and aspirations4 Nietasche's prose preserved and 

nourished these feelings. Not surprisingly she embodies 

some of' the moods and insights of' Nietz.sche' s abstract 

poetic prose within the complex psychology of' Richard 

1.o Letter to Stonor 9 14th Fabruary9 1943 .. 
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Mahony• ;l1he ~nn,a:I.1 but sig;q.ificq.:q. t seotiop. of Zara thustra 

tpa t she specifioaily riecoµ1menq.ed t\) Nf?ttie Pal~E;r 

("what Qou~d b~ fi;ner") :i,.i;; db,af,ged with the feeling of 

yearning t4at charactertzes ~ab,onyo A translatiop. makes 

clear that the terms Nietzsche uses freq~ently find their 

"realist;Lcn cou.r+terparts within the psycholog:i,cal 

narrative of th~ dramatic novel~ 

If I love the sea anq. all that is 
sealiket' and love it most whep. :i- t angrily 
contradicts me: if that deltgpt ip. seeking 
that drtyes sails towarq.s the undiscovered 
in me 1 if a SE;Jafar·erf s delight is in my 
delight: 
if ever my rejoicing has cried: "The shore 
hqs disappeared • now the last fetter falls 
from me, 11 ',\;he boundless roars around me 9 

far out glitter space and timet well then, 
come onl old heart:" 

Oh how ~ould I not lust for eternity 
and for the weq.dinr ri:q.g of rings - the 
Ring of Recurrenqe.. ·, 

Never yet did I find the woman by whom 
I wanted children, unless it be this woman 9 

whom I love: for I love yo~, O Eternity! 
For I love you, 0 Eternityo 

Not only is the mood of longing close to Mahonyts; the 

elements of his situation9 and some symbols by which it 

is represented~ are presento Riqhardson1s passion for 

the sea is invested in the Mahony trilogy with the same 

symbolic significance with which Nietzsche continually uses i 

1. From "The Seven Seals11
9 Thus Spoke Zarathustra (trans. 

R.J. Hollingdale)', Penguin Books, 1964, p. 246. 
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The fundamental difference between Ricµardson and 

Nietzsche is that the latter tried to find meaning in 

~uman existence within the framework of a purely scientific 

rationalistic universeo Although the excerpt I have 

quoted is an expression of the Nietzschean "Great Longing", 

it is to be seen in the context of his preaching that the, 

quest for permanence can be fulfilled in life itself. 

Gonclusive external evidence indicates that Richardson 

did not subscribe to Nietzschean vitalist philosophy 

concerning human potential. 1' And her Richard Mahony 

finally becomes aware (when it is too late, so the novel's 

structure indicates) that what he seeks can not be found 

in lifeo It 2hollld be emphasized however that his every 

urge has been to achieve this condition in life, and 

his malaise and his tragedy derive from his pursuit of 

the dream and his inability to realiz.e it within the 

limits of the human conditiono 

Richardson ap..1:1ears to have been remarkably appreciative 

of the notion of 11 eternal recurrence" which Nietzsche 

continually invokes in his later writings, notably 

in "The Seven Seals", from which the passage quoted 

1 ~ See below, :Po 83.f'f. 
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above has been taken~ 
• I 

Again it is the mocid he evokes 

which Richardson expresses dramatically in the novel: 

the awareness of a cyclic repetition of situations, 

aspirations, moods and insights in operation in the 

lives of men and in man as a species. Nietzsche built 

this awareness into a doctrine: he believed that 

vii thin the endless time cont;Lnuum, points are reached 

when the individual lives his life over again; he will 

be, and already has peen, tb,e 11 same" m?.n as he is nown 

Though Richardson does not subscribe to this doctrine, 

she is concerned to direct the reader to an allied insi~ht 

into the cyclic nature of all aspects of life 9 and the 

repetitive variations within all human experiencea It ]r 

an ambitious and moving undertaking, for which she has 

wronclY been accused of an inartistic repetitivenesso 

Nietzsche's insights into the nature and v2lue 

of suffering would also have assisted her own self-

awareness and, consequently, her depiction of Mahony's 

suffering and his associated self-communings and "vision· 

of lifeo It did ndt take long for Richardson to decide 

that in England and America public ignorance had ~obbed 
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her of the recognition due to her as creator of Richard 

Mahony. By September 1929 she was writing to Stonor 

with the explanation that 

Mahony and his fate have naturally proved 
too aus.tere for :the great reading public. 
It knows nothing of the point

1
at which 

pain tips over into pleasure. 

It is well known that Richardson suffered continually 

from rheumatism and neuralgiao Letter after letter to 

Stonor and to the Palmers mentions her afflictions~ 

Though "the point at which pain tips over into pleasure 11 

is not a specific phrase, I think it goes close to 

suggesting that Nietzsche's poetic and uneQuivocal 

statements of the oneness, the inseparability, of pain 

and pleasure were particularly meaningful to her. 

Krafft preaches the necessity of suffering to admit the 

allied ;~'IYS of truth and vision by a spiritual purgation 

(though whether his doctrine is actually demonstrated 

in the tribuJa tions of Louise is more doubtful). More 

certainly we can say, as Richardson did say, that 

Mahony's view of suffering as a human test, admitttng 

joy and visionary perception, is closely akin to many of 

1o Letter to Stonor, 16th September, 1929. 
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Nietzsche's statements; and that Richardson meant to 

depict dramatically what Nietzsche states poeticallyo 

Zarathustra cries (using some of the terms and images that 

are used to depict Mahonyts state of mind): 

You are still of the people~o.who do 
not know what spirit is. 

Spirit is the life that itself 
strikes into life: through its own 
torment it increases its own knowledge -
did you know that before? 

And this is the spirit's happiness: 
to be anointed and by tears consecrated 
as a sacrificial beast - did you know 
that before? 

And the blindness of the blind man 
and his see~ing and groping shall yet 
bear witness. to the power of the sun into 
which he gazed - did you k.no~ that before? 
.And the enlightened man shall learn to 
build with mountains - did you know that 
before? ••• 

.And you;have never yet dared to 
cast your spirit into a pit of snow: 
you do nor know the rapture of its 
coldness • 

.And Mahony's final vision is closer to a Nictzschea..n. 

affirmation than one might at first sight conclude. It 

is the structural climax to his spiritual and mental 

q_uesting and marks 11 the point at which pain tips over 

into pleasure". The depth and intensity of the writing 

1. Thus Spoke Zarathustra, pp. 127 - 128. 
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and the manner in which it prooes the lioerating effects 

of suffering, recall Dostoyevsky9 despite some 

platitudinous diction. But Mahony's vision9 though 

couched in orthodox expressions 9 gives no Christian 

or orthodox affirmation. It is a retreat to ultimate 

solitude and the final scene in the pattern of withdrawal-

entry- withdrawal from social communicationo It represents 

the final stage in 11 digging into himself 11
, in which 

he comprehends and states fully his own urge to 

self-sufficiency: 

He saw it now and was dying of it: 
dying of a mortal wound to thG most vital 
part of him - his prideooo his olack Irish 
pride. That he who had held himself so 
fastidiously aloof from men9 should oe 
forced down into the market-place, there 
to suffer an intoleraole noteriety; to 
know his name on other people 1 s lipso •• 

None would mourn his passing -
thanks to his own noli ~ tangere attitude 
towards the rest of mankind. For there 
had oeen no real love in him: never a 
feeler thrown out to his fellow meno 
Such sympathy as he felt, he had oeen 
too oackward to show: had ~iven of it 
only in thought, and from afar. Pride 9 

again! - oh! rightly was a pride like 
his reckoned among the seven capital sins. 
For what was it 9 out an iron determination 
to live untouched and untrammelled ••• to 
preserve one's lioerty of oody and of mind, 
at the expense of all human sentiment. To 
oe sufficient unto oneself, asking neither 
help nor regard, and spending none. A 
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fierce, Lucifer-like inhibition. Yes 9 this •• o 

but more besidese Pride also meant a 
shuddering..:,withdrawal_~.of one.self,:. becaus.e::; 
of a rawnesso •• a skinlessness ••• on which the 
touch of any rough hand could cause agony; 
even the chance contacts of every day prove 
a source of exquisite discomfort. 

Thus he dug into himself. To those 9 

on the contrary9 whose welfare had till 
now been his main solicitude, he gave 
not a thought.1 

The retreat from "the market place" to solitude 1 the urge 

to self-containments the denial at deepest level of a 

"normal" human love: these undertakings may not be 

exclusively Nietzschean, but in them are contained the 

quintessence of Zarathustra's counsellings. Although 

Mahony' s 1 vision' is incompatible with Nietz.schean vi talism, 

it is as self-assertive and as misanthropic as Zarathustra's~ 

In asserting that the link binding all humanity is 

universal sufferings Mahony feels no compulsion to 

stifle his self-assertiveness; he feels that suffering, 

but not self-denials is required of him. Even as he 

cogitates that suffering is meaningful as "God's acid 

test ••• failing to pass which, a man might not attain his 

full stature 11
9 he adds in thought: 

1. The FortunGs of Richard Mahonys London: Heinemann, 
1954, p. 738. 
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Oh! abhorrent was the pious Christian's 
self-abasement: the folded hands 9 the 
downcast eyes, the meek "God wills it!" ..... 
Not thus, not thus! God would not be God, 
did he demand of men grovelling and 
humiliation. Not the denial of relf was 
called for, but the affirmation. 

It may be profitable to remark at this point that 

two of the most important Australian novels, Voss and 

Richard Mahony, afford an interesting comparison as 

studies in egotism in which a Nietzschean influence is 

discernible. The journey is the predominant schematic 

metaphor in both: in~ a single expedition into 

unexplored territory becomes a complex and heavily charged 

symbol of self-discovery; in MahoI}.;Y the man's life is 

a journey and a search. But a journey to what destinatic~? 

Interestingly, the direction of Voss reverses that of the 

Mahony trilogyo Voss's initial stance is suggested by 

symbols of containment, in scenes portraying his deterrnin2tj_on 

to oe a God unto himself. He is at his most solitary 

among the refinements of colonial society, and his 

journey towards inevitable failure and death is at the 

same time an expedition towards the knowledge that 

redemption is possible only through the humility he has 
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despised: self-realization involves the denial of self. 

Where Voss retract9 9 Mahony affirms; his symp+ ms 9 

first perceived early in Australia Pelix, intensify as 

hei "P.igs into himself" (the qther and similar predominant 

metaphor of his spiritual fortunes)~ He advances 

towards the soJ_itude of madness.9 and his "visionary" 

perception that human ~ufferiµg is the only link between 

himself and the rest of bu.rnanity does not represent a 

rejection of his stated urge towards self-assertion and 

human self-sufficiency~ His tra~3dy derives from his 

refusal to rt=lcoe;I1.ize in time; and to act upon1 his own 

human limitations~ Death is the only conceivable means 

to the redemption he wants. 

* * * 
rhere is every reason to suppose that .Mahony's 

vision corresponds closely with Richardson's final 

metaphysical outlook 9 and that her fiction 9 though 

objectively written9 reflects her inner development to 

this points In Maurice Guest 9 
11 The Life and Death of 

PE:...terle Luthy" and "Dea th11 1: death is depicted as a final 

destiny9 the extinction of the questing, living organism; 

in Richard Mahony it is a reiease from suffering and, to 

1 .. Richardson changed the title to "Mary Christina 11 because 
she felt that, 11 death11 was not its true subject. 
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the mind of the central character, an entry into eternity; 

the short story "The Goat11 attempts to isolate and 

analyse a point literally hovering between life and life 

after deatho It is known that Richardson remained in 

Sussex through prolonged heavy bombing raids; the reason 

she did not fear death, she wrote, was her own tMahony-likeJ 

experience of human suffering and her view of death as a 

release of 11 spirit 11
: 

In. o grow steadily thj.nner. I 
hardly know my own body when I see itooo 
Of course we should all go in one direct 
hit; but what is to be will beo And 
aJ.B you know I have no fear of deatha Very 
often indeed feel that a change ffom this 
tnoubled world would be a relief e 

It is characteristic of Richardson in middle age th~t she 

makes a strict dichotomy between spirit and matter. The 

shedding of a fur coat, in "The Coat", is a contrived 

and obvious symbol for the shuffling off of this mortal 

coil; and to Mahony's mind 11 spiritual gold" is unobtainable 

in the material worldo Letters to Oliver Stonor explici t-.y 

confirm Miss Roncoroni's rather sentimentalized witness 

of Richardson's anti-materialism: 

1o Letter to Mrs. Kernot, December, 19400 Quoted by 
Roncoroni, Some Personal Impressions, Po 133. 
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I a~ree the w~r isn't going too we+1 
'.3- t prese+it1 but oh l}oW iriter•est~p:g ;Lt all is~ 
Th~t may sound rather hear,tless to you~ but 
the death of the body does~ 1 t mean as much to 
me as it does to others; for I look on death 
not as an ending but as a new beginning; and 
one offering more and better qhances than 
this earthly life.1 

Indeed her· anti-materialism was? literally; spiritualism• 

Richardson's interest in psychic research, apparently 

a little known fact, has drawn no comment from criticso 

After J". G. Robertson died, the two overriding preocc.upations, 

of her life were her art and modern spiritualism. The Times 

first publicized this latter hobby1 in an obituary article 

in which the writer stated that Richardson was convinced 
2 

of the authenticity of some spiritualistic phenomena. 

Her secretary insists that H.H~R. approached the subject 

in a wholly scientific, experimentalist manner 1 insisting 

on strict test conditions; yet Miss Roncoroni 1 s narrative 

only confirms that Richardson believed in the posaibility 

of direct communication with spiritsQ Since it is known 

that Richardson denigrated - or at least was weary of -

"the material world" and "this earthly life", the 

implications of her dabbling in psychic research are that 

1.. Letter to Stonor, 29th April, 19411. 
2. The Times, 21st March, 1946, Po 7. 
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the pursuit was not just a hobbyo Richardson turned to 

other worlds almost certainly out of a desire to escape 

from this one,. 

The ·rimes obituary article made the misguided claim 

that an interest in spiritualism is not reflected in her 

novelso More than likely her research into her father's 

life introduced her to spiritualism; certainly both 

The Way Home and Ultima Thule treat Mahony's spiritualist 

dmbblings (and without ~uackery or misplaced sympathy)a 

Her dalliance in psychic research continued after the 

death of her husband9 and was simultaneous with a decline 

in her p1i1Wers as a novelisto I do not suggest that her 

interest in spiritualism was a cause of the decline; but 

it is associated with ito In Sussex, after her husband's 

death, she was more than ever left to hGrself, in privacy 

and solitude 9 overlooking the sea, with little else but 

her art and her spiritualism to occupy har mindo The death 

of JoGo Robertson deprived her of the discussion and 

criticism needed to sharpen her own creative and intellectual 

powerso She was loft without the penetrative awareness 

that he, as her most respected and perceptive critic, was 
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~ble to stimulate. By her withdrawal from freQuent 

intellectual discussion into a world of private thought 9 

she may have cut herself off from the opportunity to 

exercise her judgemento Her later works are symptomatic 

of such a decline; apart from her correspondence with the 

Palmers and with Oliver Stonor she appears to have 

maintained little contact with people interested in litera:.tu-::-eo 

Her creative talents were not, of course 9 sharpened by her 

rheumatic afflictions and nervous illnesses and by the 

general physical decline of old ageo 

It is tempting to accept the suggestion that at the 

age of sixty Richardson had exhausted tho stock of personQ.l 

experience that she had al ways found necessary to draw on 

to write her novelso 1. By this theory9 the novelese of 

The Young Cosima represents the last sub-standard ore frc. : 

a worked out mine. While it is true that this last novel 

is disastrously bad, I am not so sure that Richardson had 

run out of experience to embody in fictiono She was 

aware that the novel was a new kind of undertaking, and 

even while writing she was uncertain of her achievement 

and was not confi ent of its reception.
2 

She states in 

1. Leonie Kramer 9 in The Literature of Australia (ed. Du~~cn); 
and in "The Limits of Realism11

• 

2. See,9 for example 9 letter to Stonor 9 13th Jan. 9 1937. 
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one letter that the reason she had decided to write the 

fictional biography of Cosima was that she was bored and 

disgruntled with the Mahony chronicle, which had now 

occupied her for over twenty yearso The new novel was 

Quite d,.eliberately to be of a kind ~he had never attemptedo 1 

Presumably9 if she were to fi~ish the M~hony chronicle 

by tracing further the life of Cuffy, she might yet with 

sqme exertion embody untappeq areas of ner experienqe in 

the worko The End of A Childhood which is factually 

based on Richardson's life i~ Maldop was to constitute 

the first few chaI-ters of the unfinished Cuffy novel; 

but it is undistinguished and disappoiµtingo Since this 

work was a comparative failure 9 it is possible tpat 

Richardsonts declining powers can be explained by reasons 

other than a dearth of unused p~rsonal experience, 

The concluding chapters of The End of A Childhood 

marked the chronologicai beginning of The Getting of 

Wisdom. It is not improbable that to complete the Guffy 

novel Richardson could have exploited other experiences of 

childhood and youth~and aspects of Australian life that 

are not touched,. on in the school life of Laurao Her 

1. Ibid. 
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finest works erect a carefully detailed background milieu; 

The End of A Childhood has only a thinly sketched backdrop. 

If' the "changing background11 of' The Fort.i_mes of Richard 

Mahony had been kept up? one might hope for a finer novel; 

it seems that Richardson's acute psychological perception 

always needed the support of a defining1 authentic social 

milieuo A hopeful Australian reviewer predicted that in 

the projected Cuff.'y novel "you would have the lif'e of 

a native born Australian, to whom Australia has a different 

meaningo •• a place of greater security and harmonised 

interests, where the past has already faded into the 

limbo of lost things, and the future opens limitless 

possibilities 11 u1. We are left to speculate .. If t.hA social 

issues raised in the Mahony trilogy were to be developed, 

one might hope for further analysis of Australian society; 

unfortunately these concerns are not traced through in 

The End of A Childhood, and the fragment suffers from a 

lack of weight and comprehensiveness. 

Leonie Kramer has pointed out2 that in her efforts 

to transform fact into fiction, Richardson worked 11backwards 11
1 

as it were, beginning in Maurice Guest with the environment 

1. 

2. 

Shirley Darbyshire, 11 Henry Handel Richa:;:idson~ .An 
Australian Writer's Success", Argus (Melbourne), 
15th June, 1929, p. 8. 
The Literature of Australia (ed. Dutton), p.. 327 ,,. 
also Kramer, 11 Henry Handel Richardson: The Limits 
Realism~, op. cit. 

See 
of' 
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closest to her own experience, and moving thence to her 

schooldays, to the life of her father, and then into 

historyo In yet another sense, I believe, Richardson 

moved "inwards": within each novel and within the general 

spectrum of all her novels, ~he moves from a wider social 
-...~, 

presentation to a close psychological analysiso And 

despite a backward direction, chronologically9 in her 

selection of the 11 facts 11
9 there is a forward progression 

(allowing that the first two novels were ~ritten concurrently) 

from Maurice Guest onwards, in the embodiment of her 

expePieuce;. ln .fie -Lion, which roughly parallels her 

changing and developing attitudes. 

A few hints dropped by Miss Roncoroni amongst a pile 

of uninteresting detail invite the speculation that 

Richardson may have amassed some store of experience 

which might have been embodied in another novel to follow 

along lines similar to her three successful workso The 

description of the proposed work as "a psychological study 

of a person, with London as its life and background111 

suggests the general pattern of Richard Mahony and Maurice 

Guesto And what of Richardson's own London life? If the 

1o Some Personal Impressions, p. 72. 
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author followed her previous practice the 'factual' source 

f~r the novel might well have been her earliest marrie~ 

life in London. Although she had been writing Maurice 

Guest at that time, there is no reason to infer that she 

was left without memorable experience to draw from., Some 

of her deepest feelings and attitudes are no doubt 

embodied in Richard Mahony; so far as can be perceived1 

however 1 her life with her husband is not embodied in 

full or in part in any novel 9 nor is the process of her 

withdrawal from a "hot and bi tter 11 view of life in 1908 

to a more temperate outlook by 1928., It was after 

Maurice Guest that she "lost all desire to come out of 

(her] shell 11
; what of life in London before 1908? 

Whatever the emotional content of Sea Drift (the projectP.0 

novel's final title) 9 
1 it is certain that its London 

setting would be well known to Richardson: the 

successful novels demonstrate that she could previously 

construct a convincing (if sometimes prosy) realistiG 

background milieu that she had observed and known at first 

hand. The popular view of her as a cloistered1 self-

cen tred 'dame de lettres 1 who lived almost as a recluse 

is not completely true of her life in London1 where she 

1. Ibid. 9 p., 131 a 
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regularly attended theatres 9 concerts arid th~ cinema 

with Robertson~ played tennis9 gam~ied and appears to have 

mixed among an average number of regular acquaintances 

and friends• In order to observe the London background 

for Sea Drift she attended (before her husband*s death) 

criminal trials at the Old Bailey, boxing tournaments 

(allegedly the most brutal and gory available) and opium 

dens. 1 To most people these activities will not appear 

characteristic of Henry Handel Richardson; yet these 

varied interests represent an attempt to make "experience"., 

Interestingly the dream technique used in Maurice Guest 

and Mahony was to be repeated9 again from a factual basia. 2 

If the scheme itself presents tantaliz,ing possil:Hli ties 

the novel's various suggested titles ("Tempests"; 

1'Tinkling Foxes'i; '1N and 8 11
; and 11 Sea Drift") will 

11 Biancai.11 ~ 
' 

arouse the inquisitive to further speculationo We are 

left with the unanswerable question: if Richardson 

retained some personal experience and a factual 11 background!' 

to draw upon9 did she still retain after her husband's 

death the mihd and imagination to transform the 11 raw matarial11 

into fiction?. 

* * 

1. Jbid., p. 73. 
2. Miss. Roncoroni was asked to write out the contents of 

her dream and of her interviews with a psychoanalyst .. 
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There is every reason to believe that Richardson 

~as uncertain of the gains that her withdrawn life offeredo 

She was an unsociable person who wrote social novels 

about unsociable people.. Her husband's death removed 

from her life the last vestiges of the enrichment that 

Leipzig had given; and she appears never to have righted 

the imbalance it causedo Her uncertainty is characteristic~ll~ 

expressed in the comment: 

Had I been "taken up11 at the time of Maurice 
Guest everything might have turned out 
differently for me, I was g_uite ready then 
to be socia'.bleo But the long1 hard years of 
neglect did their work, and by 1929 I had lost 
all desire to come out of my shells 

Perhaps it was better so$ My mind is 
easily dissipated, and any gain in experience 
might have been counterbalanced by a loss of 
the one-sidedness needed for a really long 
book. 1 

It was again for her a g_uestion of the demands of art; 

the dilemma of the artisto Richardson is not merely 

uncertain here: one might discern even a feeling of 

guilt over her self-imposed withdrawal. She was always, 

what one might call a socially·orientated person: a 

misfit 1 by her own description, but not an existentialist 

outsider. Her novels do not sanction the outsider's 

rejection of social intercourse or oversimplify the 

~.. From Richardson's "Private Bookuo Some Personal 
Impressions 1 Po 36. 
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conflicts of social experienceo They contain no 

Miss Hares or Theodora Gooam~~s, whose retreats to 

a visionary solt~~de are implicitly endorsed by the author. 

Richardson's rather presumptuous statement about 

being "taken up11 after Maurice Guest seems also to admit 

the need for social recognition one suspects to be behind 

dozens of her letters. Her disclaimers of an interest in 

press publicity are belied by her own numerous continual 

complaints about~reviewers' commentaries and the ignorance 

of public tasteo Nettie Palmer has credulously accepted 

Richardson's disclaimers at face valueo 

Richardson died of cancer several months after the 

war endedo At her request1 she was cremated and her 

ashes mixed with those of her husband7 to be flown over 

the English channel and dropped into the sea. The sea 

held for her the same symbolic value as it held for 

Niet~sche and for Richard Mahony. 
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III 

·r:HE FORTUNES OF RICHARD MAHONY~ SOURCES 9 

METHODS AND AUTHO~IAL INTERPRETATION. 

1. The Fortunes of Walter Lindesay Richardson. 

11 ooomen who love truth better than gold"o (W.L.Ro 28/8/1873) 

Probably the most important of Richardson's sources 

for the Mahon;y: trilogy are those about which least is 

known. The "old letters and diaries 111 used to reconstrur"': 

the life of Walter Lindesay Richardson hav·e not come to 

hand9 and are possibly losto An annotated Bible 

which was still in Richardson's possession when she 

2 wrote Myself When Young has not been traced. It is 

Nettie Palmer's conjecture that Richardson used these 

letters and diaries and her own knowledge and memory 

to follow closely all the main events and milestones 

in her father's life: "some compulsion seems to have 

been laid u~on her to keep to the trail of literal 

events and not deviate by a hair 1 s breadth". 3 Certain]~~ 

many 'facts' of Walter Lindesay Richardson's career, so 

1 ·• Myself When Young, p .. 240 
2 • Ibid. , po 2 • 
3. H'8ri'ry Handel Richardson: A Stud;y:, p. 24. 
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far as it can be learned, are preserved with a close, 

even finicky, concern for literal nccuracy: from 

Ballarat to Y~rra Bend Mahony follows the same course 

as his prototype, lives in the same places, and makes 

the same journeys a ·rhe facts of her father's life, said 

Richardson, "provided some sort of scaffolding for 

Richard Matcny's story".t What sort of scaffolding? 

There are some illuminating aspects of heI' father's life 

that Richardson has not emphasized, others that she has 

not mentioned. Some of the 'facts' that have been 

preserved in the novel are indeed less significant than 

the alterations in emphasis that Richardson has deliber8_tely 

made, and it is the latter which I wan~ to discuss~ 

'rhough it is not possible to state precisely what Dr. 

Richardson 1 s diaries and letters contained, it is most 

lik3ly that in the story of Mahony at least some of 

his most dedicated preoccupations were deliberately 

omitted, to give & particular interpretation to his 

ch~racter and a deliberate direction to the novel. If 

Dr. Richardson were to write anything in his diary, he 

would surely have written something of his affairs as 

a believing spiritualist, and as first president of the 

1.. Myself When Young, p. 17. 
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Victorian Association of Progressive Spiritualists~ 

It is hardly necessary to repeat that the Mahony 

trilogy is not a biography of W.LoRo Even after she 

has admitted that the trilogy is based on the life of 

her father, Richardson insists (yet again) that the 

character of Richard Mahony is "imaginary11
0

1 From the 

evidence I want to discuss, this self-defence seems a 

pretty fair assessment9 The "imaginary11 quality of 

the portrait of Mahony is not to be explained only on 

the grounds that 1'act and fiction are so intertwined in 

Richardson's writing as to become inseparable, or that 

Richard Mahony is a composite - it is partly due also to 

the actual closeness in oo me essentials between Richardson: s 

2 
own chamcter ( 11

0 •• I had drawn no other than my own") 

and that of her father. The parallels of character, and 

of actual circumstance (emigration, spiritualism, an 

'aristocratic' temperament) are obvious. But it is my 

contention that Richardson has selected the facts of her 

father's life in order to establish a closer parallel 

between Mar.c:_ny and herself, and to make the novel a 

tragedy. Mahony, the tragic hero, is "imaginary": 
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neither father nor daughter led really 'tr~gic' liveso 

Although in writing the Manony trilogy she was often 

enslaved in the short term by her finicky obsession 

with details, she was ~ble to change and transform 

'fact' to the extent that the greater t~agic conception 

was realized, despite tne occasional flaws and flatness 

of its parts. It may shed light on her methods of work 

to study some aspects of the life of W.L,R., and to 

observe what she has made of themo It will be posstble 

to discover the energetic 9 idealistic, cantankerous 

personality and temperament of Richard Mahony in Dr. 

Richardson, but with significant differences. 

Walter Richardson's movements after his arrival 

in Melbourne follow the now familiar pattern outlined by 

Nettie Palmer. Before he emigrated to the goldfields 

he had moved in childhood or adolescence from Dublin to 

Edinburgh~ and a~ter taking his degree, and perhaps 

driven by a Mahony-like restlessness, he had set up 

two practices in England. Some commentators have written 

that they would like to know more about Mahony 1 s earlier 

life and his reascrus for emigration. It seems dramatically 
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right, however, that W.L.R. 's earlier movements should 

remain unrecorded in the trilogy, since the introduction 

or later recapitulation of too much 'background' would 

upset the scheme so quickly and dramatically promised in 

the Proem to Australia Felix of the ironic par~llel 

development of the individual and the colony. 

Dr. Richardson's life in Ballarat and during his 

first visit to England is not recorded, 1 except in the 

inacc,essible diaries and lettersQ Withers' History of 

Dallarat (1870), one of the contemporary sources used 

by Richardson, provides a few details about J.R~ Bailey, 

the model for John •rurnham, and rather more information 

about Henry Cuthbert, on whom the Henry Ocock of the 

novel is partly basedo The lawyer Cuthbert became 

Minister of Justice in the Gillers-Derby ministry2and 

later Postmaster-General of Victoria. It is interesting 

that historians' accounts of the character and achieveme:;Jt 

of Cuthbert seem incompatible with Richardson's portrait 

of the sly hypocritical Ocock;3 J.R. Bailey, rather more 

sympathetically treated as John Turnham, is less highly 

regarded by historians$ Although the prominent citizens 

b 

1. I have found no record in Ships' passenger-lists of 
the date of his arrival in Australia. 

2. William Branwell Withers, The History of Ballarat, 
Ballarat: The Ballarat Star, 1870, p. 185. 

'Y , r • - I - ,a~ aJ - _ ..... 
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Ocock (whose name alone Richardson borrowed) and Clendinning 

(who drops the C for a G and becomes an alcoholic 

squatter) are amongst the dozens of names listed of 

founders and board members of such institutions as the 

Hospital Board and the Benevolent Asylum1 the name of 

Walter Lindesay Richardson is not mentionedo It will 

be remembered that Mahony in ~allarat is 11 one of the 

original founders of the Mechanics Institute", and 

becomes a member of the board of the Benevolent Asylum. 

Withers does not mention Lindesay Richardson in either 

capacity; (ho lists the founders of the Mechanics 

Institute 1 and most but not all of the board members of 

the Benevolent Asylum for the period to 1870). Mahony 

in his palmy days thought himself one of the ten leading 

citizens of Ballarato 1 It is probably true that many 

people in Ballarat may have shared this view of DrG 

Richardson 1 but H.H.Ro appears to have changed the 

facts slightly to assist this interpretation of Mahony. 

A little more can be learned of the respected and 

wealthy Lindesay Richardson M.D., the eclectic and eloquent 

speaker and controversialist who lived in retirement at 

Balaclava 1 and who in 1873 visited England and the 

1o The Fortunes of Richard Mahony 1 p. 406. 
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Continent. In the Melbourne of unfinished palaces 9 of 

new baroque buildings with ugly concrete domes and of 

the highly English and respectable Melbourne Olub 9 

Dro Richardson was a figure of some public eminence, 

and commanded more community respect than the average 

no1weau riche of his timeo H.H.R. states that the same 

is true of Mahony9 (who in the private world of his 

insanity worships his former self, the Townshend-Mahony 

of 11 Ul tima Thule 11
) ; she packs in to ·rhe Way Home all the 

trappings of period background in an attempt to represent 

faithfully the opulence of the time. It is stated9 too, 

that for a short while Mahony is socially active 9 albeit 

in a shallow, ritualistic wayo But W.L.R. 's actual social 

and intellectual activities and accomplishments are not 

explored in the figure of Mahony. At "Ultima Thule11 

Mahony's decline accelerates: he gradually withdraws to 

a dilettantism and intellectual lethargy, and his "way 

home 1
' in Melbourne leads in the direction of self

absorbedness and insanity. In Balaclava Walter Richardson9 

the self-directed Victorian man of letters, appears to 

have channelled his intellectual and nervous energies 

into some creative activity, both socially and intellectually 
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and to l.\i've been considerably more active and popular 

than his f'ictional counterparto 

Walter Richardson was not a member of the Melbourne 

Glub
1
despite the hints contained in The Way Homes He 

··::::rn, however, by toirtue of' his Edinburgh degree, a: foundation 

member of the senate of the University of Melbourne, 

having been admitted ad eundem in 1867. The senate 

held the right to veto any of the University Council's 

legislation and the right to elect members to the 

Council should any vacancy ariseo Probably the first 

contested election for a vacant seat on the Council 

was held in 1875, after the collapse of I'r·. Richardson'~ 

fortunes and following his enforced return to medical 

practice. 'l'he two candidates were Charles Pearson, 

a former Q\cford don, and Dr. John Madden, later 

Chancellor of the University, and a Melbourne graduate. 

Pearson, the first principal of Melbourne Presbyterian 

Ladies' College, held progressive views on the education 

of women,and an English degreeo (His successor, Andrew 

Harper, was head of P.L.C. during Ethel Richardson's 

stay). Pearson's 1a ter record indicates that he 

combined an adventurous idealism with a good intellect 

1. The Melbourne Club holds complete records of membership. 
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and practical administr.ative skill. Madden 1 s supporters 

stressed the advantages of their caµdid.nto 1 o Melbourne 

education~ Pearson won; it is consistent with the 

character of Richard .Mahony that it was for the Oxford 

man that W.LoR. cast his vote6 1 

In 1870 he was elected to 9 and he accepted, the 

first presidency of the Victori~n Association of 

Progressive Spiritualists,. His election indicates sorr..c"J:1 iY'.::, 

of his popularity, at least among spiritualists 9 and 

of the esteem held for his plblic elopuence and 

rhetorico W.L.R. 's willingness to carry out the duties 

of president, in regularly held seances and public 

meetings, to "perform" publicly -- as a speaker and as 

a contributor. to their journal H~rbinger of Ligh~ --

has no equivalent in Mahonyo It was a responsi~le 

and time-consuming job, which occupied him rather more 

fully than H. H. R .. ,1 s ,eagerly pursued "hobby" of psychic 

research. His religion literally was 0piritualism9 as 
2 the files of the Yarra Bend Asylum were later to record,, 

1. See calendars of the University .of Melbourne 9 1867 9 

1875. For the information concerning Pearson's 
election and W.L.~. 's el1gibility to vote, I am 
indebted to Mr. J.R. Tregenza 9 Department of History, 
University ·of Adelaide. 

2<> See Yarra Bend medical rec·ord of Walter Lindesay 
Richardson; photostat copy in National Library of 
Australia 9 Canberra. 
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Dr. Richardson was typical of the office-bearers 

and more prominent figures in the Association during the 

1870's. Founded by William Terry and a group of educated 

professional friends, it ~uickly became a confederation 

of Melbourne's drawing-room spiritualists. All were 

convinced, and many were rational. The broad platform 

for membership stipulated only a belief that communication 

with spirits was possible; (the individual decided 

upon his own doctrine and beliefs). 11 'rhe movement 

attracted in particular educated men of the professional 

classes, many of them graduates of English universities 

who had been challenged by scientific theories and 

theological disputation and who saw in spiritualism 

the means to reconcile religious belief with the methods 

and discoveries of science. 'rhe pages of Harbinger 

are filled with their weighty lucubrations, and with 

innumerable accounts of spiritualistic phenomena. In 

December 1869, 1000 adherents were claimed in Melbourneo
2 

One of the association's most influential and popular 

anne: .s was the Spiritualist Sunday School, 11 'rhe Progressive 

1. Walter Lindesay Richardson, "The First Annual Address 
of the President of the Victorian Association of 
Progressive Spiritualists", Harbinger of Light, 
December, 1871, pp. 190 - 191. 

2. Henry Mayer, Marx 2 Engels and Australia, Melbourne: 
1964, p. 55 .. 
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Lyceum11
9 which was proud of its visiting lecturers

9 
its 

program:m.e of discussion and study and its progressive 

organization and methodso WoLoR. recommended it
1 

and must have attended it 9 though perhaps not regularlyo 

It is interesting to speculate whether Ethel Richardson 

was ever taken to these meetings during her first two 

or three years. (Certainly9 her ~arents did not send 

2 
her to any orthodox Sunday-ff!Chool) • It is likely 

however that Dr. Richardson would not have met and 

befriended the man who in 1874 became the chief organizer 

of the Gunday-school, th0 eighteen year old Alfred 

Deakin: it was in 1873 that W.LoR. and his family 

revisited England. In 1878 when Deakin became President 

of the association Richardson was in the Yarra Bend 

Asylum., 

Among the spiritualists who from the beginning 

played a prominent part in the affairs of the society, 

men like Dr. M:otherwell 9 Mr. Terry and the clergyman 

Tyerman 9 was a German doctor formerly resident in 

Ghiltern, Dr. Rohner. 3 When Richardson moved to Chiltern 

1. "First Annual Address 11 
9 p. 193. 

2 o M;yself When Young, pp. 18 - 19. 
3o For information concerning the spiritualists' association 

and its more prominent mero.bers 9 see F.B. Smith, 
uReligion and Free ·Though. in Melbourne, 1870 to 1890 11 

(unpublished thesis submitted to University of 
Melbourne, 1960) 9 to which I am indebted for background 
information and for a few details concerning Dr. 
R5~~ardson's role as :president. 
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to sot up his unsuccessful country practice, it is very 

likely that he sought advice from Rohner 9 with whom 

he was certainly well acg_uaintedo Possibly it ·was from 

this doctor that he purchased the Chiltern practice. 

'rhe clues prowided in Ul tim!:'l1 .. Thule support this theory: 

IV'lahony comes home 11 transfigured1
' after "a chance meeting 

with a fellow-medico ( 11 Pincock, that well knovm Richmond 

1 
man!H) who recommends the practice. The name of the 

Barar1bogie doc tor is a rather German - sounding 11 Rummel 11 
0 

During his one-year term as president, and for four 

years afterwards, Dr. Richardson involved himself 

publicly and privately in spiri tm~ .. lism and the affairs 

of the society. 'rhe Harbinger provided an opportunity 

to exercise his apparently energetic mind on matters of 

science, philosophy, religion and medicine, as well as on 

spiritualism. Dr. Richardson, at least in these article&, 

is an enthusiast~ Mahony (at Brighton) is predominantly 

listless. 'The articles and letters in Harbinger are 

less remarkable as specimens of original thought than 

as the typical elog_uent lucubrations of the Victorian 

man of letters; he was in this respect one of the last 

1. 'rhe Fortunes of Richard Mahony, p. 620. 
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of a defunct species. He appears to have written on 

matters of science and religion more frequently and with 

greater depth of thought and breadth of reference than 

most of his associates in the society. 

·rhe first Annual Address of the President 9 delivered 

in November 1871, marked the termination of W.L.R. 's 

term of office as president~ This rather long oration 

(it is well over five thousand words) reflects the urgency 

with which Dr. Richardson confronted questions of science 

and religious faith 9 and appeals in ~igh flown terms for 

reasonableness 9 charity and tolerance. Its verve is 

typical; clearly Dr. Richardson enjoyed entering the 

fray of controversy. Lofty and heroic in tone and 

sentiment, it traces the development of 11 free thought 

and rational belief" in England and Australia in order 

primarily to register a protest agai_inst 11 dogmatic teachj_ng 

d 1 . 1 . t 1 ~ 1 an c erica in o eranc6 • Dr. Richardson attempts to 

rebut arguments against spiritualism by an appeal to 

reason and science. His attempts to reconcile religious 

belief with the methods of science offer no orignnal 

1. "The honest sceptic who does not see in the evidence 
of any subject sufficient demonstration of its 
reality pays as high honour to the truth by his 
rejection as does the believer who is convinced 
by it. 11 "First Annual Address" 9 p. 191. 
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arguments 9 but his denunciations of orthodoxy are notable 

for their extremism and grandiloquent vehemenceo It 

was clear 9 he argued, that it.the doctrines of the infallibles 9 

whether church, book, or man are fading before reason and 

science".
1 

Since the Bible was nothing but a collection 

of "manuscripts of doubtful authorship, abounding in 

2 contradiction, by no means free from error 11 
9 the answer 

to those who concluded that "personal investigation is 

not their business 11
9 and to those who attributed 

spiritualistic phenomena to a Satanic agency, was that 

they have based their claims on the teachings of a 

fallible and often false authorityo "The supposed opinions 

of a few men who lived several thousand years ago; whosa 

correspondence with, and directions to members of infant 

churches then, is held to be infallibly binding on us; 

whose sayings and doings were copied down after they died9 

from hearsay11 3 were hardly a credible authority o 11A 

revolt against popular mythology" was the antidote to 

credulous superstition. Spiritualism of~ered its own 

visible proofs; it encouraged the application of reason 

to the evidence of scientifically observed phenomena. 
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·rhe progress of the s.Jciety in i14elbourne had been gradual, 

but could be likened to the efforts of the early Christians. 

"Time that great worker of apparent miracles will demonstrate 

the correctness of our convictions 1 to the inconceivable 

confusion of all those who now wilfully or in ignorance 

put aside or explain away the facts which demonstrate our 

confession of faith 11 o
1 

The address was an oratorical performance in the 

grand style, complete with many rhetorical flourishes 

and many cliches, but it did not lack energy and 

epigrammatic force. It is clear from a full reading 0~ 

the speech and of the other contributions to Harbinger 

that Richardson entered the arena of mid-Victorian 

controversy with eagerness and idealism, with a capacity 

for intelligent thought and with a talent f".>r public 

speaking. Although, with the aid of hindsight, it may 

be possible to detect a nervous lilt in all this rhetorical 

extravagance, it is difficult to escape a sympathetic 

(though not acQuiesccnt) appraisal of Dr. Richardson's 

spiritualistic concerns: on the other hand Mahony 1 s 

interests are simply not deeply explored9 and are personal 

1.. Ibid., p. 190., 
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rather than public. 11 It would be in Chiltern; with 

nothing to do-, that he would abandon himself to spiri tualism 11 , 

Richardson wrote in her preliminary notes; and certainly 

Mahony 1s private experiences at Barsmbogie 9 when he is 

clearly ill and disturbed9 are the most compellingly told 

aspect of his interest in spiritualism. 

W.L.R. published at least three other articles~ 

two before his second departure for Eng1and9 one soon after 

his return.;· ·rheir titles are not exactly catchy. Are 

These ·rhings True 2 And If So What .AJ:oe The Logical Inferences? 

was followed by "On The Present Tendency of Liberated 

Thought 11
, and in 1874 "The Position of Anti-Vaccinators 0

• 

The first of these tracts is part of his contribution 

to a public controversy in 1872 fought in the lecture 

hall and in the Ballarat press~ Harbinger summed up the 

controversy with characteristic objectivity~ 

Defeated on the pla tfor•m Mr o David Blair 
fell back upon the press, and furnished five of 
the most disingenious sic articles on 
Spirtualism it is possible to conceive of 9 to 

the 11 Ballara t Evening Mail 11
• ·rhese were 

exhaustively reviewed and their fallacies 
exposed9 in a series of eight letters by W.L.R., 
published in the same paper; since then the 

1. Preliminary notes for The Fortunes of Richard Mahony9 

Po 18. Typescript with MS corrections in National 
Library of Australia, Canberra. 
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following letter signed by Dr. Richardson 
from a well-known and consistent spiritualist 
has appeared, and we reprint it •••• ·1 

Though the Harbinger was certain who was the victor, their 

champion wrote in this final letter to the Ballarat 

Evening Mail that he ustrove not for victory but for truth 11
• 

He affirmed that ~lthough he had no desire to use 

intemperate language he felt there was 11 a higher duty 

than even a consideration of the feelings of our ignorant 

fellow mortals": 

In the interests of truth,. then, and 
on behalf' of the millions of his equals whom 
he Blair has grossly iLBQlted9 outraged, and 
villified9 I feel called upon to declare that 
the part played by the traverser in the recent 
discussion was a pitiRble exhibition of 
lamentable ignorance.·'. 

It is like Richard Mahony, but Mahony in public with 

enthusiasm. (The remainder of the letter sets out to 

provide evidence for the authenticity of spiritualism, 

and adds the information that W.L.R. had "devoted three 

years to the personal investigation of the subject" (in i1872~ 

What ought to be stressed is the extent of Richar0son 1 s 

public involvement. Are These Things True -~aS> _ _._-_ 

the booklet he published during this controbersy. 

1. Harbinger of Light, October, 1872, p. 324. 
2.. Ibid. 
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Subtitled "A Reply to the Lucubrations of Mro David 

Blair11 it was published by W.H. •rerry and advertised 

for sale (at a cost of sixpence) in Harbingero Its 

author was commended by the more prominent members of 

the society (Cole, Terry9 Tyerman, etc.) for his 

public eloquence and written arguments. Richard Mahony, 

by way of contrast, 11be~an to think of publishing a 

small pamphlet111 - he never did. 

Are 'rhese Things Really True attempts in about 

149 000 words a systematic defence of spiritualism under 

fifteen headings. It leaves no room fo.r d.o.ul:lt that 

W.L.R. was among the two or three most active and 

intellectual of Melbourne's spokesmen for spiritualism. 

"On the Present Tendency of Liberated Thought 11 is more 

restrained (but not calm), and is more interesting for 

its actual argument and thought. Though it is highly 

declamatory, and fairly long (six thousand words), it 

is the most eclectic and erudite of the tracts, since it 

discusses and quotes intelligently from a sweep of a,)urces 

ranging from Plato to Professor Philophantio Fullest 

consideration is given to the works of several contemporary 

1, The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, p. 507. 
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divines and theologians 9 and to the theories of Darwin, 

Huxley and other contemporary scientists; the 

gratuitous sprinkling into the text of names like 

Jesus, Swedenborg, Luther 9 Locke 9 Newton 9 Milton and 

Pope Urban is intended to add more than a dash of 

authority and dignity to the argument. But it is certain9 

notwithst~nding the rhetorical mode and subjectivism of 

the article 9 that Dr. Richardson was not at this time 

intellectually st~le. He ~1s still embarked on an 

idealist's intellectual quest 9 and this was his manifesto. 

The argument is again less original than typical 

of the period. It is Dr. Richardson's discussion of 

relevant 9 contemporary developments in post-Darwinian 

science and theology that convinces us of his intellectual 

alertness; the omission of any discussion of spiritualism 

adds to the article's typicality and universality. The 

thesis is simply that 1authority 1 of all kinds 9 social, 

Papal 9 clerical and scriptural 9 has continued to exercise 

a pernicious influence on freedom of thought and conscience 

from the time of Socrates to the post-Darwinian age. 

Contemporary science and historical investigation has 
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forced theology to nbandon all previously held authorities: 

a reconciliation is impossible, and the ~bill'ches must 

11 stand aside" to allow the individual to exeN~tse reason .. 

Writing in 1873 9 he is not merely "unorthodox" 9 but an 

individualist to the extent that he eschewed all extant 

organized religions.. The assertive and rhetorical manner 

of his argument is noticeable from the 1;eginning: 

Animals are prompted by instinct, man 
regulntes his conduct by reason, while the I·r.i';,y 
is guided by intuition. We thus occupy a place 
between the lowest nnd the highest, and while we 
look forward to wham our aspirations indicate 
as our future, we may with benefit take warning 
from the follius of the pastoo• Progression, 
the evident design in all nature, has been 
retarded.. Mind, not content with lording it 
over the brutes, has sought dominion over 
fellow minds.. ·Thus ambition of men has been 
a constant source of non-development.. The race 
has been mentally enslaved, and has never been 
permitted to think out the great problems. An 
assent to dogmas was demanded at the visti of 
life, and faith was proclaimed as necessary to 
salvation from terrors of priestly invention .. 
This was the parent of hypocrisy; all sorts 
of devices were resorted to in order to ensl~ve 
the minds of men, while they are still 
terrified mf applying their reason to their 
religious beliefs .. Mosheim tells us in volo 1, 
Po 130, "that the doctrine that it was not only 
lawful but commendable to deceive and lie for 
the sake of truth and piety, early spread among 
the ~::iristians of the second century; 11 if then, 
it may be reasonably inferred that the same 
art of deceiving was practised among the wilful 
sensual Jews ••• o 
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Religious belief has become fossilized, 
it has not been reasoned upon. An infallible 
church was given up, but the reformers set up 
in its stead an idol equally offensive to truth. 
This incubus has really retarded the race since 
the so-called reformation. The Anglo-Saxon has 
not advanced by theology, but in spite of it. 
It is a fact that progress has ever been impeded 
by the clergy on the authority of the Bible. 
The Royal Society, the microscope 9 telescope, 
vaccination, life assurance, f8rmers of wheat, 
chloroform, secular education, the science of 
Geology, were all declared to be the atheistical 
inventions of Satan, and subversive of the 
Christian faith. 

History reveals the fact that the gradual 
diminution of theological authority has been in 
direct proportion w~th progress. The htstorians 
Lecky and Buckle both notice this: the former 
says 11 In medicine, physical sciE;;nce, commercial 
interests, politics and even ethics, the 
reformer has been confronted with theologival 
affirmations which barred his way, which were 
defended as of vital importance, and were all 
in turn compelled to yield before the 
secularising influence of civilization". I 
look in vain in history9 for names of churchmen 
who have advocated any of the great social 
reforms forced upon society •••• 

The fact is apparent, that the religion 
of the Teutonic race, is being subjected to the 
scrutiny of the most active, intelligent and 
fearless minds •••• The overthrow of theories 
by new discovery, indicates that unbelief in 
tradi tians is necessaq(, and what is termed 
infidelity compulsory. 

1. 11 0n the Present Tendencv of Liberated Thought" 9 

Harbinger of Light, S< ~·-"iember, 1871 9 p. 132. 
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This manner of argument was not calculated to woo 

the congregation of All Saints, Brighton in the 1['; ')' s. 

One might infer from H.H.Ro 1 s social portrait that 

colonial Melbourne society offered few opportunities for 

intellectual disputation and discussion. In fact the 

Spiritualist society was a meeting place for the 

intellectual 'gentleman', and Dr. Richardson took full 

advantage of it. The movement was more influential and 

more intellectually respectable than might at first 

sight appear; Dr. Richardson was socially less alienated 

than his fictional counterpart. 

The delight Dr. Richardson takes in name-dropping 

and a show of erudition should not be mistaken for 

outright dilettantism. This article reveals that he 

had seriously studied the most recent writings of Huxley, 

Tyndall, Lyell and ~e3ding contemporary English theologians 

and historianso In her preliminary notes for the Mahony 

trilogy, H.H.R. listed the names of several works which 

Richard Mahony would be likely to read; or which W.L.R. 

had read. 1 The authors include Lister, Darwin, Sir Charles 

1. I have not been able to determine whether Richardson 
knew definitely that her father had r0ad the authors 
listed .. 
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1 
Lyell, Colenso, Renan and Strauss. Each of these is 

discussed or mentioned by W.L.R. in his writings, and most 

of them are referred to in 11 0n the Present Tendency of 

Liberated Thought"• But Richard Mahony in Melbourne 

appears to put Darwin and Huxley aside in his pursuit of 

Glanvill and Swedenborg. Although W.LoR. was unquestionably 

influenced by the mystics, he appears to have kept up an 

equal interest in most recent scientific and medical 

theories of the early 1870 1 s • 

.Another of the works he quotes from is Nayler's 

The Unity, Duality and Trinity of the Godhead .. 
2 

'rhis 

pamphlet is mentioned in Myself When Young as one of the 

books amongst which, as a child, Richardson "rooted at 

random, digging up many a queer specimen113 (after her 

father's death). Mahony, incidentally, also reads this 

book.4 (Naylor, as it happens, wns a member of Dr. 

Richardson's circle in the spiritualist society>). H.H.R. 's 

statement that she looked over her father's books, and 

1. Preliminary notes for The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, p. 8, 
•rypescript with MS corrections in National Library of 
Australia, Canberra. The list of works cited by H.H.R. 
is quoted by Leonie J. Gibson, Henry Handel Richardson 
and some of her Sources, Melbourne: Melboui1 ne University 
Press, 1954, p. 46. 

2. "On the Present Tendency of Liberated 'rhought 11
, p .. 132., 

3. Myself When Young, pp. 49 - 50. 
4~ 'l'he Fortunes of Richard Mahony, p. 524. 
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remembers some of their odd titles, indicates that when 

she came to write ·rhe Fortunes of Richard Mahony sho 

was probably well aware of her father's appetite for the 

literature of spiritualism and has made deliberate 

omissions in her portrait of Mahony. The two other 

titles she remembers seeing as a child were Ecce Homo 

end Where are the Dead? or Spiritualism Explained9

1 

Some of the theories which WaL.Ro considered were 

11 undermining the gigantic superstition of Popular mythology" 

were Huxley's Protoplasmic Theory; Tyndall's advocacy of 

continuous evolution; Lyell's estimations of the age of 

the earth; Wallace's :and Darwin' s theories of natural 

selection9 and Lubbock' s "ethnological discoveries of the. 

savage being the ancestor of civilized man" a Huxley had_ 

published his Protoplasmic theory two years previously; 

WoL.Ro quotes from recent moral and theological treatises 

pu1:Jlished since 1870 9 -omd from addresses given by Huxley 

and 'l'yndall to the British Association in 1 870. It is 

worth quoting one typical pQssage at length because its 

endorsement of Tyndall informs us precisely of Dr. 

Richardson's a tti:tudes. 'rhough the m"ticle is mere 

-1., Myself When Young 1 P~ 500 
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colourful reportage 9 it is the commentary of a man who 

was intellectually active and ~head of his time: 

You will remember how Huxley' s protoplasmic. 
theory startled society some two years ago; 
how the upholders of the literal truth of the 
Eastern allegory that the trees, and plants, 
animals and man sprang into being by a 
sudden fiat, received a shocka And how he 
was called unbeliever, infidel:, and other 
pretty names that the orthodox ap~ly so 
freely to those who dissent from their 
narrow and dismal views. This is what he 
said at the opening address of the British 
association in 1870, "If it were given to me 
to look beyond the abyss of geologically 
recorded time, to tha still more remote period 
when the earth was passing through physical 
and chemical conditions, which it can no more 
see again than a man can recall his infancy9 

I should expect to be a witness of the 
evolution of living protoplasm from not 
living matter. I .hould expect to see it 
appear under forms of great simplicity, 
endowed like existing fungi, with the power 
of determining the formation of new protoplasm9 

from such matters as Ammonium:' ••• 

Professor Tyndall ~t the same meeting 
said 11 Does life b long to what we call mntter, 
or is it an independent principle inserted into 
rnatter 9 at somo suitable epoch when the physical 
conditions became such as to permit of the 
development of life? There are the strongest 

, grounds for believing that during a certain 
part of its history, the earth was not, nor 
wos it fitted to be the theatre of life •••• 
The human mind itself, emotion, intellect, will, 
and all their phenomena wera once latent in a 
fiery cloud'' 9 11 and then after saying that 
spirit and matter h~ve ever been presented to 
us, the one as all noble, the other as all 
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vile, instead of eQually wonderful and worthy, 
two opposite l.~ces of th8 SRme mystery7 he 
continues "without this revolution of the 
notions now prevalent the evolution hypothesis 
must stand condemned, but in many thoughtful 
minds such a revolution has already occurred ••• 
Its existence as a hypothesis in the mind is 
QUite compatible with the simultaneous 
existence of all those virtues to which 
the term Christian has been applied." 

Now it is often stated by prejudiced 
persons, and feared by weak reasoners, that 
this doctrine of continuous evolution leads 
to atheism; this is false reasoning ••• 
Darwinism represents two prominent ideas; 
Firstly, that all life originally proceeded 
from one or more simple germs. Secondly, 
that the Almighty now works 9 and has ever 
worked, by adaptive modifications. Here 
then is Science proclaiming a revelation of 
the Gen53sis o~ aJl. thi:r'l.g§, Vf}..fY different 
from that accepted by our ancestors in the 
childhood of the race. A revelation, confirmedr 
demonstrated if you like by the great naturalists, 
Wallace and Darwin, but singularly enough 
proclaimed (twenty five) years a~o in the 
lectures of the entranced Davis. 

In Mahony Richard's intellectual pursuits parallel 

his retreat from life and people, towRrds madness. 

Spiritualism is an almQst exclusively personal interest; 

it is symptomatic of his retreat, and is most me•:.:ningful 

to him at 3arambogie, when he is close to insanity. In 

The Way Home Richard withdraws to his books. One has 

1. A.J. Davis (1826 - 1910) was one of the founders of 
the spiritualist "Harmonialist philosophy". (See 
Henry Mayer, Marx. Engels and Australia, pp. 59 - 62).. 
Dr. Richardson's attempt to link him with Tynda11 
is at iea st interesting. 
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to conclude that Dr. Richardson's interest in spiritualism 

was in no sense a withdrawal: it represents on the 

contrary a carefully reasoned extension of a lifelong, 

energetic "scientific" pursuito The intellectual 

pursuits of Richard at Ballarat continue, and indeed become 

revitalized in the activities of W.L.Richardson in 

Melbourne. The opportunity to publish quickened his 

imnul.se to think and to read, and enabled him to give 

expression to his feelings and thoughts. 

One or the most significant reasons why Dr. Richardson 

undertook a second visit to England was to exploit an 

opportunity to acquaint himself with recent developments 

in science, theology and spiritualism, and to act as 

liaison officer between the English spiritualists and the 

¥ictorians. In England he attended public meetings, 

gave lectures 1 spoke with dignitaries, chaired meetings 

and public lectures, attended seances, spoke with clergymen, 

wrote monthly newsletters ~or Harbinger and acquainted 

himself with recent trends in theological controversyo 1 

.An entire area of his experience remains unexplored, or 

1. See six 11 letters from London 11 in Harbinger of Light,. 
listed in bibliographyo 
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is only vaguely ond briefly suggested9 in The Way Romeo 

He was asked to stay on in England as a visiting 

lecturer: possibly the invitation had to be declined 

because of the collapse of his fortunes. 

'rhe evidence of this full public involvement is 

contained in his monthly letters to Harbinger. Sections 

of the letter for SeptembGr 1873 can be used to make a 

partial reconstruction of his programme for one typicSJ.l 

month of the nine spent in England: 

1. Heard the Revo Mro Haweis, of St. James, 
Marylebone. Mro Haweis delivered an extemp9a:mn-aou-s._: 
address without any text, on the crying evil of 
Christian cities, dishonesty, the sin of 
adulteration and the criminal ignorance of 
neglect of the study of natural lawso (The 
occasion for this talk had been an epidemic of 
enteric fever in which forty parishioners died) a 

2. Heard a really spiritual sermon from 
the Rev. Dro Davies, of St~ George's, .·-::>ttinghill. 
He declared that the dogma of the resurrection 
of the defunct body was no longer tenable, as 
it was disp~oved by science and reason. Read 
his very interesting book Unorthodox London. 

3. Have been to numerous seanceso My first 
experience of trance mediumship was disappointing. 
Attended a public and a private seance of a 
lady advertising "test communications from spirit 
re la ti ves and friends". fJV. L. R. w;as sceptic& . ~ 

4. Visited Mr. Williams at his own residence (for 
private seance). 
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5. Next visited Mr. Herne, and here we_·heard 
the 8pirit voioes most plainly, addressing us 
and answering all our questions 9 for at least 
half an hour. 

6. ·rhe Royal Osborne Bell Ringers 9 of whom 
I wrote last month, gave a seance for a 
charitable purpose. There were sixty persons 
present 9 and many mediums, including Mra.Guppy, 
Miss Houghton, etc .• 

7. Met a reporter from The Presbyterian Reviewo 

Moreover it is clear from the letter that Dr. Richardson 

spent hours reading about spiritualism and keeping up 

1 with theological controversy. In August he had lectured 

on the progress of spiritualism in Victoria at the Sunday 

service, Cavendish rooms; in September he investigated 

spirit photography; in October he met Mo Alexandre 

Aksahof of Sto Petersburg, 11 8. Minister of State of the 

Court of Russia 9 and ardent spiritualist". With the 

Russian beside him, Dr. Richardson chaired a public 

lecture before an audience of ei@ht hundred in which 

the Revo Dr. March spoke of his conversion to spiritualism. 

"The jeers of the ignorant missed their mark". At a 

picnic of seven hundr•ed devotees and enquirers he watched. 

the well known sixteen-stone medium Mrs. Guppy being 

weighed, rnld was impelled to joke about the marvels of 

1. "The Rev. Mr. Plumtree, Professor of Divinity, King's 
College, has published a sermon in which he avows 
that the idea of progression is consistent with 
Reason and Revelation ••o 11 etc. 9 etc. 
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levitation. Detailed accounts of' his activities continue 

f'or each month till April 18740 

These newsletters to Harbinger combine gushing 

emotionalism with reasoned sceptical criticismo When Dr~ 

Richardson is convinced of the authenticity of' the phenomena 

he has witnessed (as he usually is) he splashes his f'ellow 

devotees with milky enthusiasm of' a sort Vihich, rightly 

enough9 is in respect to spiritualism not so noticeable 

in the portrait of' Mahonyo He descri"bes in one letter 

"the wonderf'ul powers 11 of' the "really marvellous mediumship 

of' Miss Showers 9 a simple 9 innocent child of' seventeen"o 

Though it is certain that Dro Richardson, like ~ahony, 

was conscious of his education all'll.d genuine refinement, 

it is just as obvious that his sentiments and language 

were characteristically "mid-Victorian" in the worst sense .. 

(It is worth remarking that H.H.R. aims more than a 

f'ew ironic barbs at Richard, as well as Mary, for his 

mid-Victorian postures and attitudes). Two verses of a 

hymn he recommended to the Victorian spiritualists are 

enough to indicate his tastes at their worst: 

The voices of the Homeland 
Are ringing in my ears 9 

And when I think of the Homeland, 
My eyes gush out with tearso 
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I'm sighing for the Homeland, 
My heart is aching here, 

There 1 s no pain in the Homeland
1 To which I'm drawing near. 

Underlying the bathos, it is possible to detect, if one 

can bear to look, something of W.L.R. 1 s spiritual kinship 

with Mahony. 

To the sceptical, W.L.R. seems a credulous observero 

The authenticity of many of the phenomena he observes is, 

frankly, doubtful; his conclusions from these experiments-, 

are still more dubious. What is certain is that his app~~or' 

was not anti-intellectual: he attempted vigorously to be 

scientific and impartial. "True belief is most aided by 

those who insist on harmonising belief with the discover;e~ 

of science and biblical cri ticism112 was the stated pr•ecept 

underlying these investigations. Of his first experience 

with trance mediumship, he reported that "none of my 

party obtained any proof, nor was anything done that could 

not have been acted by one out of trance: my friends werG 

confirmed in their unbelief11
•
3 The ignorance of spiritualists 

and scientists was being illustrated by the discoveries of 

a few experimenters: the purpose of observation was the 

1. Harbinger of Light, December, 1873, Po 538. 
2. Harbinger of Light, May, 1874, p. 620. 
3·~ Harbinger of' Light, December, 1873, p. 537. 
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discovery of truth - "we know so little of the science of 
-

appariv~Ul!o that the most philosophic course ~s to observa 

and recordn. 1 ·rhe theor•y proposed by Cox, that psychic 

phenomena might be explained without recourse to the 

spirituaIList hypothesis, was to be sympathetically considered, 

but had to be rejected. Cox's theory that 11 psychism or 

soul force" was "the agent instead of the agency" did not 

take into account all the known evidence. 2 It was olear, 

however, that jealousy amongst mediums was widespread, 

and that fraud did occur3 ; W.L.R. attempted to record 

fairly and carefully all attending circumstances, and 

asked that phenomena be witnesaed "under test conditions"o 4 

Several of his requests to conduct his own further experiments 

were strictly refused. 

HenrJr Handel Richardson's treatment of Mahon;r 1 s 

activities in England does not exclude his interest in 

spiritualism. It is simply that this aspect of ~is life 

is mad~ to seem less important, and in some respects 

less. creditable to him, since it is treated triefly, and 

predominantly from Mary's point of view. Wten the Mahonys 

1o Harbinger of Light, May, 1874, p. 6210 
2. I"bid., (WoLoRo 1 S italics). 
3o Harbinger of Light, July, 1874, pp. 654 - 655~ 
4. e.g~ see Ha~binger of Light, May, 1874, pp. 620 - 621. 
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attend a seance (one of Richardson's few concessions .to 

the 'facts' of her father's spiritualistic activities 

in England) Mary duplicates 'rilly' s performance in 

Melbourne by exposing the medium as a fraud. H.H.R. 

implicitly judges Mahony, and to some extent endorses 

Mary, by allowing Mary's thoughts to provide the only 

plausible guide to our interpretation: 

••• spiritualist seances, for peace' sake -
and also because everybody was doing it - sh8 
now regularly attended. London was permeated 
with spiritualism; you hardly met a person 
who was not a convert to the crazeo.... 'rhe 
miracles you could see performed! Through 
the ceiling came apports of fresh flowers with 
dew on them, or roots with the soil still 
clinging; great dinner tables rose from the 
floor; light flitted; apparitions1appeared9 

spoke to you9 took you by the hand. 

There is no doubt WTho has the better of the arguments, despite 

Mary's prejudices 9 and Mahony's censures: 

11There you have it! Your mulish obstinacy •• G> 

your narrow preconceived notions of what' can and 
cannot happen!" Till Mw-y9 too, lost her temper, 
and blurted out the plain facts of the case-.. "I 
knew by her figure., What's more I distinctly 
felt the big wart she has on the side of her 
chin.," 

But with this 9 it seem~d9 she merely 
displayed her ignorance. For the spirit body, 
in manifestation, was but the ethereal shadow 
cast by the physical, and its perfect duplicate ••• 
It was no good talking. Eve2ything she said 
could be turned against her. -

1 .. The Fortunes of Richard Mahony9 -:P. 570. 
2. Ibid,. 9 , pp. 571 , - 5720 
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Mahony 1 s esoteric jargon is symptomatic of his personal, 

idiosyncratic concer~. A more sympathetic (albeit not 

acquiescent) interpretation of his spiritualism would be 

consistent with the discoverable evidence of his activities 

in Englando 

* * * * 

Richardson's presentation of the London seance is 

characteristic of her treatment of spiritualism throughout 

.The Way Home. It is plain that the difference between the 

actual Dr, Richardson and the fictional Mahony is brought 

about by her refusal to depict the literal significance 

of spiritualism in her father's lifeo He was involved 

and committed socially, intellectually, emotionally and 

religiously o , One has to admit p:J_ainly that the evidence 

of his writings is not 11 the whole truth" about his character; 

it shows us Richardson the public personality and _ , _ 

controversialist; it represents one side of a person who 

is conceivably more faithfully represented in breadth and 

complexity in the figure of Mahony~ The fact is, however 9 

that a wide and important area of Dro Richardson's 
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ex..perience 9 which his daughter must have known £&Omething 

aboutj is left out, with the result that it is possible to 

interpret Mahony more easily as a withd.rawn9 alienated 

personality1 a dilettante on the road to declinei 

Henry Handel Richardson almost certainly knew the 

full extent of her father's activitieso Her willingness 

to preserve literally in the novel many less significant 

det~ils is sufficient evidence that at least some of 

her father's time-consuming9 devoutly pursued activities 

were known to her. That he was the first president of 

the spiritualists' association would have been family 

knowledge, and it is more than a plausible guess that the 

diaries contained comments or reflections about 10ctures 

and exhibitions in Melbourne and London. His Bible 9 which 

H.H .. R. had in her possession9 "points to his having been 

keenly interested in the Biblical criticism of his time", 

and was "plastered with crisp comments and ci tations 11
• 
1 

Nettie Palmer is right to suspect that the diaries were 

introspective and voluminous: there is little doubt that 

they contained some of his deliberations on the subject 

that occ.upied him most fully in the period when he was most 

1. Myself When Young 9 pp. 2 - 3o 
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at leisure to writeo The diaries must have recorded some 

of his experiences conce~ning spiritualism on his second 

visit to England: his own accounts in Harbinger show 

clearly that he spent most of his time engaged in these 

activitieso The Mahony trilogy hints at Richard's 

d.abblings with spiritualism enough to suggest that the 

author knew more about WoLoRo Mahony does attend 

"regular seances" in Melbourne and in London 9 he 11 thinks 

about" writing a pamphlet, and the author states (only sta.tes) 

that he has spiritualist friends and spends time with 

them. The fact that H.H.R. was a spiritualist herself 

suggests that this aspect of her father's life would 

interest her, and that she would research it thoroughly. 

It was possible .or Richardson to use biographical 

fact in order to make a l~ favourable interpretation 

of Mahony's character thqn the novel allows~ as it 

stands, however, Richardson has made few concessions, in 

respect to spiritualism, in Mahony 1 s favouro Two seances 

publicly exposed as fraudulent, a few thoughts in Mahony's 

mind about the possibility of fraud 9 a pencil held loosely 

in the hand of a man in solitude and under abnormal stress: 
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these 11 facts 11 may have been recorded from the diary, 

but the pattern into which they are fitted is Richardson's 

creation, and the principle behind their selection is 

interpretativeo 

One result of Richardson's deviation from the path 

of literal fact here is that the novel is not vitiated 

by idiosyncrasyo Richardson makes no attempt to 

'respectabilize' spiritualism, or to make it a centre of 

interest 9 despite its popularity at the timeo It is 

not only that Mahony is allowed to remain a representative 

figure: H.H.R~ refuses to allow her private convictions 

to intrudeo Since she believed that it was possible to 

communicate with spirits, 1 the m~in differences in respect 

to spiri tua.J.ism between f.'.a_ther a'nd daughter aTe to be 

found not in the beliefs hel~ but in the terminology used, 

and in the daughteria unwillingness to enter the public 

arenao 

This love of privacy, and dislike of public performance 7 

clearly differentiates her from her fathero 'l'he reas.,on 

tha it;. this asJJect of Dr. Richards,on' s; life is radically 

1. See Ghapter II of this thesis. 
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modified is, I suggest 9 that Richardson at this stage 

begins to draw more freely on her own experiance 1 and makes 

Mahony's dilemmas ond inner searchings accord more closely 

with her owno Mahony in Melbourne and in England 

delivers no eloquent addresses to public gatherings; 

when he addresses a meeting at Barambogie on the occasion 

of the Bishop's visit, the experience poignantly 

realized in Richardson's description is one akin with9 

if more disastrous than, her worst experience in Leip~igo 

But Mahony9 unlike both his prototype and his creator9 

is no artist or creatoro The result of Richardson's 

artistic selection is that Mahony's story comes closer 

to tragedy, since the hero, a recluse without art 9 is 

allowed to choose his ovm panh into solitariness, without 

the compensating peace of creative releaseo 

The placement of Manony's decline within The Way liome 

is the critical artistic manipulation of the novel as 

tragedyo The extent to which Mahony is personally 

responsible for his tragedy is ultimately a matter of 

individual interpretation~ "his character can be, and 

indeed has been, interpreted in the light of personal 
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prejudices and leanings; and it is not difficult to 

justify any one of these interpretations11
0
1 But 

Richardson's selection of biographical fact in this 

section is evidence of her intention (an intention which 

I think is realized) to make this novel, as Professor 

Robertson wrote, 11 a less strident j 1 accuse" against the 

(external) forces of life than Maurice Guest> Mahony 

chooses solitar~ness, before external forces ruin him. 

Having decided that he will never find 11 home" in any 

human society~ ~e withdraws from society and pursues 

his own "way hoJle 11 o His tragedy is tho.t of a man who 

chooses to sacrifice 11 all for Life 11
c When the onslaught 

of life begins 9 he can offer no oppositi8n, for he has 

not the e~uipment to deal with itu Of Dr. Richardson 1 s 

experiences at Eawthorn and Ghiltern
2 

we have no actual 

record apart frcm H.HoR. 1 s recorded memor!es of the 

long acrimonious discussions about money. But it is 

clear that he was forced to withdrRW suddenly from a 

full, energetic intellectual and social life to a more 

1a Leonie Gibson, Henry Handel Richardson and Some of 
Her Sources, Melbourne: Melboui-•ne University Press, -ri" 7i7 ~ 

2. There is no record in the Victorian State Registry 
Office of a child named "Richardson" or "Lindesay 
Richardson11 having died at Chiltern in the 1870 1 s. 
H.H.R. mentions only one sister in her family in 
Myself ·when Youn.go 'rhe child 11Lallie 11 in the Mahony 
trilogy appeaPs to be Richardson 1 s inventiono 'rhe 
death of Lallie at Baram.bogie provides an opportunity 
for H.H.R. to examine the attitudes and experience of 
Mahony, Mary and Cuffy and to explore further the 
problem of suffePingo 
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laborious and isolated existence: "fate" was perhaps 

rather more ruthless with him than with Mahony.,, 

The Way Home is unique among the novel's three 

parts for its social concerna One is tempted to conclu~c 

that the shift of focus from Mahony to Mary and the 

minor characters is in one aspect yet another manifestation. 

of Richardson's literalism. Facts are not changed7 

t~ey are omitted. Since her father's time-consuming 

e:piri tualistic activities are not relevant to her purpoer:·J 

Ma:l.on.y has to move from centre-stage to the wings~ Miss. 

Tin.ms Kellyt s marriage 9 Zara' s fortunes 9 the arrival of 

several house guests 9 John Turnham's death9 Tilly 1 s 

wedd: ng 9 Mary's pregnancy are all included in a R1 1ccession 

of ev,nts in v.:'hich Mahony takes little part. The reader 

is cor3tantly informed9 largely through the mind and 

senses of Mary9 that Mahony has retreated to privacye 

The con;·equent dramatization of Victorian social mo·?es 1. 

1msympat1etic (one can at least see the advantages oft. a 

ret1'leat i·:-om Miss Timms Kelly) 9 but there is no 

correspon'ing picture of Mahony in society with his 

intellectu•.l friends, and no hint of his public activiticQ 
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This absence of Mahony from the scene is, artistically. 

speaking, a virtual confirmation of his lassitude and 

solitariness~ there is nothing to check Mary's (often 

astute) interpretationo 

The fact is that because Richard's intellectual 

interests are not really explored, Mary's thoughts and 

comments now carry more weight than Richardson has 

previously allowed them to. Mary provides a continuous 

commentary on Richard's decline: 

It was a sore point with Mary that Richard 
would not rise to his responsibilities as 
a father, but went on teading the life of 
a bookworm or recluse. 

This is typical of the increasing number of judgements 

she is allowed to make. Though Mary is no judge of the 

value of books, she is not proven wrong in her estimation,; 

her verdicts are biased, but they remain uncheckedo Most 

of the comments on spi .itualism are made from Mary's 

point of view: 

"It makes my blood boi:J_ to watch Rich§Jrd, with 
all his brains, letting himself be duped by 
some dishonest creature who only wants to 
make money out of him. 11 2 

1 ~ The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, p. 503. 
2n ~g' P• 4890 
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You did not, even to your dearest friend, 
belabour the point that your husband was 
growing old and rusty9 stiff in body and 
mindo You locked the knowledge up, with 
a pang, inside your own heartoo•~ 
Richard had become an out and out adherent, 
accepting as gospel the rubbish its 
devotees talked, attending sittings which 
opened with prayers and hymns, just as if 
they were trying

1
to take the place of 

going to churcho 

The normal suspicion with which spiritualism is held 

is confirmed by her comments; when the focus shifts 

to Mahony it is invariably acc,ompanied by the suggestion 

of crankeryo Richardson implies judgement almost as 

openly as it could possibly be stated: 

He promised to bring her (Mrs. Marriner] 
an armful of literature; and then if her interest 
still held, to procure her the entry to a sitting 
at the house of the arch-spiritualist, Mrs, 
Phayre, where remarkable phenomena took placeo 
Weird noises might be heard there at dead of 
night; furniture was moved by unseen hands 
from its place against the wall.2 

The facts of Walter Lindesay Richa~dson's life could 

have been used to modify HaHoRo 1 s fictional interpretation, 

if the author had chosen to use them for that purposeo 



The collapse of ~ro Richardson's fortune did not 

prevent him from publishing "On The Position of Anti

Vaccinators11 after his return to Australia. 1 Presumably 

the prospect of returning to his vocation induced him to 

turn again to the problems of mGdical practice. He 

considers here the medical skills and advances of the 

time 9 and states arguments for and against recent legislation 

for compulsory vaccinationo His conclusion is that the 

safety of the vaccination operation depends so heavily 

on three factors - the freedom from disease of the child 

being vaccinated fro~; the freedom from disease of the 

person to be vaccinated; and the skill and judgement 

of the vaccinator - that the legislation ought to be 

reconsideredo One may infer that Richardson continued 

his association with the spiritualists (the article waa 

published in Harbinger), and that he maintained an active 

concern with his profession. He may at this time have 

exchanged ideas with the young Alfred Deakin; the two 

men were of a similar temperament 1 and several parallels 

can be drawn from a consideration of their ~epar -~~--~ 

lives. 2 Mahony at Brighton publishes nothing; his 

1e Harbinger of Light1 November 1 1874, Po 720. 
2o Both were conservative idealists, were presidents of 

the Spiritualists' Association, and both suffered 
mental illness in lRter life. 



fruitless and only attempt, significantly at Barambogie, 

to write an article for the Australian Medical Journal 

is pathetico 1 

At Barambogie Mahony'is destroyed by a clinical 

illness and a merciless climate 9 and by himself o But it 

is in Richardson's presentation of the actual decision 

to move to Barambogie that the process of Mahony 1 s retreat te 
solitariness 9 fully depicted in The Way Home, reaches its 

first climax. The decision to set up practice is 

extended over eight pnges and is dramatized objectively 

in a series of six letters from Barambogie to Melbourneo 

This prolonging of the inevitable is not mere over-elaboration~ 

The suspense is extreme~ Mahony, escillating between 

distaste and enthusiasm9 is at first impressed, then 

decides to apply for the more secure position of Medical 

Officer at Boorandoora Lodge 9 and finally makes up 

his mind to stay at Barambogieo But the suspense itself, 

our enforced wait for this final decision, and Richardson'a 

objective exploration of mental processes at work, all 

serve to heighten our appreciation of the responsibility 

involved in the actual decision-makingo The prospect of 

1o The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, Pa 588s 
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being "buried alive in a country practice" has already 

been considered and rejected by Mahony: the present 

choice is ominouso That his decision to stay is foolhardy, 

even potentially fat~l, is evidenced (without hindsight) 

by all we know of Mahony' s needs and likings, and by 

his first impressions of the place nowa The episode 

embodies a clear example of the "unfettered alternative11 

which will be followed by a rigorous destinyo 1 

Mahony's tragedy is not the consequence of one 

Htragic error 11
9 and the novel is more than a tragedyo 

But it j_s certain thrnt H.H.R~ deviated from the literal 

facts of her father's life in order to present Mahony as 

a wj_thdrawn 9 socially alienated figureo 

1o I do not mean that Richardson implies philosophical 
endorsement of this theory. 
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2. History and Fiction 

The Fortunes of Richard Mahony is the story of a 

man who goes mad; it also, in a sense, the story of a 

colony that goes mad. The immediate purpose of this 

section is to examine how and for what purpose Richardson 

used and interpreted historical source material to fit 

hAI' scheme and pur~ose as a novelist• The influence of 

contemporary sources on Richardson's style has been 

ably demonstrated elsewhere. My purpose here will be 

to look at the novelist as an historian: as one, that is, 

who collects, eJfamines, selects, interprets and implicitly 
' . ' 

judges the "facts" of a past periodo 

Mahony's precise relationship to his ~)ciety 

informs and guides (or at least ought to guide) Richardson's 

"fictional" interpretation of Australian social history. 

She speaks of "the changing face of .A.ustralia" as 

"background"; but the progress of the colony is more 

than an historical backdropo The problems of colonial 

life are aspects of that "life" for which Mahony never 



properly equips himself~ Australia Felix~ indeed; 

explores the issue of Whether social survival is 

compatible with individual ethicsa It cah be argued 

that (in U1tima Thule) dolonia1 life becomes an 

antagonist towards Mahony9 an actor in the drama~ 

comparable in some ways with (~or example) Hoideh 

Cp:ufie1d 1 s world in Th_e Catcher In _'rhe Rye !i (Richardson t s 

interpretation is in the final analysis loss sympathetic 

to the protagonist than Salinger 1 so) If 11Lii'e with a 

capital L11 is Mahonyls goai~ life with a small 1 is his 

conqueror; and Austra1iart ahd English society become 

active forces ih the drama in sd far as they are ihescapPhiP 

comp~nents of Mahorty 1s everyday life• 

Mahony is recognizable as a ty:pe and as an individualo 

He is typical of the gentlemen colonist who by his genuine 

sensitivity1 his refinement, his inteliect'uai and spirittial 

needs and his high seriousness is outnumbered and affronted 

in a growing, often Philistine society; and in his irttense 

spiritlial and ethical concern with the meaning of life 

he is the archetypal seekero If ~is problems are typical 

and represenuative1 his resportses 9 his abnormal sensitivities 9 
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his answers and his tragedy are his ovmo But he is caught 

up in the momentum, the social force 9 of a growing 

society. The theme of the novel, the drama in-Jo whi0h 

an historical study has to oe integrated, is the conflict 

in Mahony' s being caused by "the demands of lj fe and the 

urge for Life. 'rhis 11urge" 9 one might say, :Ls simply 

11 there": WhG.t Mahony a.oes about it, or fai..,_s to do" 

is the source of his tragedy.. If the soci2l 11 backgr'ound' 

also invites censure, the judgement callee. :j:'or is not 

directed to excuse or justify Mahony's actionsa The 

point is (and major critics are amazingl:r reticent 

about making it) that as a "balance to the "moral 

d.iscovery" the novel leads to concerning the soc:i al na t 0Ji:>e 

of man1 ~ we are also shorn the anti-individuo.listic 9 

nntagon~stic pressures t:mt a society can direct upon 

its memberso These issues are assembled in t.he novel intro 

a:.1 obviously drama tic S')heme; they are not L1J5rc; s ·i de-iss1J<~s ., 

In this :cheme Mahony's role as a critic may be 

compared t0 that of the Elizabethan malcontent 9 He cm: 

see what is wrong with Australian sociE:;ty9 often percep··~:Lvely. 

with the acumen of a vict~m, but thy reader is not 

invited fully to share 4is attitudes or to take his stanceo 

1 D Nettie Palmer, Ho H. R. ~ A StUdJl, p. 1:22.. 
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The "background" for which Richardson uses historical 

sources performs several functions. First the story of 

the colony's developmentj set as it is in juxtaposition 

against the fortunes of Mahony himself, makes up a virtual 

sub-plot. The device of the parallel plot is a conventional 

medium for ironyo Clearly, the growth of the colony d 

parallels Mahony's ~uest and disintegration~ the chaos 

and instability affecting all men at the diggin9scoheres 

into an immature but organized town, and its increasing 

prosperity coincides with Richard's pressing restlessnes&. 

In The Way Home the shift of locale to the now large and 

established city of Melbourne suggests, dramatically 

speaking, a climax to the colony's achievement of material 

prosperity and stability. It also anticipates the climax 

of Mahony's storyo George Steiner writes concerning t~e 

sub-plot in Henry IV that 11 personages .and v~:rtues ::ire 

reflected between two mirrors set at different angles; 

heroism stands midway between ShrewsbUJ;lY and Gadshill111 

in the Mahony trilogy heroism stands midway between the 

hustings and the $_sylum; the 11back~round,.11 , for all its 

heavy furniture, is the story of an emergent nationo 

Another function of the "setting" is to generalize outwards 

from Mahony, having focussed upon him in particular after 

1G Tolstoy or Dostoyevsky, Peregrine Books, 1967, Po 93a 
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the generalizing statement of the Proem9 The 11background" 

demonstrates the recurrence of Mahony's dilemmas in the 

lives of a number of minor characters and enforces the 

insight 9 directly or by means of irony, that Mahony'a 

problems are universal. Finally, the story of the colony's 

growing fortunes 9 inseparable as it is from Mahony's 

story9 is a means to reproduce the complications of 

reality and to suggest the fullness and movement of history 

itself. These are only several of the functions of the 

background. It would be fatuous to assert that the 

prose defining it is well sustained: but it is as well 

to point out that because one feels that the background 

is being put to a number of elucidatory purposes at any 

one time, one rarely finds that the prose (which is often 

intrinsically flat) is actually dull; it invariably 

has some real dramatic pressure behind it~ 

Richardson's transformation of material from her 

sources into a well constructed novel (one which does 

explore on a grand scale the aspirations of a colony) 

exhibits an effort of imagination for which she may be 

given more credit than is now customary. If one were to 



assemble and rend all her sources - the history-books~ 

her father's diaries, her own notebooks - one might begin 

to question Vincent Buckley's unfair (and polemic?) 

aBsertion that she relies "on her matter :do her work for 
,/ '\--

her 11
•
1 However, during the process of note-taking, 

Richardson uses documentary material only to convince 

herself of the "truth" she writes ofo That the details 

s~e includes did exist, and the experience she embodied 

in her novels has occ,urred, is her guarantee that it 

does occur. Commenting on the work of a fellow author, 

Richardson wrote "your people always had life in them; 

one "believed in their existence112 ; one almost feels that 

she meant "one believed they have existed",, Authenticity 

is paramount. 

This credo, of course, is the starting point in 

any investigation of her use of sources. Her style 

assimilates (or fails to assimilate) vast slabs of 

recorded detail; but one might go further, to suggest 

that since she feeds on her experience, and since she 

did not live between 1850 and 1870, she uses history 

"books as a "world11
• The process of reading and writing 

1. Buckley, Po 25. 
2. Letter to Stonor, -Sth Feb., 19380 
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dwelling 11 unselectively11
, 

11 indiscriminately111 over 

innumerable details, experiences and anecdotes, commits 

to memory, to the storehouse of experience, the 11 v:.lihole trui.:h11 

of coloninl society so far as it can be gleanedo 

That Richardson worked in this mnnner is evidence~ 

by a study of her notebookso It is true that the most 

impressive parts of the novel, and there are more of 

them in Ul tima 'rhulc than in the first two books, are 

often those which one can assume, on the evidence of 

letters, "Some No"'.:.es on My Books 11 and Myself When Young 9 

to be based on her personal experienceo But the whole 

ordered accu.mulation of human attitudes, aspirations, and 

states of mind ar:d experience that make up colonial society 

has about it a 11 etriking actuality"; Richard and Mary 

are no more 11 ac tua.l 11 than their backgroundo There is, 

it will be seen, every reason to assume that Richardson 1 ~ 

11 indiscriminate 11 r.ote-taking is an aspect of her 

deliberate attemrt at complete immersion in the world of 

which she writeeo 

io Leonie Gibson, p. 23. 
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To rend Richardson's notebooks is to be plunged 

into three hundred and forty-two pages of notes on 

aspects o:f colonial life ranging from "aborigines 11 to 

"Zambuclt 91
• ·rhe notes are taken directly from the 

sources 9 and arranged in no particular order; but 

a carefully compiled index? of hundreds o:f items 9 

enables Richardson at the time of writing to dip into 

the sources as her plot requiresa (Clearly9 the process 

of selection and interpretation generally takes place at 

this point)o The scope and detail o:f the notes on colonial 

life is remarkable~ but the details are largely 11 surface 11 

facts concerning :flora5 fauna 9 topograohy9 roads 9 buildings 

prices 9 dress 9 auction sales 9 details of digging 9 

Australian terms 9 nowspapers 9 operas o •• ad infinitum. 

However, contemporary interpretative comment on the 

details 9 and on Australian political, social and 

economic conditions 9 forms a substautial proportion of 

the notebooks 9 and is usually inseparable from the 

11 evidence" of fact and detail. 
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We have seen that one reason that Richardson noted 

an enor•mous amount of material which she must have known 

she would not use was propably that the process of 

writing itself helped her to commit to memory "the 

whole truth" a.bout colonial societyo The literary 

result is at its worst tedious and is not often highly 

expressive 1 a sustain0d transmutation from the text 

into imaginative fiction being apparently beyond hero 

But the novel is concerned WJith the four categories that 

are assembled into a detailed allegory in the Proem to 

Australia Felix: man, gold, home, and earth in the period 

1853 - 78. If Richardson's note-taking is to be 

described as "unselective111· one should add the caveat 

that almost any information from her sources could have 

been useful 9 and could have been imaginatively transmute~ 

in a work of this scope and sizeo The workings of 

Richardson's mind are often reflected in her note-takingo 

Her notes about aboriginal attitudes to death, and 

aboriginal burial customs 9 for example, might at first 

glance be considered entirely irrelevant; but they can 

obviously be related to the 11 earth" and "man· ;symbols in 

the Proem to Australia Felix, Fortunately Richardson 

1. Leonie Gibson, p. 23. 
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resisted any t6mptation to use the aboriginal theme; 

but her decision to record such information is not 

strictly inciscriminate 9 since it enables her to preserve 

an idea which she might have usedo 

Beneath the 'factual' evidence that Richardson 

accumulates there lies a conglomerate of attitudes towards 

colonial life. The commentaries she consulted are not 

impartial, academic "history" books; they are records of 

colonial experience 9 "primary sources 11
9 the observations 

and impressions of certain contemporaries of Walter 

Lindesay Richardson. 'rl1.e author's catalogue of facts and 

impressions of colonial life reflects the subjective attitudeq 

of the commentators themselveso It is obvious that 

Richardson could have interpreted the period quite 

differently; for there are, as may be expected, contradictory 

statements on similar topics. The visitors are at variance, 

for example, in their impressions of life on the diggings: 

on the observance of Sunday at the diggings 1 or concerning 

the extent of' dishonesty and thieving amon[;t3t diggers. 

Each writer places his own emphasis on the discomforts of 

Australian life (the climate 1 mosquitoes 9 flies 1 mud, 

dust, etc.) 1 and on the prevalence of an unhealthy concern 
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for making money, or getting drunko It will be necessary 

to examine who.t "facts 11 Richardson assembled into her 

portrait, and to ask for what artistic purpose (if any) 

her particular interpretation was adopted. 

Even more significant as an influence on Richards':n t s 

fictional view of the colonial 'reality' 9 and on her 

notion of Mahony 1 s perception of it, are the characteristics 

shared by the commentators she read. All but one of the 

eleven books known to have been consulted were published 

between 1853 and 1870 (the period between Walter Lindesay 

Richardson's arrival in Australia and Ethel Richardson's 

birth), and together provide a thorough coverage of 

colonial development until approximately the time of 

Cuffy 1 s birth. Comparatively little use of the sources 

was made in writing Ultima Thule. Eight of the comment~tors, 

including the two most freq_uently consulted1
9 are t.;mporary 

English visitors who write as observers of the manners 

and privations of an alien way of life; they are 

educated, under an English sy:tem, are gentlemen or ladjGs 

of the upper or upper middle classes of an English society, 

o.nd. are naturally disposed to "he criticnl (some more thFln 

1. William Howitt, Land Labour and Gold, 2 vols., London: 
Longman 9 Brown9 Green and Longmans, 1855; William 
Kelly 9 Life in Victoria, London, 1889. 



others) in a Mahony-like way. None of them was actually 

a Ballarat digger; though most of the visitors to the 

diggings dabbled as tourists in the prospecting game. In 

recording their impressions these visitors follow a 

broadly similar plan: the sea-trip from England is 

followed by an "Arrival in Melbourne" 9 and then by 

impressions of Melbourne, the journey to Ballarat, the 

Ballarat diggings 9 other diggings, visits to Victorian 

country towns (like Castlemaine and Maldon), a trip to 

Geelong, and a final return to Melbourneo The sequence 

varies, and other regions or aspects of historical 

development are sometimes discussed9 but in all cases the 

trip through Victoria embraces approximately those areas 

through which Mahony "journeys 11 over a twenty-five year 

period. All dates between the period 1850 - 70 are 

carefully recorded in the notebooks to enable Richardson 

to pr~serve in the novel the details and outward symbols 

of historical development. She is 9 indeed, so meticulous 

in her efforts to preserve historical accuracy that she 

sometimes questions a commentator 1 s judgement, to show 

that what he has written can not be accurately related to 

period he discusses~ One notebook entry reads: 
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Miner's Right 18510 •• impossiblc 1851c 
then a large slab of detail 

Then all this must ho.ve happened 1856-7~ 1 

'l1he sources are written by English gentlemen or lady 

liGi tors 9 and this undoubtedly coloured Richardson 1 s 

understanding of colonial lifeo It is remarkable, 

however, tho.t the novel does not place the so.me stress on 

the ~rivations and difficulties of life on the goldfields 

in early Ballaro.t as do the visiting commentatorso 

Richardson could have emphasized and documented much more 

thoroughly Mahony 1 s conflict with his environment~ but 

since his inner restlessmess is always primary, there is 

never any real suggestion that Mahony will be 11 crucifier1 11 

by colonial lifeo Only in Ul tima 'rhule, when his ovm 

restlessness has assisted his downfall 9 are the heat and 
//--

dust, and the manners of the colonists themselves, seen 2 ~:, 
\ 

an active, destructive force and an insuperable 9 seemingly 

malevolent opponento Critics who talk of Richardis 

11 colonial malaise112 , and who find that Richard is 

!'crucified on the practical, harsh wood and L.ails of 

1. Notebooks for The Fortunes of Richard Mahony (MS in 
National Library 01· Australia, Canberra) 9 Po 317 o 

2. See espo Jennifer Dallimore, 11 The Fortunes of Richard 
Mahony11 o 
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Australian life" 1 
5 miss the point that Mahony' s own. 

im:pulsj_veness is shovm from the beginning to contri"'.Jute 

to h:i.s "malaisc: 11
" Though colonio.lism is a source of ten;:,iu1 1 

Mahony in Australia Felix manages with Mary's help, -l::o 

,:::ope with the 11 harsh wood and nails 11
o Richardson 

deliberrrtely tones down the grim descriptions of E')\'\d tt 

o..nr'I_ Merewoathery who emphasiz0 continually the harsh and 

potent:i.ally destructive nature of life in the colony" 

If these commentators ai->e accurate 9 the hcm"'u vaves and clust 

stor~s that Walter Lindesay Richardson experienced on tbe 

digg11'."_c;s must ho.ve bee:::i some of the worst on record, 

Ri0~ardson noted all Howitt 1 s temperature recordingG; 

1 ·r11~_c.i., ra:l.ge from 32° on cold nights to 130° in the sum1ner.2.. 

'· C;offrey Dutton 9 "Gentlemen Vs. Lairs"" 
2. Howitt writes: 

Mr., Westg,,a.rth, one of the best statisti8:i2ns of" 
the colony1 says 11 the hot winds lo.st common!y 
for two days at a time, with a temperature of' frc111 
80° to 9_0° in the shade 9 ascending .§.~~ll!Jes thr:u-9b_ 
r~re~)l [Howitt 1 s italics] 9 as high as ·100° 

Now ni thout any hot winds at all, vre very 
fre8_uently have the temper3.ture within our t2nt fi""om 
i 00 to ·120°; and the other day we had the tcm1Jera.:wre 
~n the sun at 139° at noon, the thermometer sinkjn_g 
in the following night to 40° 9 so th3.t withb1 
tvrelve hours there was a V8.ri3.tion of 100° w:i..thin one~ 

~ichardscn also read Westgarth 1 s book 9 and gener~lly 
prefers his account of the climate to Howitt 1 so 
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There is nothing quite as extreme in Australia Felix; 

Richardson does not insist on the destructive effect of 

the climate until Mahony (at Barambogie) is already distraught 

and overwhelmed by his own inner searchings. Mahony's 

life as a storekeeper 9 it will be seen, is 2omfortabl~ 

compared to the descriptions of personal privation some 

of these writers offer,. 

The Diary of a Working Clergyman In Australia and 

Tasmania Kept During the Years 1850 - 53 ia one of the 

sources to which Richardson gave considerable attention6 

The Rev.- John Davies Mereweather's commentary is the record 

of ~fastidious, pious clergyman's pilgrimage through the 

sin and corruption of colonial societyo Possibly 

Richardson's reading of his account of colonial life 

suggested the character of Hempel, Mahony's rigid Methodiat 

assisatant, al though Walter Lindesay Richardson 1 s diaries 

may have suggested a more literal model. Mereweather 

prefaces his diary with the promise that: 

all that can prove of general interest to 
the reader will be introducedoo•I allude 
more particularly to the discovery of 
gold which took place during my r•esidence 
in the Australian colonies; and its 
effects 9 as I saw myself 9 on the mor•al 
and religious principles of the population. 1 

1o Diary of a Working Clergyman, London: Hatchard and Go~ 7 
1859, Po 11.1.o 
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What follows is the sincere and cantankerous account of a 

conservative 9 straight-laced clergymano Mereweather is 

f'ar from being a model for Mahony, but his impressionR are 

those of a fastidious 9 alienated gentleman lamenting 

the general vulgarity and cow:-seness of the people and the 

harshness of the place. His reactions are hypersensitive 

and he is continually scandalized by the immorality of 

the Australian community. Returning from Ballarat9 he writes: 

Every now and then came showers of 
rain to damp the little remaining ardour of 
these searchers for gold. At times 
suspicious looking characters passed me, 
armed to the teeth9 who looked with a 
covetous eye on the quantity of baggage 
I had on my spare horse. This colony 
was the most desirable of all which the 
Grown possesses., How changed now! No 
more tranquillity an4 good fellowship 
between the grades of society. All is 
confusion 9 selfishness9 licence 9 and 
subversion·of all respect for worth_ 
talent and education. Bravm and muscle 
are now the aristocracy9 and insolently 
bea:r newly-assumed 'honours.- In fact 9 

we have here the French Revolution 
without the guillotine. When I arrived 
in Melbourne 9 I found the streets full 
of a dirty9 disorderly mob of people 9 

many of whom seemed to tak0 delight in 
setting' the fiaws of decent behaviour 
at defiance. 1 

_ 

Such person,al impressions are typical. 11All my experience 

in swearing ~inks into_i~significance in the face of what 
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I have heard tonight!I, he remarks a:fter a stay (presumably 

short) at a country public housee Richardson underlines 

110hristmas time is a saturnalia o:f drunkenness 111 and 

(the old stand-by) "birds make a noise but do not sing112 
o 

The work is use:ful to Richardson as an understanding o:f 

an alienated t0mperament as well as :for detailed impressions 

of the colonial backgroundo However, Mahony does not 

rant as wildly as this: not at least until a restlessness 

has set in which is deeper than the colonist's descontent 

with people and place. 

The personality informing William Howitt's Land; 

Labour and Gold is probably closer to Mahony' s own than 

that of any of the other commentators. If Mereweather 

almost caricatures himself, Howitt writes as a sensible, 

educated highly critical gentleman visitor, in a tone less 

blatantly moralistic than the clergyman, but still 

highly personalQ (Interestingly Howitt, like W.LoR., 

became interested in spiritualism). The large, two volume 

work that Richardson took detailed notes :from consists of 

a series of subjectively written letters, organized to 

comprehend his accounts o:f visits to Melbourne, most of 

1. Notebooks, Po 210 
2o Ibid., p. 20 
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the diggings (especially Ballarat), Geelong and a number 

of smaller towns including Maldono From his experiences 

1 in the colony Howitt himself wrote a novel in which his 

oVVin impressions, and much detailed material concerning a 

gold rufffih to the Ovens diggings 9 are incorporated into an 

unlikely ploto Richardson is indebted to Howitt for much 

of her material concerning the colonial obsession with 

wealth and the roughness of manner, drunkennes~ and 

crudity of many diggers and colonists. But Howitt was 

more disgruntled than Mahony, who could in the right mood 

talk about the diggers as 'honest rebels' and 1 goodhearterii_ 

fellows Y.. Howitt censures the "rude, chaotic and blpck':"",,-

state of the lower society in this suddenly thrown t.o-·p-f 

society11 
9 and is generally antipathetic to colonic:.l lif..·, 

He supports these judgements with thoroughly detailed anC 

often grim descriptions of his discomfortso Although 

Richardson transcribed many of Howitt's details 9 iL is 

clear 9 as the following (typical) jottings from Howitt 

in her notebooks will show, that she tones down Howitt's 

emphasis on the harshneos of colonial life: 

1 0 ~allangatta 2 The Squatter's Home: 
Life, 2 volso, London: Longmons, 

A Story of AustralAan 
1857 0 
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A mo.n dying - the sight wo.s fly blown 
before the afternoono Yellow-bottles deposit 
live maggots on m0at immediately it is killed 
and on game the moment it is hung up and in a 
few hours these maggots o.I'o more than half 
an inc~ longo But the black flies are the 
worst. 1 

In the midst of this stench diggera 
are work~ng away" thj 1.lk as ants in an 
anthill., 

Bull dog a...Dts: 1~ inches lon§1 

sting exsctly as wasps and bee,s. do .. ' 

A very bad population as well as the most 
settled. .1.t.ude 1 low, vulgar, base, scum of 
the earth, ·felons of Sydney and V. Diemen' s 
land. Host of thieves; not a night4passes 
but a robbery or murder takes place .. 

1rhe population the most drunken on the face 
of the earth.. underlined5 

Language is inconceivable in its vileness 
bloody in every sentence. "What daunned 
blasted bloody thing is that? 11 6 

The immense quantity of vegetable matter 
rotting on the surface of the earth, and 
still more of that rotting in the waters, 
which the visJtants must drink 1 cannot 
be very heal thy. ·rhe choked up valleysi> 
dense with scrub and rank grass and weeds, 
and the equally rand vegetatio~ of the 
swamps, cannot "tend to health. 

We see the most frightful effects of cramps 
and rheumatism, of fever and dysentery. 
With the cramp and the dysentery we have 
had our struggle; but our constitutions 
are intact 9 and our health good; whilst 

J_ I -,, • }_ ..,.,1 

-----------'--··--------··----·---~...;;... _____ _ 
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around us we see the strongest men racked 
and crippled9 and ot~ers cut off by fevers 
with fatal rapidity o ' 

Howitt sees the colony9 the land and the populace as a 

potentially destructive agency: he often writes of its 

victims. One accom1t which Richardson noted concerns the 

death of an educated doctor who had immigrated to Australia 

but could not withstand the privations of colonial life .. 

It may be too much to argue that his passage provided the 

seed of an idea which Richardson developed into the 

Proem of Australia Felixj but the affinity between them ia 

worth notinge In a passage emphasizing the rush and 

greed of the diggers 9 Howitt writes: 

and amidst all this sludge and filth and 
con:fusion9 swarms of Heople, many of them 
gentlemen of birth and education9 all 
labouring as :for life! When you have seen 
this you begin to have a truer notion of 
what gold-digging is, than :from th2 rose-water 
romancing of the Australian papero 

Many of Howitt's actual words are transcribed by Richardson9 

as Leonie Gibson has shown; the "rosewater romancing of 

the Australian papers" becomes Mahony's "the rose-water 

romanticiz,ing of the English press 11 .3 But the notion of 

"labouring as :for life" is interesting9 especially since 

Howitt continues with his account of the de?truction of 

1. Howi tt 1 p .. 230 9 and in notebooks, Pe 33 . ., 
2 .. - Howitt 9 p~ .. 178 - 9 9 and in notebooks 9 p. 35 ff .. 
3r The Fortunes of Richard Mahony9 p .. 70. 
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the English doctor: 

Poor Godwin! The many long conversations I 
had had with him on the poop of the Kent, on 
moonlight evenings in the tropics9 came back 
upon me strangely. Then he was full of plans 
for the diggings, of the gold that had been 
represented fffiO plentiful and so easy to procure; 
and now already he was sleeping on a hill near in 
the Bush, one of a considerable company who had 
thus early broken this virgin soil of the 
wihderness 9 not with their gold-spades, but 
with the±r mortal remains. I have been up the 
hill and contemplated his grave with strange 
and melancholy feelingsQ Like those of his 
fellow slumberers, his grave was surrounded 
by a rude paling but without any inscriptione 
What golden hopes and visions 9 I thought 9 lie 
~uenched in this recordless spotA 

T~P Proem9 and Richard Mahony's grave 9 are recalled; 

Richardson's concern with universal issues 9 with the 

generic condition of msY-., always (and especially in the 

Proem to Australia Felix) underlies her treatment of the 

harshne3s of colonial lifee The close character analysec-:, 

and the detailed treatment of the colonial 11 backgrou,'1.d11 ~ 

make this primary concern less apparent 9 while really 

contributing to it. 

Ellen Clacy, a spiri ted9 practical observer, mal{cs 

less of the discomforts of colonial life than Howitt, (t~~~~h 

1 e Mrs. Gharles Clacy9 A Lad, Is Visit to the Gold DiP"''ings 
of Australia in 1852 - 53 first published London.J9 ·- .... 
1853). Edited 1963 by Patricia Thomson, Melbourne: 
Landsdowne Press 9 Po 148. 



even she is well aware that 11 a good carpenter or 

oricklayer would make a fortune, a modern Raphael might 

starveo 11
) Though Mrs~ Clacy visited ooth the Ballarat 

and the Bendigo diggings, Richardson found her notes 

on the Bendigo diggings more USE:1ful; this visitor's 

portrait of the colony is closer to her own than Howitt's~ 

A taoulated examination of some of the information 

Richardson has adapted from Mrs4 Clacy's account showfil 

that while Richardson insists on the reality of colonial 

privation nnd harshness, she does not want to overemphasize 

this harshness: 

Clacy 

"In the wet season, it 
was reckoned that on 
Moonlight flat one man 
daily was ouried alive 
from the earth falling 
into his holeo 11 1 

"Most of the storekeepers 
are purchasers of gold 
for cash or in exchange 
for goods, and many are 
the tricks from which 
unsuspecting diggers 
suffero 11 Four 
11 outrageou~ tricks" are 
descrioed .. 

Richardson 

A man is ouried aliveo 11 Such 
acc,iden ts were not infreq_uen t", 
This does not directly affect 
Mahony., 

Mahony does not resort to 
11 sleazw tricks of trade" 9 and 
so does not prosper as well 
as some other storekeeperso 
Nevertheless, he fares well 
enough .. 

1. Ioid., Po 52. (Richardson made copious notes, generally 
veroatim, from this section of Mrs6 Clacy's nook.) 

2o Ioido 1 Po 54. 
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"sly grog selling is the The genGral impression accords 
bane of the diggingso with Clacy5 and is confirmed by 
Many - perhaps nir;e-t.~:n.~~ l\1abi<0_i19,y-'1~ ~~~k~. 
- of the diggers are 1 
honest industrious meno 11 

"The other tenth is_, 
composed 0f outcasts and 
transports - the refuse 
of Van Diemen 1 s Land -
men o:f the most 
depraved and abandoned 
character§O., who have 
sought and gained the 
lowest abysa of crimeoo• 
rhey generally work or 
rob for a space, and 
when well stocked with 
gold, retire to 
Melbourne for a month or 
so 7 living in 
drunkenness 2nd 
debauchery". 

"The principal illnesses 
are weakness of sight 1 

from the hot winds and 
sandy soil, and 
dysentery9 which is 
often caused by the 
badly-cooked foot 9 bad 
w~ter, and w'.¥1t of 
vcgetablesilo 

"But night at the 
diggings is the 
char~cteristic time: 
murder here - murder 
there - revolvers 
cracking - blunderbusses 
bombing - rifles going 
off - balls whistling -
one man groaning with a 
broken leg - another 

Ibid. 
Ibido 9 Po 55 o 
Ibid. 

These "Vandemonians" exist. 
But the criminal element is 
not really a serious cause of 
anxiety to Mahony 1 and he is 
never really threatenedo 

Similar privations are hinted at; 
they affect Mahony but he is not 
overcome by themo We learn that 
"Worn to skin and bone, his srnal:l 
remaining strength sucked out by 
dysentery9 he had in the end 
bartered his last pinch of gold
dust for a borrow-load of useful 
odds and ends; ond this had fi 
formed the nucleus of his store.,111-

"He sat and puf:f'.ed, tranquilly a 

It WRS a fine nighto The 
first showy splendour of sunset 
had passed; but the upper sky 
was still aflush with colouro .And 
in the centre of this frail 
cloud, which :faded as h5 watched 
it, swan a single star 11 Apart 
from the Eureka uprising (which 
Mahony avoids) one does not feol 

~Fortunes of Richard Mahony, Po 700 
·rhe Fortunes of Richard Mahony:9 Po 19. 
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shouting because he 
couldn't find the way to 
his hole 9 another shouting 
because he couldn't find 
hiA yay to his hole.o. 
etco 

Mrso Clacy lists a number 
of 11 incredible hardships 11

: 

rain 9 mud9 a burni~g sun9 

mosquitoes. 11Hardshi-pso • .., 
are often the daily routine 
of a digger's life; yet, 
strange to say, far from 
depressing the spirits 
or weakening the frame 
they appear in most cases 
to give strength and 
energy to bothe This is 
principally owing to the 
climate, which even in the 
wet season i~ mild and 
salubrious. 11 

an atmosphere of threatening 
violence in Richardson's. 
picture .. 

Mahony, of course, is not a 
digger when we see him.. Note, 
however, that the emphasis 
Richardson gives concerning 
~hardship' is somewhere between 
that of Clacy and Howitt .. 

I have tried to suggest that in order to demonstrate from 

the beginning that colonialism is not the root cause of 

Mahony's discontent, Richardson has varied the emphasis 

placed on colonial hardship by some of the coloni&l 

commentators, <i.nd that she is in closer agreement with 

those commentators (like Mrs. Clacy) who depict the colony 

"realistically" but rather less harshly. Obviously she 

portrays the colony, for much of the time, from Mahony's 

puint of view: but even Mahony' s responses are less, 

extreme than those of William Howitt. It is ironic, 

1. Clacy, p., 56. 
2~ Ola cy, p .. 57. (William Howitt did not agree~) 
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considering Mahony's later prosperity, that for much 

of the time on the diggings he is relatively hap9y 

and fairly secure, despite the chaos around him. Nettie 

Palmer sees Mahony in the beginning "as :..n almost purely 

negative figureo •• an exile fearfully dreading the 

contamination of the raw life around him and dreaming 

noatalgically of the civilization he has left behind111 ; 

but even with due regard to shifts of the focus of 

consciousness in the novel, this impression is not 9 

surely, a complete and impartial response to the t~xt 

itself e 

Mrso Palmer quotes the passage: 

He had struck no roots, and it would 
mean as little to his half-doz.en 
acquaintances ou Ballarat when he 
silently vanished from their midst, 
as it would to him if he never saw 
one of them againa Or the cot:ntry9 

either - and he let his eye roam 
unlovingly over the wild, sad-coloured 
lan1scape, with2its stumpy, sad
coloured treeso 

But this does not make Mal:lony alone a 11negative 11 figure; 

nobody on the diggings has 11 struck roots" and everybody 

want to "return home"o Mrso Palmer does not quote this 
\ 
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passage from the same page: 

From the top of these '1'idges the view was 
a far one: you looked straight across 
undulating waves of country and intervening 
forestland9 to where 9 on the horizon9 a 
long, low @rawling range of hills lay blue.,, 
cobalt-blue 9 aµd painted in with a sure brush -
against the porcelain-blue of the sky~ What 
did the w.ashed out _tints Qlf the foliage ma tter9 

when, where~er you turned, you could count 
on getting these marvellous soft distances 9 or 
always finding a range of blue-vetled hills 9 

lovely and intangible as a dream. 

In short, Mahony's 11 yiew11 of the colony is often a 

reflection of his mood; and to admit this is to admit 

that from the beginning his "colonial malaise" is 

symptomatic of something deeper, from within himself. 
r 

Mahony talks of his 11 innate restl0ssness of temperament"."-

* * * * * 

Richardson's interest in the social history of the colony 

is reflected in her taking down, in the first few pages 

of the notebooks~ of comments like the foilowing from 

Haydon: 

What is the history of a new colony? 
The arrival and departure of ships; its 
accumulation of wealth; its few extraordinary 
political changes; the arrival of a superintendent 
and a judge; its visit of a govern~r; its 
moral and intellectual advancementQ 
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"The §t_~cumula tion of wealth" is Richardson's primary 

concern among the categories Haydon lists. Although 

she explores the ethos of the new colonial democracy 

in so far as it re~lects and affects the lives and 

attitudes of her characters 9 she is not seriously 

concerned with political institutions and political historyo 

The "moral and intellectual advancement" of the 

community" is a theme: but Richardson perhaps loads. 

the dice against Mahony by implying 9 through her omission 

of any significant consideration of colonial uculture 11 

(in the narrower sense) 9 that the colony was a more barren 

cultural wilderness than was actually the case. She 

recorded considerable information in her notes on cul ~ 1 1:- :d 

institutions like the Mechanics Institutes and the new 

University in Melbournea W.L.R.j we have seen9 was a 

member of the University senate from 1867. But the 

information that Richard Mahony is a founder of the 

Mechanics Institute in Ballarat seems almost gratuitouss 

since Richardson having raised the issuej makes no 
' 

attempt to explore that as~ect of Mahony's activities~ 

In the novel she stresses the mediocre tastes of those 
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who weep over plays like 11 The True Br:1ton11
, in order to 

emphasize Mahony's cultural isolation~ She omits, 

for example, the f'ollowing in:f rmntion recorded :from 

the Ballarat Star newspaper: 

1860 in theatres: H.N. Warner & Mrs. Chapman 
in Macbeth & the Lottery Ticket. 
Richard the Third11 Septa 17th 1860. 
Harnlet,Sept. 18th. 

Similarly she makes no use of the notebook jottings 

concer~ing musical and dramatic companies in Ballarato 

There are hints in Australia Felix of the artistic and 

scientific culture available to Mahony: he attends 

with interest1 for example 9 a lecture on mesmerisme But 

usually he has to withdraw to the privacy of his library~ 

In Australia Felix the reader is left to wonder what 

cultural and intellectual outlets (besides books) were 

available, and to assume perhaps that those opportunities 

that did exist were almost negligiblee Mahony's interests 

in Melbourne 1 however, have become esoteric and dilettantish; 

and for that reason the omission of any significant study 

of Melbourne's cultural and intellectual life is more 

justifiable. 

1 0 Fl:'om preliminary notes for The P:c..rtu-J.es ;)f R.ichelrd. Mahony, 
annotated typesc.ript in Na tiona...: ....,ibrary of Austr@lliai.9 

Canberra .. 



The 11 accumulation of wealth11 is the one aspect of 

Haydon's comment that Richardson fully demonstrates. 

Money is the most slgnj_fj.c13n.t si:n.e;lf) measure of colonial 

Australian attitudes in the novelo J.G. Robertson wrote 

that the trilogy is 11 a book about money111 ; he would hav~ 

been nearer the mark if he had said that it is a book 

about "fortune11 for there are two sides to the coin. The 

novel revolves on the ambivalent axis of "gold": its 

interest derives from the continual juxtaposition of scenes 9 

the ironic counterbalancing of attitudes towards the 

"material" and the "s:piritual 11
1 the continuation of a 

tension of values in which money acts as a measure of 

human aspiration and an agent affecting aspirations, and 

the drawing of this tension so that 11 something snaps" as 

a result. When Robertson writes that "there can be 

discerned in the spiritual background of Richard Mahony 

a more :positive element 1 a juster holding of the balance, 

a less strident 11 j'accuse11 against the adverse forces of 

life 1 than in Maurice Guest 11 ~ 2he is in fact testifying to 

the relativism of the ironist who opens the :path for moral 

discovery not by o:pen sympathy or scorn but by her 

mediation over the issues considered. 

1. "The Art of Henry Handel Richardson", together with 
Myself When Young, London~ Heinemann9 1964, :p. 1770 
The essay was written 1928 - 29. 

2. Ibid. 9 :p., 1.99. 
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But even an ironist has to selecto It is interesting 

to look at the 11 financial information" Richardson chose 

from her sources 9 and to explore the :purpose of her ·Choice. 

Historians today, and the commenta tor•s Richardson 

consulted, appear to agree with Mahony that the colony 

was indeed an aristocracy of wealtho Since she is 

obviously concerned with money as a them~, Richardson 

allots :proportionately more space in her notebooks to 

financial detail than do her commentators in their reports. 

In three hundred and fifty pBc;es of notes 1 she has 

recorded six hundred and four financial statistics (mainly 

:prices, :profits, salaries and taxes)o These statistics 

are not banded together in tabular form 9 but are scattered 

throughout the course of her note-takingo Although such 

an obsession is :part of her general statistical, acquisitive 

interest in cataloguing facts, a great number of these 

:prices indicate what must be taken as an unhea~thy 

concern with :profiteering, dishonesty, or at least misplaced 

:priorities concerning money. Indeed her vast accumulation 

of notes on the siz,e and type of buildings, the width of 

roads, the ostentatious display of jewellery and the 

sale of land (etco) is convincing and characteristic 
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evidence of' that 11 superf'lucrns wealth and conspicuous 

waste 111 that was of'ten mistaken for progress. The 

commentators, it will be seena were also highly critical 

of many of' the uses being made of' the new f'ound colonial 

wealth, and although many, especially William West~arth, 

(a member of' the first Victorian Legislative Council), 

are willing to praise the colony's "progress" they often 

censure the widespread dishonesty and extravagnpce. 

Richardson conscientiously notes (and usually underlines) 

their condemnations. 

The signif'icance of money as a theme is reflected in 

almost every page of the notebooks. One example of' 

innumerable instances of colonial "gold-centrednes_s11 and 

excessive materialism is found in her notes concerning 

11 The Land Question11
a It appears in the novel (as a 

pol·i tical issue) only as a talking point for old Beamish 

and Mahony; Beamish happens to take the side of the 
2 SQuatters against the governmento But Richardson 

investigated the issue thoroughly and noted pages of 

comments and remarks on it, adding a memo that tl).e 11History 

of the Land Question from 1800 on, p., 114-131 11 (of' Ifuwit.t) 

1. Manning Glark, Po 139. 
2. ·r-he Fortunes of' Richard Mahony, 'PP• 51 - 52 o 
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was "to be read later on and studied carefully" 1 
o It is 

as a comment on colonial values that the issue is of 

interest to her. "The squatter takes all the land - has

persuaded the government he wants it allo People all 

penned up in towns 9 chiefly in Melbourne, except those 

who digoo~ 112 7 she records from Howitt. But the significance 

of the problem resides (for her) in its social implicationso 

She notes continually the general prevalence of land 

speculation and profiteering from 11 land sharks": 

Everyone who bought land and built 
houses when things were at a rational 
rate is now selling little spots worth 
nearooo £19000 - £2,000 for £20 and 
£30 3 000. 3 houses ooo in London would 
let for £50 3 let for £1 3 200 a year the 
threeo There will come a day of 
reckoning 9 as there did in 18420 The 
Melbournians are a mercurial race - 3 the maddest speculators in the world. 

Or 3 again: 

Everyone feels that a crisis is at 
hando That a vast depreciation of the 
present nominal value of the property 
must take place is very certain. There 
is already a determined tendency to a 
fall of pricesaoehard at Sandridge. One 
man gave £150 for a lot, let it on 
lease for £700 a yearo Another paid £10, 
and within a month sold it for £5,000o 
Another paid £1500 and sold the same 
quantity for £15000000 The extravagaince 

1. Notebooks, p. 70. 
2o Ibid., Po 42. Richardson's underlining. 
3. ~. , p • 43 • Richardson 1 s underlining a 

: ' 
) _\ 
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of the past three years (is) beyond anything 
in the history of wild speculation9 except 
those of the

1
S,outh Sea Bubble and the 

tulip mania,. 

These facts and attitudes are not directly incoi-•po1"'ated 

into the novel; it is more than likely9 however 9 that 

Richardson, knowing that she would be writing "a book 

about money11
9 felt that it might come into her scheme to 

demonstrate the practices of an aristocracy of wealth in 

some detailo (She uses her many notes on the practice 

of colonial auction-sales for this purpose) o ·rheir 

significance is that they verify her (implied) interpretation 

of colonial society and its values. 

Frequently, of course 9 actual historical events are 

incorporated into the trilogy to illuminate colonial 

attitudeso Commenting on the Eureka Stockade both Howitt 

and Kelly insist that its immediate and easily remedied 

c,ause was not abstract or ideological but a simple economi9 

grievance 9 the licence taxo ( 11Will the government now 

take vwair:n.img11
9 Howitt adds, "and put cheap houses within 

2 the people's reach?"; and in another context 11 Who W70uldi. 

emigrate to a country where there is no prospect of gett~ng 
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land? The bits there are are snapped up by land sharks. 

A drunken population that has no hope of getting cheap 

land will alwa;ys remain a drunken poyulation111'). The 

licence-tax question is used by Richardson in her illustra~ion 

of the political meeting on Bakery Hill in Chapter 3 

of Australia Felix. The whole scene is meant to indicate 

the qualities needed for colonial acceptability, which 

Purdy has and Mahony lacks. It reveals that Mahony is 

opposed to disorder, and is a "man of principle" though 

tactless, impetuous and impractical; in contrast the 

diggers as a crowd respond only to Purdy's 11 there 1s only 

one thing that matters to us, and that's the repeal of 

the accursed taxl 11 2- The scene is about more than mere 

monetary affairs but it is the first in an ac~umulation 

of soe~es in which money is a measure of attitudes, and 

an indication of the goals men set for themselves. 

The course of the Eureka rebellion, though carefully 

traced in the notebooks, is treated only incidentally in 

the novel, in order to hint (at this stage) at Mahony's 

reactions to death and to disorder and lawlessness. The 

rebellion makes its impression, but since it has little 

1; Ibid. ? p. 70 
2. ~Fortunes of Richard Mahony, p. 24. 
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effect on Mahony's "fortunes" it is appropriate that 

Richardson's treatment of it is cursory. 

The high proportion of insolvency in the early gold

rush and post-gold-rush years of the colony is another 

aspect of colonial life that Richardson treats in the novelo 

("In Melbourne and about the district there were 244 

insolvents in a population of 19 51 000 1111 )0 Bankruptcy 

brings distress and death to at least one family in the 

novel (the Beamishes); and the effects of poverty are 

depicted in the livea of Ned and Polly, and of course 

Richard and Mary Mahony. 

Australia Felix is in part a study of the moN1.l 

issues that money and excessive materialism create. The 

issue is not only whether it is possible to "get on11 in 

such a society 51 but also whether it is possible to survive 

with "integrity11
., This issue is brought to the surface 

in Mahony's confrontation with the chemist Tangye; 

Mahony says that he has "managed to succeed without, in 

the process 51 sacrificing jot or tittle of his principles112, 

but the reader is invited to meditate over the ironies. 

1. Notebooks 9 p. 8u 
2. The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, p. 260. 
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Richard has previously deluded himself into a desertion 

of principle for comfort* not only by his acquiescence in 

Ooock 1 s legal scheming against Bolliver, but also in his 

"palmy days"t where financial succ.:ess is largely due to 

Mary's influence. Tangye 1 6'· point is that "While I stuckt 

considerirt the fairness of a job~ some one who didn't 

care ~ darrm whether it was fair or not9 walked in over 

my head and took it from me 11
•
1 Richardson makes it clear 

that Mahony's estimate of Ocock9 the "successful" colonist 

is close to the truth: 

The unctuous blandness 9 the sleek courtesy 
W8S nut ~ mask, which he wore for you just 
so long as you did not hinder him by getting 
in his wayso• So complete a freedom from 
altruistic motives had something grandiose 
about it. But those who ran up against it9 
and could not figbt it wit~ its own weapons 9 

had not an earthly chance. 

Mahony has to sacrifice some of his principles and 

prejudices; he sanctions Mary's connivances 9 if that is 

what they are 1 by washing his hands of the matter.3 Ha 

voices. the grand sentiment9 after suffering a serious loss 

of trade because of his opposition to the Reform League's 

methods 9 that "he was no longer able to regard the two 

great landmarks of man's moral development - liberty 

1. ~01 Po 259. 
2. Ibid., P• 309. 
3. See especially the chapters following Mahony's 

opposition to the Reform League. 
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and justice - from the point of view of an honest man and 

a gentleman11
,,
1 Richardson weighs the issues in all their 

complexity; but Mahony himoelf does not always weigh 

the issueso His impulse to flight is shown to be 

ir~esponsible; it is in some measure simply an urge to 

escape, to avoid the issue altogethero It is this 

romanticism that is ultimately destructive; not the 

colony itself. 

However, in order to bring the social issues into 

focus, and to further the ironic parallel development 

of the colony and of Mahony the individual, Richardson 

has altered the emphasis of the sources concerning several 

important historical issueso The colony's attainment of 

prosperity and stability is shown to be rather more 

easily achieved than the sources indicate. The progress. 

of Ballarat, and of the entire colony, involved continuail 

wranglings and disruptions which would have had an effect 

on the lives and fortunes of all Ballarat citizens, 

including Mahonyo Richardson transfers to the novel most 

of the external symbols of prosperity and growth: the 

building of homes, of a new hospital, banks, a railway and 

1o The Fortunes of Richard Mahony~ ~ 
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the flourishing of commercial interests. But although 

the reader is aware of the problems involved in the 

growth of Ballaratj he is not made to feel that social 

instability is at any time a serious and all embracing 

problem. 

At least ten closely written pages of the notebook$ 

are devoted to the history of mining and mining companies. 

in Ballarat~ Richardson was well aware of the vagaries 

of the gold market, and obviously Mahony's economic 

prosperity is largely dependent on the fluctuating values 

of gold shares in the "Australia Felix" and "Porapunkah" 

companie~o Although the chanciness of continued prosperity 

by means of shares. in a mining company is hinted at long 

before Mahony's fortune is lost 1 the success of Mahony'~ 

investment seems assur·e<l so long as it is linked.with 

Ocock's shrewdness~ Ocock is always shrewd enough to 

avoid disaster and to increase his profitso What Richardson 

does not show, for it would run counter to her theme of 

the parallel developments of the man and his society, is 

that economic booms and recessions which would have 

affected the entire community were not uncommon. She 
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noted, for example., f'rom Kelly,, the i"luotuating f"o.rt.lmes 

of several large companies, including 11 The BaP-d.. of Hope" 

and the "United Hand in Hand11
, and studied closely the 

reasons given for their decline. 1 There were according 

to Kelly9 several depressions in the late 1850's and 1860is, 

and a great depresaion in 1870 which resulted in general 

hardship for the town and districto (This was caused 

by "reckless gambling at the Garner, by the responsive 

tastes, of a hopeful public, and by the natural operation$ 

of mining. 2), The caprice with which life offers fortune 

(economic and s1ir'itual) to some individuals and not to 

other•s is suggested in the Proem; but Richardson does not 

want to suggest Ballarat's general economic distress, for 

it would offset ~ll indications she has given of a 

growing prosperity which takes in its stride any individual 

hurdles that occur. For this reason she does not draw 

on her notes for the information that~ 

Large sums are lavished upon mere paper 
claims. Families ruined by the score: 
general depreciation of property of all .kinds, 
not only of mining stock. Question of readjustment 
of the prices of both labour and capital has 
grmm pressingo Mining must decrease unless. 
wages are loweredo It is now felt that 
alluvial mining cannot

3
sustain the population 

at the present prices. 

1. Notebooks, pp. 270 - 272. 
2 • Ib i do , :P. 2 7 5 o 

3. 1£1.Q. 



Richardson comes closest to a serious concern with 

political issues and political institutions in her acc.oun t 

of John Turnhgm's election campaign. Once again the 

instability of colonial politics is not stressed; and 

Richardson is able therefore to suggest more readily the 

growing prosperity of Ballarato Turnham's electoral 

cainvassing and his methods of obtaining political support 

are the centre of interest, since they demonstrate what 

is needed to get elected in the colony and are a gauge o~ 

Mahony's idealso Richardson studied the colony's political 

institutions in some lengtho The reader discovers as 

incidental background information that manhood suffrage 

is a recent democratic and progressive innovation; he does; 

not learn of the initial difficulties of democracy (since 

Mahony is contemptuous of colonial politics)o Richardson 

noted, for example, that "no ministry at this time lasted 

longer than a year. 111 J.R. Bailey, Richardson's uncle 

and the model for John Turnham, was elected in 1:859 as 

the member for Ballarat West; there is no account in 

Australia Felix of Turnham having lost his seat, as 

Bailey did in an election in 18630 2 In The Way Home the 

Honourable Jobn Millibank Turnham, M.L.C., dies in office, 3 

1o I!21£., Ps 2680 Richardson's underliningo 
2. Ibid., Pa 268 and p. 284~ 
3. The Fortunes of Richard. Mahony, p., 537 f:f·. 
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having risen to a position in the ministry. (Even 

Henry Ocock rises to the ministry (in another government) 

by the end of the novel 1). It is entirely appropriate 

for Richardson 1 s theme that the atheist-materialist 

politician Turnham dies in office at the height of his 

career; but it is clear that Richardson has deliberately 

deviated from historical fact. 

The progress of the colony actually centres around 

the accumulation of wealth, and is reflected in the 

attainments of such people as Turnham, Ocock and Sir 

Jake Devine, or at a "lower" level the achievements of Long 

Jim and Hempele The working classes are represented by 

the two latter, and by Ned and Polly. It is outside 

Richardson's scope to examine the working classes as a 

social entity, since their effect on Richard's life is 

onl;y marginal. The fatfls. of Long Jim and of Ned and Polly 

are worked out in terms of the accumulation of wealth 

(or of their failure to prosper financially). But the 

omission of any refer~ce to the struggle between capital 

and labour, for example, further assists in creating 

the general effect of colonial prosperity and progress. 



Richardson took detailed notes on the struggle between 

wage-earners and employers (of which the following is 

an example) : 

From about 1860 onwards, power was placed 
in the hands of the "wages" class, and mining 
was converted from a field of independent 
fortune-seeking for all alike, into a field 
for the exercise of capital, and the employment 
of wages of the class that held the balance 
of political power. Thus, on the goldfields 
themselves, mining questions were now of 
secondary importance to political 9 as those 
best able to suggest a mining policy were 
outnurn"bered by those who worked chiefly for 
wage so 

The political agitations that followed 
the introduction of mining were therefore 
mark.Be by all cries b~t mining cries. Though 
the mines were still the backbone of the 
country's prosperity, the men who worked on 
the mines for ·wages vrere separated in syrnpa thy 
from the capitalists who exploited the mines: 
cries of the hustings - theologi (?iCJ protection, 
free-trade 2 cheap land. Demand of the majority 
was for protection and cheap land - loqal 
manufactures and homes for the people. 

Several major strikes later occurred. The omission 

of any reference to serious struggles of this kind is 

deliberate, and enables Richardson to draw attention to 

the emergent forces of stability and prosperity o 'l'he 

nmvel of course soon comes to focus mainly on the 

professional middle classes; the 11 gamblers 9 publicans~ 

1. Notebooks, pp& 267 - 268. Richardson 1 s underliningo 



butchers 7 thieves 9 brothelkeepers (15) and gargllers" 

which Kelly describes as the 11 low life11 of Ballarat in 

the period well after the Eureka rebellion9 do not 

constitute a significant collective part of the background 

in Mahony's story7 and are mentioned incidentally and 

occ.asionally o 

Richardson's interpretation of the post-goldrush 
tin 

period as~aristocracy of wealth can be readily supported 

by the documentary 11 facts 11 of the period. Like any 

historian7 she can (and does) omit material which she 

considers historically insignificanto But it is clear 

that she has omitted or changed some significant historical 

material to fit her scheme and purpose as a novelist. 

* * * * * 



3. Richardson's AustraliDJ. 

1 G. K. Connolly hn.i=; pointed out thf.l.t al though 

Mahony' s restlessness, leads him to eight different Australian 

11 homes 11
, the actual setting of the novel is confined in area:, 

in the Australian sections, to regions never more than 

about a hundred and fifty miles from Melbourne. Tllis 

observation leads Connolly to conclude that the 

"representativeness" of the trilogy is limited; such ~ 

conclusion, I believe, is merely further evidence that the 

"representativeness" of a novel can not be measured in miles. 

It is because The Fortunes of Richard Mahony is 

"representative" that Richardson's achievement as an 

historica,l and socinl novelist commands G:ttention., Her 

novel is historically 11 accurate 11 as a record of certain 

events and achievements; the gold rush, the Eureka:. 

rebellion, the coming of the railway (the historical 

facts and events of the novel) did 11 take place11 in the 

period 1.850-70. But it is more to the point1 when 

describing Richardson as an historical novelist, that 

her concern is to depict and interpret the ideals, 

1. "The Classic Australian Three-Decker", Southerl:z, 
XIX, 1145 - 155. 
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aspirations and attitudes or an actu~L sooiAt~ jn Rn 

historically past period, and to depict representative 

aspects of colonial life in town, city, the coillltry 

and "on tour 11
• Al though she introduces imaginary char·a~tei-•s, 

she explores the ethos, general motivation and social 

conduct of an era, interpreting and creating for this 

purpose largely from documentary evidence, and applying 

the historian's judgement to the evidence. She is 

"objective" in the sense that the colonial reality is 

experienced and judged by those who lived it; but 

part of her purpose as an historical novelist is to 

define the colonial experience '(not only Mahony's 

experience) and to suggest standards of judgement other 

than those which glorify the Australian past and the 

national mystique. Her social portrait is representative 

in many respects of life in Australia in any period 

since the gold-rush, and is especially relevant to those 

post-war periods of prosperity when the aspirations, 

ideals and conduct of society is not seriously affected 

by war or depression. The relevance of the novel for 

our own time is suggested perhaps by the large crop of 

social critiques of Australia in the sixties, and by 
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the comparable social concerns of novelists like Thea 

Astley and Patrick Whiteo 

Criticism of the Mahony trilogy has been vitiated 

by a strong tendency to confuse Richardson's dramatized 

social portrait with ivlahony' s particular apprehension of 

the colonyo This confusion is widespread, and has 

undermined nearly all commeni:alry on the social aspect 

of this novel. H.M. Green, for one, argues that Mahony's.. 

environment appears "exceedingly unpleasant", but that 

"it does not follow that the dice have been loaded against 

Mahony; it is simply that all these places are shown 

us through his eyes 11
0
1 .And Nettie Palmer holds the same 

confused idea, this time in relation to the minor 

characters,who are said to 11 have the actuality of figures 

2 seen through Mahony' s jaundiced eyes 11
• It would be 

truer to say that the natural and social environment 

is shown in relation to the lives of both Mahony and Mary, 

as it affects them both, and as both experience ito The 

minor characters are represented not only by the side they 

turn to Mahony but by their talk and letters to Mary, 

1o H.M. Green, A History of Australian ~iterature, 
Volo I, S,ydney: Angus and Robertson, 1961, p .. 592.. 

2 .. H.HoR.: A Study, Po 282. 
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by Mary's thoughts and judgements of them and by the 

comments each makes upon anotherQ It is Mary's function 

to balance Mahony's judgement; she considers (often 

at unnecessary length) every society in which she is 

placed9 and makes her private estimation of every 

character, from Purdy and Tilly to such peripheral 

ornaments as Amelia Grindle and Louisa UrQuhart~ (And 

one has to respect and often endorse Mary's judgements)c 

Tillyts comments further assist the reader's appreciation 

of charaeter; her views of Oeock and Purdy influence 

our estimation of those characters 9 and sometimes help 

to validate Mabony's judgementso Although Riehardsonis 

technique is objective (she insisted that Australia is 

presented as her colonists knew it), she never suggested 

that the colonial experience is exclusively Mahony's. 

It is a plain fact that she shifts her focus, mainly 

among Mary9 Mahony and later Cuffy, to place Mahonyts 

experience in a wider contexto 

Mahony's view of colonial life, then, is one 

aspect of a composite reality to which the experience 

of all characters contributes~ Nettie Palmer presents 
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an incomplete and misleading commentary when she insists 

that Richardson aims 11 to present this pionee.ring community 

through the mind and senses of onG who formed part of 

it 11
0
1 The reader's estimate of Mahony himself influenced 

by the changes. in focus; and our apprehension of colonial 

society is governed in large measure by our interpretation 

of Mahony's experience 1 and by our consideration of 

w.ha t is dramatized independently 'or in addition to 1 
,--

Mahony's view. Nettie Palmer$ I suspect, does not like 

the social picture (she would prefer a more sympathetic 

treatment) 9 and to justify Richardson both as historiain 

and novelist she resorts to the tactic of ass.erting that 

Mahony' s 11 jaundiced11 vision is not q_ualifiedo Richards.on' s 

social portrait is unsympathetic and, by implication9 

highly critical. Mrso Palmer is wrong to conclude that 

the minor characters are 11 incomplete" (since they reveal 

only the side they turn to Mahony) and that the view 

of the colony we have is not Richardson's projection9 

but Mahony' s; and so is "biassed" o 

AoAo Phillips is more specifico He recognizes 

some of the colonial attitudes and experiences that the 
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novel embodies, but finds that the picture of colonial 

life has "a maiming incompleteness", since the 

11Australian temperament is seen too exclusively in termS.i 

of good-nature 9 expansiveness, materialism and vulgarity11
.,
1 

Phillips considers that the omission of those aspects of 

Australian life which would "complete" the portrait does, 

not seriously arfect her performance, since the conflict 

of English and colonial values is not the main themeo 

He is right to stress that the novel is not primarily 

ai_ study of the Anglo-colonial tension. But Mahony's 

ideals, aspirations and achievements are measured against 

those of every person in the book (though often he does 

the measuring), and against colonial society in general. 

The novel is about what life offers in colonial Australia, 

and what is accepted from it by colonial Australianso 

Phillips is wrong to conclude that Richardson's theme 

somehow excuses an incomplete depiction of predominant 

colonial values and attitudeso The portrait is limited 

to the extent that many of the minor characters are 

viewed by the Mahonys "in society"; we glimpse only their 

public selves through Richard, Mary and sometimes Tilly. 

But even the characters of Zara Turnham, Lizzie Timms-Kel~y, 

1. The Australian Tradition, Melbourne: F.W. Cheshire, 
1958, p. 102. 
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the chemist Tangye~ and possibly Ned and Polly~ which 

are not deeply explored9 are examined in a way that 

brings to the surface those attitudes 9 qualities and 

conflicts that are to be seen as most important in their 

lives,., And Tilly~ J obn Turnham, Henry Ocock and Purdy 

are realized as individuals well enough for the reader 

to conclude that if they lack certain qualities and 

attributes it is not because Richardson has depicted 

them superficially. 

Phillips finds that Richardson has excluded 

from her social portrait those 11Australian11 qualities 

which he believes are to be found in Lawson ("the more 

virile prides of the spirit, the loyalty to the simplicities 

of the heart, the ironic realism111 ). If these qualities, 

are excluded9 it is not because they are irrelevant to 

her them~. Richardson finds that such feelings and 

values are neither as widespread nor as truly penetrative 

within c.olonial Australia as some (only some) of Lawson' s 

stories might lead us to believeo What interests Richardson 

is the actuai pre~alence~ the praqtis~d reality; of a 

glorified Austra~ianis~, 

1 o Ibido, pp. 102 - 103. 



In the character of Mary Mahony9 and possibly 

in Tilly Beamish1 Richardson in fact acknowledges the 

value of "loyalty to the simplicities of the heart"" 

Mary's relationship with Tilly is characterized by 

mutual and deep understanding and generosity, and by 

their natui~al willingness to help, financially or in 

other ways, when difficulties ariseo One instance of tria 

spontaneous generosity occurs when Tilly provides 

Mary with the money needed f'or a holiday at to~ to 

escape the climate at Barambogieo Her gesture is 

typical: it is not an act of repayment (though Tilly 

could "repay" Mary for many favours if she thought of 

her gesture in this way) but a spontaneous consequence of' 

their friendshipo No relationship of similar depth 

and warmth exists between any of the male characters in 

the novel. The friendship between the two women is 

sustained by their swapping of yarns and anecdotes and 

by the attitudes they shareo They are practical and 

good humoured, are inclined by temperament to expose 

fraud and deflate pretentiousness (Mary re-enacts 

Tilly 1 s exposure of the spiritualist medium) 9 and they are 

superstitious of intellectual and artistic pursuits. 



Richardson's understanding of their relationship displays 

a fine awareness of Phillips' "the Australian temperament"; 

indeed ~he Fortunes of Richard Mahony is probably 

the first novel to appl,Y and adapt the concept of mateship 

to a study of womeno Richardson 1 s portrait also attempts 

to examine the collective role o'f women in Australian 

societyQ She implies in the edge she gives her writing 

some censure of that tendency towards sexual segregation 

and masculine dominance which9 recent social critics 

have argued9 takes a more exaggerated form in Australian 

society than in other Western societieso 

The friendship between Tilly and Mary9 and Mary's 

11 loyalty to the simplicity of the heart11
9 are examined 

in a wider social contexto Even Mary is at times 

enslaved by the colony's materialistic v~.J.ues and by 

a pushing 9 prim consciousness of class and statusa 

11 It wouldn't be ladylike", 1 are Polly' s first words, 

chosen by Richardson with apparent calculation. Although 

Mary is goodhearted9 the idea of "lady-like 11 behaviour 

she cherishes often borders on snobberya She is genuinely 

willing to he:ip her friends, regardless of social class; 

1. The Fo1"tunes of Richard Mahony9 p. L1.5. 



and in England she reflects on the lack of class 

distinction in Australia. She is capable, too, of 

genuine devotion, and not only in conjugal and 

parental love but in her friendships with other peopleo 

But too often her primary concern is with ,.what people 

will think"; Richardson suggests something of a tension 

in her mind between the opposing claims of friendship 

(or 1'ma teship11
) on the one hand and social propriety on 

the othero This conflict, which is demonstrated in 

her attitudes to Tilly, is I think a "representative" 

tension. Mary's enforced lowering of status is one of 

the cruellest ironies of the book; she proves by her 

courage and deliberation that her love for Richard and 

her children overrides any total acc,eptance of the values 

her society might dictateo MaryYs limitation until 

this point is that she is so caught up in the 11 progress 11
-

conscious young colony that her finer qualities - her 

admirable realism, her capacity for genuine love, her 

courage - are not always purposefully directed: she 

uncritically accepts, even thrives on, the Philistine 

social values which contribute to Mahony's anxieties and 

to her own plight. The Lawson values of realism and 
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love are acknowledged in Maryj "the true Australian"; 1 

but 9 as will be seen9 these values are not widespread 

in Richardson's Aust.ralia 9 anc'i c'io not dominate social 

behaviour. 

Since one feels that Mahony's criticisms of Australian 

society (whether they are justified or not) are directed 

systematically and comprehensively at a peculiarly 

Australian combination of modes of behaviour 9 it is 

difficult to agree with H.M. Green that the trilogy 

"contains little that is positively and specifically 

Australian 11 
.. 
2 .Any summary of the ::targets of Mahony's 

criticisms will read like a description of Russel Ward's "The 

Australian Legend". ·rhe o.ccuracy of Richardson's 

perception of characteristic Australian QUalities can 

be appreciated by a glance at Wardys summary of the legend: 

According to the myth the "typical 
Australian" is a practical man 9 rough.and ready 
in his manners and Quick to decry any 
appearance of affectation in otherso He is 
a good improviser, ever willing "to have a 
go" at anything9 but willing to be content 
with a task done in a way that is "near 
enough".. Though capable of great exertion 
in an emergency1 he normally feels no 
impulse to work hard without good causeo 

1. H.H.R. 's description of her mother. 
2. Greenj Po 5920 
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He swears hard and consistently, gambles 
heavily and often, and drinks deeply on 
occasion. 'rhough he is "the world's 
best confidence man 11

!J he is usually 
taciturn r~ther than talkative, one who 
endures stoically rather than one who 
acts busily.i He is a 11 hard case 11

, sceptical 
about the value of religion and of 
intellectual pursuits generallyo He 
believes that Jack is not only as good as 
his master but, at least in principle, 
probably a good deal better, and so he 
is a great "knocker" of eminent people 
unless, as in the case of sporting heroes, 
they are distinguished by physical prowesso 
He is a fiercely independent person who 
hates officiousness and muthority, 
especially when these qualities are 
embodied in milj_ tar;>r officers and 
policemeno Yet he is very hospitable, 
and above all, will stick to his mates 
through thick and thin, even if he thinks 
they may be in the wrong ••• He tends to 
be a rolling stone, highly suspect1if he 
should chance to gather much moss. 

Mahony's criticisms and acknowledgements range over 

almost the full scale of the listv The few discrepancies 

between_the Australian characteristics which cause 

Mahony's tensions and those in Ward's summary are 

comparatively unimportant; the Australian extrovert, 

for example, is surely as typical as the taciturn stoico 

Ward's summary is dramatized in Australia Felix, but is 

often seen from an 11 outsider 1 s 11 point of view. 'rhe 

other colonial mores which affect Mahony are often 

1. Russel Ward, ·rhe Australian Legend, Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, 1966, PPo 1 - 2. 
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"middle class 11
9 and it is doubtful whether this element 

in the novel is less 11 positively and sp6:;:}ifically 
Ii 

Australian than the attributes listed in WardYs legendo 

Ward rightly insists that his "legend" is merely an 

idea Australians have of themselves, and not necessarily 

a practised reality; but I suspect Ward's view of this 

11 idea" 9 this self-image of Australians 9 is today (and 

probably always has been) supplemented by "middle class" 

characteristics (family concern9 the car and garden9 

surfboards, wealth and its symbols, position and rank 

in the "professional hierarchy o o- o the array can be 

extended indefinitely)o RichardsonYs portrait makes 

tLe point 9 as Somers does in Kangaroo and J~Do Pringle 

in his commentary Australian Accent, that many Australians 

regard money not as the key to a finer way of living 

but as an end in itself9 something to be flaunted and 

shovvr:. offo Now it is sometimes stated that the "middle 

class image 11 is not specifically or exclusively Australian; 

howeve~ 9 Ward's "legend11
9 as he himself admits, takes 

its roots in the culture of the English and Irish 

working classeso What is "Australian11 about both "imaigastr 

is the fJrrn each takes 9 or is thought to take, in 
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Australian conditions 9 and especially under the 

influence of the Australian landscape and climate. 

The blend of chnracteristics that Richardson presents 

is, it can be argued9 at least as "positively and 

specifically" Australian as Ward's composite legend in 

which the "middle-class" influence is neglected. 

Since several commentators appear antipathetic 

towards Richardson's social portrait 9 for reasons which 

it seems to me are not well grounded in fact, it has 

been necessary to raise these sociological issues. 

The objects of Richardson's sociological concern 

have to be appreciated clear-sightedly and without 

prej1,dice if we arc to appreciate the 11 comprehensiveness' 

and the relevance of her social portraito 

Mary and Tilly are not the only 11 practical 11 or 

(in Tilly' s case) "rough and ready11 characters, 11 g_uick 

to decry any appearance of affectation in others!!, and 

"willing to have a go 11 at anythingo ·rhe same is true 

of Purdy9 Ned, Jerry and almost all the minor characterso 

Jerry and Ned are not the only characters who, in Mahony's 
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opinion9 "normally f'eel no impulse to work hard without 

cause". If' J?urdy is "the world's best confidence man", 

Mary (for one) is basically "sceptical about the value 

of religion and intellectual pursuits gene1•ally11
, and 

·rilly is "a hard case", sceptical about the value of' 

nearly everything. ·rhe sentiment "Jack's as good as 

his master 9 if not better" is felt and expressed by 

Hempel 9 Long Jun, Ned Turnham and Mrs Beetling, and in 

all cases Mahony is the employer. About ten of' the male 

characters are "rolling stones 11
, who appear to Richard 

as goodhearted braggarts, "windy extroverts"o There 

is no need to demonstrate the Australian-ness of Richar{mon's 

Australia. 

But one Australian (and universal) institution 

with which Richardson seems almost obsessed and (like 

Lawson in this respect) concerned to treat without 

sentimentality, is "drink"; e9pecially alcohol as a 

means of escape. The minor characters probably consume 

more alcohol per page than those in any other Australian 

novel: indeed, the author's emphasis seems heavy 

handed and tritely moralist:i,c. A q_"l!-ick count shows that: 



a child dies from alcoholic poisoning; a baby's death 

(Agnes Ocock's child) is caused by alcohol; an 

alcoholic squatter hangs h).mRelf; severA.l doctors 

and clergymen are addicted closet-drinkers, 31ld are 

the cause of hardship; and Agnes Ocock's illnesa 

and death is attributed to alcohol (besides which, 

of course, we have the widespread colonial practise 

of drinking in bars which Mahony finds unpleasant)1 

'rhe colonial conflict is, I think, best 

demonstrated in Richardson's crowd scenes. ·rhe device 

of presenting an anonymous or unimportant minor character 

or group as a kind of hostile chorus is effectively 

used as a method of dramatically sanctioning some of 

Mahony's criticisms, and in Ultima Thule of dramatizing 

the "blows" that colonial vulgarity and intolerance 

often inflict on him., 'rhe final background mockery 

of Mahony in his madness is prepared for by a series 

of background echoes of collective ridiculeo This 

general social ignorance 9 and indifference towards 

the individual, (which is usually qualified by a 

concession of some good-heartedness)', seems to become 
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increasingly more reprehensible and to engender greater 

poignancy as the victim's defences are loweredo This 

background ridicule operates with the clockwork inevitability 

of a sociological law; and although it is not 11 the 

whole truth11 about colonial Australia 9 it is the one 

aspect which the author unstintingly emphasizes. One 

might say that although this heavier chord is not the 

only note to b8 struck, it is often the last to be struck 

within any particular movemento Richardson makes 

malevolence lingero 

Grindle's malicious ridicule of the miserable Bolliver, 

whom Mahony has defeated in a law case 1 ends the law-suit 

chapter on this heavy chordo It is integral to Richardson's 

art that she allows many episodes to finish on this note: 

I say Mr Mahony1 a rare 
enough to make you burst your sides! That 
old thingumbob 1 the plaintiff, ye know1 

now what on earth a'you think e's been an' 
done? Gets outer court like one o'clock -
'e'd a sorter rabbit fancyin' business in 
'is backyardo Well, 'ome 'e trots an 
slits the guts of every blamed bunny -
'n' chucks the bloody corpses in the street. 
Oh lor! What do you say to that, eb 0 

Unfurnish1d in the upper story, what? Heh, 
heh1 heh. 

1. 'rhe Fortunes of Richard Iviahony9 Po 98. 
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'rhe grotesque image is forced on us a chapter endingo It 

comes as a tag to Mahony's meditations, but its impression 

on the reader (the interpreter of the whole episode) is 

clearly separable from its effect on Mahony. 

Grindle's dialogue is neither truly Australian 

nor convincingly real; but the image haunts us., ·rhe 

same device is used unsuccessfully in a later chapter in 

which Mrs. Beamish 1 s vulgarity, which is juxtaposed here 

against a demonstration of Mahony's professional skill, 

is apparently intended to provide a memorably unpleasant 

ending to the episode concerning Mary's first confinementa 1 

Richardson, in this episode, is excessive, and lacks 

authorial tact~ Mrs. Beamish's crude dialogue is entirely 

unconvincing, and the unsubtle dramatic juxtaposition is 

in context obt1"usive, and surely as "subjective" in its 

way as any direct authorial commentary could be., 

More generally, however, the author has, to continue 

the music anculogy1 an "ear" for the effective ending to a 

chapter or sectiono ·rhe device of dramatic juxtaposition 

is employed to achieve a startling change in tone; to 

1o Ibid., pp. 139 - 140 .. 
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re-orient the reader's manner of thought 9 and to 

objectify fundamental conflicts. The election scene, 

for example 9 with its clamour and catch-cries, its 

humour and vulgar excess 9 demonstrates the triumph 

of the "progress"-minded materialist John Turnham; but 

ends with a few lines, separated from the body of the 

chapter, depicting Turnham suffering privately from the 

effects of a broken ribo These sudden contrasts and 

changes of viewpoint, which are not alwnys effective and 

are occasionally confusing, are used most successfully 

in the first and last volumes, to bring underlying themes 

into sharp focus. Control is exercised structurally9 

despite the often uncontrolled, over-elaborate prose-style. 

Clearly in many of the crowd scenes, beginning with 

the diggers' meeting, Richardson tries to isolate the 

point at which collective "Matey-ness" ti:ps over into 

collective ridicule of the dissenter, and to demonstrate 

that conformity may breed a collective intolerance that 

is potentially dangerous: 

11 E 1 s forgot 1 is 1ankey!oo• 'Ere, boys, 
look slippy! a 1 ankey for ol' sausage!"1 



and, 

2.02. 

"Believe what yer bloody well like! 
But don't come 'ere and interrupt our 
pleasant and1h' oraerly meetings wl tll yom .. 
blamed jaw'' o 

'rhis nspect of' collective behaviour can not be excused, 

as Nettie Palmer would have it, on the grounds that the 

colony is "rough and undeveloped"; collective ridicule 

occurs also in traditional England, where it takes a 

slightly dif'ferent f'orm, and is nourished by long-standing 

provincial conse~vatismo 

A long series of episodes makes clear that the 

colony, f'or all its inadequacies, is not ultimately 

responsible f'or Mahony's tragic destructiono He seems 

unf'airly punished by the general withdrawal of' trade 

following his oppooition to the Ref'orm League, despite 

his refusal to make any practical concessions to public 

opinion; ironically, this slackening of trade leads 

to his "fortunate" decision (advocated by Mary) to set 

up practice in Ballarato In Ballnrat Mahony prospers 

financially, and is able to~ regard a~ few instances -~ef 

social prejudice as rather unimportant pieces of bad 
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luck. When he offends Henry Oco9k by bluntly telling 

him that his wife should be kept away from alcohol, 

the subse<J_uen t public gossip convicts him of incompetence, 

and his practice and reputation suffer. Mahony knows that 

"the disaffection" will 11blow over111 and he is shown to 

be right: collective ignorance and prejudice (we can 

scarcely conclude from the thoughts of Mahony and Mary 

that it is anything else) is not crushingly harmful or 

dangerous. ·rhe decision to leave Australia is to be seen 

as romantic because it is based on an exclusively 

Utopian view of "home": 

"•o•Going home is no mere figure of speech, 
Mary!" In fancy he trod the winding lanes 
that ran between giant hedges: hedges with 
dew on them; or snowed over with mayflowers 
•oo• But chiefly it was the green:o.ee,s that 
called to him - the greenness of the greenest 
country in the world. Viewed from this 
distance., the h2meland looked to him lil{e one 
vast meadow ..... 

He says to Mary, "it's the place wife, the people"3, 

but the warnings of Tangye ( 11 coelum non animum.o .. ") 

and Mary ("But people are the same all the world over!") 

are never heeded. The warning is repeated for the reader 

in comic form by one of the passengers on the journey to 

England, 
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who now confessed to an odd itch to see 
again the grime and squalor of London 
town: the shiny black mud that served 
as mortar to the paving-stones; the 
beds of slush into which, on A rainy 
day, the crossing-sweepers voluptuously 
plunged their brooms ••• to sniff the heavy 
smell of soot and frost that greets the 
Londoner's nose on a winter morning - 1even 
to choke and smother in a London fog. 

The issues are so weighed in all these instances 

of decision-making that it is not the actual decision 

that is shown necessarily to be wrong or destructive; the 

irrational, escapist impulse behind the decision-making, 

the lack of self-control, is damaging and eventually 

destructive. The practice at Leicester fails, as both 

Mary and Richard agree, because it is a bad investmentc 

Richardson leaves no room for doubt that the prosperity 

of the Buddlecombe practice is. jeopardized by provincial 

smallmindedness; but neither can one doubt that the 

decision to leave Buddlecombe is finally the result of 

yet another attack of romantic impulsiveness, of a desire 

to escape11 life11 ,. In Buddlecombe Mary and Richard exchange 

their familiar roles, and the ironies are precisely and 

satisfyingly (if sometimes overelaborately) explored. 



Mary becomes the victim9 and indeed Mahony displays some 

practical finesseo When a child dies whom Mahony has 

treated after the alcoholic Robertson's mistakes 1 

Mahony is blamed by the townsfolk for Robertson's apparent 

incompetenceo But it is after the practice has improvedj 

and the beginnings of social acceptance have been establishedig 

that he suddenly decides to leave Buddlecombeo 

In Ultima Thule Richardson again makes poignant 9 

sometimes excruciating use of the hostile "chorus" to 

comment in the background on Mahony's decline. The 

11 sociological law11 that oddity arouses ridicule is worked 

out to its conclusion. But the images Richardson presents 

in these scenes are sometimes independent of Mahony's mind 

and senses~ and suggest the author's ~ualified endorsement 

of some of Mahony's judgements: 

Bess nodded darklyo "Nobody 1 ull go near 
the house any more after dark. Maria Beetling 
sor a black figger in the passage one night, 
with horns and all, and heard vim talkin' to 
it .. She tore home screamin' like mad for her ma." 

".Ah, get along with yer bunkum! You 
wirnmin 1 s mouths is allers full o' some trash 
or other. I never heard such talk, 11 

- and 
Bill ejected a fresh stream of juice over the 
sidee·~ His wife made a noise of contempta 
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"It's gospel trutho I heard ol' Warnock 
the other day talkin' to Mrso Ah Sing. 
An' they both said it was a crying · 
ffihame to have a doctor here who went in 
f'or magic and such-likeo No-r'R th:::i.t Ftll. 
A f&t lot o' good his doctoring can bea 
To go and let his ovm kid die. If he 
couldn't cure it1 what kin!!.£ hope for 1 
'oo he hates like poison? 11 

"They do say he boiled her," said 
Bess mysteriouslyo 11 Made her sit in water 
that was too hot f'or her 9 till her skin 
all peeled off and she was red raw. She 
screeched like blue murder~ Marin heard 
her.,ao 11 1 

The phonetic dialogue is crude, and the colonial 11 dialect" 

innaccurate; but these scarifying "comments" and situations 

enable Richardson to demonstrate poignantly what she 

thinks is wrong with Australia. The attendants at the 

lunatic asylum, 2 and the onlookers at the Shortland's 

Bluf'f jetty similarly perform the function of an ignorant, 

seemingly malevolent background choruso This device when 

properly used enables Richardson to embody her social 

criticism within the novel with comparative brevity and 

economy, and with profound poignancyo 

The individual minor characters are, with perhaps 

two or three exceptions, treated less succ,essf'ully than 

1o Ibid., P~ 681. 
2. Walter Lindesay Richardson died in 1879a In 1880 

a Commission was established to enquire into the 
conduct and management of the Yarra Bend Asyluma 
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0 the crowd"; (the latter is seen virtually as a character 

in its own right).. With the exceptions of' Jobn ·rurnham1 

'rilly and Purdy little is presented to arouse any 

independent interest in their lives, and the author's 

realism here operates only at the mechanical leve~ of' 

selecting f'rom the crowd a number of' personages who 

0 demonstrate 11 certain (of'ten "Australian") characteristics. 

It is not a def'ect that these 11 exemplars 11 
- of roughness, 

or social affectation9 drunkenness, vulgarity, unsettledness 

or goodheartedness. - are not more fully realized as 

individualso Nettie Palmer wishes they were; but to 

explore them more deeply Richardson would probably have 

to loosen her hold over the novel's construction, and 

to dim the contrast between Mahony and his backgroundc 

one does not object to the number of characters, or to 

the fact that they are presented superficially; Zola 

has shown, in Germinal for example, that a social canvas 

can be evocatively atmospheric, perceptive and "powerful" 

in its effect without deep character penetration. The 

inadequacy concerning the minor characters ill this novel 

rests ultimately in the failure of Richardson's language 

to do little more than state information, often 
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uninteresting information, about unimportant people. 

There are exceptions. ·rhe minor characters like 

Glendinning and Tangye, in Australj._§.__Felix, Mrso Marriner 

in The Way Home, and the Bishop in Ultima Thule are as it 

were absorbed into the narration of a meaningful 

episode; the reader remembers them not because of any 

striking individuality but because Richardson controls 

the episodes in which they appear together with the issues 

and ironies she raises within the narration of an incident. 

But when Mahony, disgruntled again at the number of house 

guests he has to receive at his Brighton home, says 

"Take, for example, the case of Louisa Urquhart, 111 the 

reader may be excused for declining the invitationo Lou~sai. 

Urquhart, long since disposed of in Australia Felix, 

appears now as a gratuituous addendum to the long list 

of house guests whose visits Richardson wants to 11 demonstrate 11
• 

There is in this instance simply nothing in the language 

or content of the episode to interest uso 

'J:he male characters divide themselves into three 

g1"'oups: a host of "restless mortals 11
, a smaller number 

of "successes", and a few failures or misfits$ These 

1. The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, Po 480. 
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categories are more strongly emphasized than any 

individuality most of the male characters are given; 

they define a general condition, that of the male 

breadwinner or gold-seeker. 'rhey are also repeatedly 
I 

contrasted ironically or compared in kind with Mahony, 

to stress not merely his individuality but to emphasize his 

common male humanity~ The male characters correspond to 

the sections in which they predominantly occur~ the 

11 restless mortals 11 inhabit Australia Felix, those who 

adapt and 11 progress" are at home in the Melbourne of 

The Way Home 9 and the failures are sprinkled through 

the first two sections to prefigure Mahony in Ultima Thuleo 

·rhough many of these characters are not remarkably 

interesting1 a measUI,e of inte1>est is sustained by .the 

dramatization of certain aspects of Mahony's self 

independently1 in other minor characterso The minor 

characters recur in Ultima Thule as aspects of his past 

and figments of his mind1 as a part of himself 9 as it 
a.::- as 

were 7 and a.r·c aeen. in th.a t s.eotion!\8:! malev..01.ent, hostile ~orca,,. 

Several of the minor characters are interesting 

not merely because as is usually said$ they nre "real" 9 
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but because they are "alive": alive in the sense that 

they entertain and amuse$ Zara and 1rilly are of this 

kind. Zara's affectations and foppery ("she swam and 

glided about the streets to the hilarious amazement of 

the population" 1 ) are at times a source of some delight, 

and on other occasions Richardson displays a measure of 

compassion for her. Tilly performs the function of the 

grand cynic and debunker, and this characteristic 

becomes a source of some entertainment. Mahony thinks 

that 11 the very silk of her gown seemed to rustle more 

loudly than other women's; and she had a foot like a 

grenadier" .. 2 There is more than a gesture towards 

comedy in the portrajts of Zara and Tilly. ,, 

Nettie Palmer complains that the minor characters 

do not develop, that they merely 11 grow old11 and are seen 

only through Mahony's jaundiced eyesa This is not true 

of ·rilly9 since her friendship with Mary enables Richardson 

to understand her character more fully. .And is it not 

a fact thn.t some people do appear merely "to grow old"? 

"Delight" is not the dominant response one has towards 

'rilly and the minor characters, but it is Q responseo 

1. ·rhe Fortunes of' Richard Mahony. Da 1980 
2. Ibid., p. 4810 



·rhe dominant tone is more sombre; and the minor 

cho.racters are sometimes 11 dull 11
• Richardson9 moreover 1 

is not always the impartial narrator her critics claimo 

"Tilly would have given them Q"ohn Turnham' s c hildreii} 

a delightful, though not maybe a particularly discriminating 

upbringing 11
, 

1 is one of several quite unnecessary 

interpretative commentso There are moments, too, when 

Richardson's nrealism 11 deserts her. What is John Turnham's 

motivation for marrying the rather dull Jinny Beamish?
2 

One might deduce a motive, but the reason is not fully 

explained; indeed, there is every good reason to suppose 

that in his mood at the time he would not marry Jinny 

Beamisho 

* * * 

Richardson's social portrait provides probably the 

first full scale critique of the mateship mystique in 

Australian literature.- It is a penetrative analysis 

of recognizable Australian traits 9 in which the finer 

virtues of the Australian temperament are acknowledged 

without over-emphasis and in which the myth of an 
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11Australia Felix" is finely exposed. Although Richardson 

is a writer of limited and uneven verbal talent (and this 

will be stressed in a later chapter) she neverthelp,ss 

manages to dramatize realistically9 and. often foraibly, 

many representative social conflicts; she presents more 

than merely "a few 11 entertaining or finely expressive 

scenes, and is able to produce impressive, often poignant 

effects within an episodeG The social portrait in Australia 

Felix was in 1917 decades ahead of its time 9 despite 

its colonial subject and traditional techniques. 

Richardsonvs achievement as a social novelist has rarely 

been equalled in Australian fiction 9 even by writers of 

apparently greater talent with words 9 and it has not 

received due attention from criticso 
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IV 

THE FORTUNES, OF RICHARD l\IIAHONY: GRIT IC ISM 

1. Introductory 

Richard~on took almost twenty years to write the 

~tory of twenty-five years in the life of Richard Mahonyo 

Though she does not preserve the classical unities 9 sha 

ifil careful to provide clues as to the passage of timeo 

These hints 9 together with the details of Dro Richardson·~ 

life and of Australia,1 s history, enable us to determine 

reasonably accurately the time-se~uence within each volumeo 

(Difft'erences in chronology- between historical f'act and 

Richardson'a fiction are for the present pu:~poae, not 

sd.gnif'icantly greato) 

Part Jr. of Austr£Dlia~ Fe,lix. begins) in media.s, res with 

m 1 icence hunt on the diggings, and ends with Mahony'' s 

weleona home to Pollyo The se~uence occupies about 

six. months, during which time the meeting at Jilakery 

Hilk takes place, and preparations are made for the 

Eureka:. Rebellion (December 11854).. Part II covers about 

eighteen months, af'ter which Mahony decides to set up 



practice in Ballarat; Part III spreads over about two 

and a half years 9 ending with :Mahony' s successful 

investment. tn PoY.'ap1mkRh shR.T'es; the final part 

traces the fortunes of' the Mahonys and the growth of the 

colony over a further eight years 9 after which Mahony 

leaves for England. Australia Felix recounts a period 

of approximately thirteen years (1854 - 1867) 9 which is 

(since Dr. Richardson died in 1878) about half the time

span for the entire trilogyo 

During the writing of The Way Home 1 Richardson 

realized that a third volume would eventually be 

required to complete Mahony's story. 1 It is evident 

that when she wrote Australia Felix1 she expected to 

divide the novel into two volumes 1 each of which would 

cover an equal period of time. The "unities 11 would be 

approximately preserved, and the two volumes would 

represent respectively and in complexity the 11 rise 11 and 

11 f'all 11 of Richard Mahony. 

Thus while writing The Way Home Richardson deviated 

from her original plan; and the decision appears 9 not 

1. "Some Notes on my Books" 9 Po 15. 



surprisingly, to have affected the general construction 

of the trilogy. It meant 9 first 9 that any gesture towards 

chronological i.mi ty entailed by the di vj_sion of the novel 

into two equal periods would have to be abandonedo 

Secondly, and more importantly, material now had to be 

found to fill two further books instead of one~ it seems, 

to judge by the elaborate The Way Home, that Richardson 

was forced to cast her net more widely, and it is perhaps 

doubtful whether fully appropriate material was easily 

foundo The Way Home exhibits signs of over-elaboration 

and filling-in that are less easily discernible in 

Australia Felix, though the latter is indeed over-elaborateo 

.An intricate directing pattern carefully set up in 

Australia Felix breaks down under the excessive documentation 

of The Way Home, but is resurrected and completed in 

Ultima Thuleo With Mahony's retreat from centre-stage 

in the second volume the focus shifts to the minor 

characters, and insignificant background details begin 

more markedly to intrude. 

It appears, to.state the issue crudely, that there was 

little to report for the period 1867 - 75 apart from 
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Dr. Richardson's activities with the spiritualists 1 and 

that H.H.R. did not want to stress the interest in 

8J:Jlr·i tualll:rn1 01' to <.levia te too much fi-•om the literal 

truth by fictional invention. The fact that Richardson 

claimed to have written the novel with a fixed idea of 

its beginning and ending but with less premeditation 

1 concerning its general bulk may be taken as further 

evidence that some conscious "filling-in" did occ"llE, and 

that it occurred during the writing of The Way Home 

rather than during the final sec tion9 Ul tima 'rhule. 

The reshuffle brought about by the decision to write 

a third volume entailed that the author had to find 

some means to simulate the passage of time between 1867 

and 1875 (when Walter Lindesay Richardson returned to 

Australia for the second time). The Way Home 9 therefore, 

suffers most from the decision to elaborate rather 

than to economise 9 and it is not wholly surprising that 

it was the least popular and the least profitable of the 

three bookso 

The decision to write an extra volume was not the 

only change of Richardson's initial ideas. The original 

1. See interview with Mrs. Theis 9 typescipt in National 
Library 01"' Austral1a 9 Canber•r·a. 
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intention to write 11 a book about Australia", with "the 

changing facG of the country for background, the rise of 

towns on what had been mudrlats111 Wias modified; Mahony'a; 

mind and senses became the centre of interest in Ultima 

Thuleo A large body of criticism of the trilogy attempts 

in effect to evaluate the artistic succ,ess of this shift 

from a social to a psychological emphasis, and arguments 

supporting the view that the novel is in some way 

vitiated by the transition have taken several formso 

Indeed, it has been recently stated at the one extreme that 

The Fortunes "drags in the last third112 and at the other 

that Ultima 1rhule represents the highest point in 

Richardson's achievemento 3 Though it is difficult to 

perceive the "disastrous artistic resul ts"Y. that ghe _critic, 

mftllrngeis tc a.sg.ribe: to the change in emphasis, there is 

enough confusion and disagreement amongst critics to 

warrant our further attentiono 

These are questions of construction and organization. 

Richardson's prose style has also been closely related to 

her methods of work. Recent critical discussion of this 

1.. "Some Notes on my Books 11
1 Po 140 

2.. Jeffares 9 p .. 4o 
3.. Buckley, Po 35 e 

4o Dutton, "Gentlemen Vs Lairs" 9 Po 17 o 
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serious verb~ limitation - an over-elaborate 9 detaile& 

prose style - presents Quantitatively a fairly true 9 

though incomplete, staterne:nt. It is the slant and teno1• 

of this censuring criticism that is provocative and 

perhaps unjust. "Dullness 11 and "aridity" are heavily 

loaded absolute judgements, but the critics who make 

them do not evaluate the full contextual expressiveness 

of Richardson's language. Considered in isolation, much 

of her writing is "dull". Since the creative impulse 

animating the novel is usually not immediately and only 

verbal, any isolated concern with "prose style 11
9 a 

category which stresses purely verbal accomplishme.1t, 

is apt to produce a misleading and unbalanced assessmento 

Richardson is not the 11 great11 novelist her earliest 

admirers thought: but the Fortunes of Richard Mahony 

is rarely dull or monotonous and one seldom becomes 

justifiably bored with it. 

It has been said of Zola that he could make a 

railway timetable worth reading, and it has been said of 

Richardson that she presents the facts 11 as a competent 
1 

but strictly unbiassed guide book might present them". 

1o Leonie Gibson, p. 31.. 
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There is truth in both exaggerations. If Zola is an 

11 influence 11 on Richardson, it is often for the worseo 

It would be tempting to say tha.t she often followed 

advice that Zola gave but did not himself practice. 

Substitute "Australia" in the following passage for 

"the theatre 11 and you have an indication of how closely 

HoH~Ro adhered to Zola's programme for a naturalist 

writer: 

His first concern will be to 
collect material, to find out what he can 
about this world he wishes to describe •••• 
Then he will talk to the people best informed 
on the subject, will collect statements, 
anecdotes, portraits. But this is not all. 
He will also read the written documents 
available. Finally he will visit locations, 
spend a few days in a theatre in order to 
acquaint himself with the smallest details, 
pass mn evening in an actressYs dressing
room and absorb the atmosphere as much as 
possible. When all this material has been 
gathered, the novel will take shape of its 
own accordo All the novelist has to do is 
to group the facts in a logical sequence •••• 
Interest will no longer be focussed on the 
peculiarities of the story - on~~he contrary, 
the more general and commonplace the story is, 
the more typical it will be.1 

It would be tempting, but only partly just, to say that 

Richardson followed each detail of the recipe, and baked 

a flat naturalistic novel. One has to point not only to 

1 0 Quoted by George Steiner, Tolstoy or Dostoyevsky, 
pp. 32 - 33 .. 
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more expressive passages 9 but to what is involved in her 

arrangement of the facts in a logical sequence 9 to free 

her from the charge of flatnesso The Fortunes of Richard 

MahoJJ:X is so clearly not a simple tranche de vie that it 

w.rould be foolish to claim that the facts are usually 

presented for their objective 9 
11 scientific 11 interest, or 

even that they present a factual unbiassed pictureo 

Richardson is biassed in her selection of material, and 

its organization is rigid and schematico The literal 

adherence to Zola's programme is evidence of a "failure 

of imagination": but Richardson seems in the long term 

to accumulate details of physical geography and botany 

in order to set up a. strict dichotomy between spirit· and ... 

mattera Hers is an artistic fallacy, but not strictly 

a naturalistic one. To locate the source of the pressure 

behind Australia Felix one has to look further than 

the words in isolationo 

It is not relevant at this point to di1Seuss these 

issues more deeplyo What must be emphasized9 however 9 is 

that it is neither just nor illuminating to state that 

Richardson somehow complacently "relies on her matter 
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to do her work f'or her•"., 1 It is true, in a sensell that 

her 11 matter11 f'ails to do her work f'or her; but there 

is, more of'ten than the critic Vincent Buckley will 

admit, a true creative impulse behind Australia Felix 

and The Way Home, despite immediate verbal inadequacies. 

To assert that Joyce and James (as exemplars) do not 

"rely on matter 11
9 while Richardson does, is either 

presumptuous and polemic~or meaninglesso What the 

critic means in this context (it would have been less 

obscure if' he had not introduced irrelevant criteria) 

is, as he goes on to say9 thmt Richardson's 11 old f'ashioned, 

Viictorian 11 mode of' writing, with its so-called "heaviness 

and repeti ti veness112 is an inadeg_ua te f'ictional rnethodo 

If' one suspects a certain prescriptive dogmatism 

to Buckley's criticism, it is because his analysis 

ref'uses to f'ind anything worth commending in Australia 

Felix, and stresses exclusively the "piling up of' detail" 

in these f'irst two books. (He even places the death of' 

John Turnham, w:µich he commends, in the third book!). 

One is immediately suspicious of' a critic who b~gins 

with and then easily demonstrates the contentioµ that 

1. Buckley, p. 25. 
2.. Ibid .. 
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the Mahony trilogy is not "the modern experimental 
11 

work it might seem to be at first sight"~ To whom 

and for what reason has it ever appeared a technically 

"modern, experimental work 11 ? To state that the book 

is in parts more experimental than might at first ap~ear 

is another (truer) propositiono 

The writing is most seriously damaged in those 

slabs of prose (they occ,ur most freq_uently in The Way Home) 

which are not informed9 so it seems, by any valuable 

creative impulse; when, to state the case at its most 

extreme, the workmanlike narrative merely and only provides 

information, or surplus detail, at the most elementary 

level of straight documentation,. What has to be assessed 

is the extent to which this verbal failure is pervasive 

and finally damaging. 

The task is not simplified by the uneven q_uality of 

the writingo Within one paragraph Richardson, seemingly 

oblivious to her own admixture, is capable of combining 

the elements of a genuinely expressive language with 

grossly effusive verbiageo Delicately ironic phrases 

1.. Ibido 
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are thrown among banalities; precise expressive detail 

strikes for an instant and is strangled by elaboration; 

obvious and distressing cliches carry precise insights; 

lame climaxes cap fine lead-ups. Unevenness is conducive 

to irritation, even to vagueness, but not necessarily to 

"dullness 11 9 "aridity" is rare in Mahony and some contextual 

expressiveness is general. Most criticism of Richardson's 

prose language has (like this introduction) not attempted 

the true "·study"·, the contextual evaluation of the language 

and structure, that a work of this structure warrants~ 

Aligned with each of the considerations I have 

mentioned: the eAt9nsion of the novel over three volumes; 

the shift from panorama to personality9 and her 

"naturalistic 11 method, are critical considerations which 

become crucial: One of the most influential, (and 

amazingly wrongheaded), of critical articles touches 

on these issues, and will serve as a springboard for 

my own analysis·: 
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~o Austra~ia Felix and The Way Home: 
Structure and Theme 

'rhe argument that Australia Felix appears at first 

to be primarily a study of Mahony's "colonial malaise" 

is sometimes extended into a criticism of the novelYs 

entire structure. Miss Dallimore argues that f'rom the 

beginning we are asked to see the conflict of the sensitive 

educated gentleman with his crude colonial environment 

as the central and directing theme of the book. 

Consequently when it becomes evident that the rough manners 

of colonial society and the privations imposed by landsca~e 

and climate are not ultimately to blame" and that Mahony's, 

ovm. mind and temperament are the seed-bed of his 

restlessness 9 the reader feels that Richardson has 

forsworn her original stated purpose in the interests of 

developing a new aspect of Mahony's charactero 11 The 

stated intent of Australia Felix has been vitiated by 

this new emphasis"" and 11 the question the Proem raises, 

is not really explored at all 9 because it is so soon 

discarded in the interest of developing Richard's 

character not as colonial, but as congenital, misfit11
o

11 

1. "The Fortunes of' Richard Mahony"'i Australian Literary 
Criticism (edo Johnston)" p. 150. 
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To appreciate the trilogy's scheme, and to indicate 

the glib inaccuracy of this interpretation, it will be 

profitable to determine precisely what.§£.§. the issues 

raised in the Pro em to Book I c What has not been 

satisfactorily demonstrated is the _manner in which in 

this novel apparently dissident elements coalesce. One 

might ask, in answer to a criticism similar to Miss 

Dallimore's, why the element of 11 saga.111 and \he theme of 

social alienation cannot co-exist in a unified~whole 

with the close psychological study of Richard's 11 character11 ? 

The Fortunes of Richard Mahony is not so obviously 

contrived that we are made aware of any precise mechanical 

gearing of its scheme to the mere seven pages of introduction 

in the Proemc But the Proem does set up a prototype; 

and the symbols and suggestions it presents carry over, 

am.a continue to define Mahony and his life in generic 

terms. It is not that the reader imposes a symbolic 

interpretation on the proem in retrospect: the recurrence 

of figures., images, and particular phrases acc,umula:te and 

expand outwards from this initial statemento ·rhe Proem 
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is not simply a statement that we are to witness 

the struggle of an individual with his alien envirorunent 1 

though it is in part that. By insisting here on the 

general frailty and humanity of the diggers, and by 

emphasizing their common motivation as fortune hunters, 

Richardson attempts to reduce all members of gold-field 

society to the one level of anonymity and unanimityo All 

are in pitched battle with primaeval Australia, "prisoners.. 

to the soil" they aim to plunder. 1 The generalizing 

statement of the Proem concerns the will and failure of 

individuals 9 their human drives and aspirations, and the 

caprice of the primaeval Nature which binds and allures 

them. 

"In a shaft in the Gravel Pits, a man had been 

b . d 1. u2 urie a ive •••• The significance of this first incident 

is that the earth has reclaimed her anonymous would-be 

plunderer. There are at least a dozen references to being 

"buried alive 11 in The Way Home and Ul tima Thule and indeed 

it will be seen1 if it is not already obvious, that the 

whole weight of narrative gathers a complex significance 

from this initial simple symbol.. "Digging into oneself" 

1, The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, p. 13. 
2 ., Ibid. 9 p. 7 • 
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recurs repeatedly as a motif o There is no need for 

reticence or doubt about the Proem's significance: "the 

rude activity of a gold diggings ••• closed over the 

incident 9 swallowed it up 11
9 and the anonymous dead digger 

becomes the first of numerous forgotten failures: the 

prevailing mood continues with Long Jim's brooding over 

his ill-luck and the deaths and desertions of his mates. 

The "close-up" of Long Jim presents simply an image of 

aspiration and failure. He like most of the diggers 

has abandoned the mundane comfortable existence in seqrc~ 

of a dream that will not (not here and now) be realized;, 

and by his thoughts Rnd the physical figure he presents 

he is Mahony' s antecedento ·rhe reader learns as the 

novel progresses that Long Jim leaves the c"'_iggings and 

works in a store (in Mahony's employ) 1 eventually return8 

"home" to England9 is again a 11 failure" 9 returns to 

Australia and prospers financially in his own business~ 

His "fortunes 11 are compar0d and contrasted9 directly or 

ironically9 with Mahony' so 

Many of Richardson's characteristic and exprosqiv0 

eff'.ects are not so much merely "realistic" insights 



into the mind and personality of Mahony as images of 

Mahony the man, and hence images of m81l. ·rhe recurrent 

images of Mahony as long, old., in solitude A.nd dreaming 

are not all equally effective, but they are not lesa 

effective through repetition: it is by the process of 

accumulation and variation that the images of Ultima 

Thule ("a gaunt figure dragging a small child at a trot 

on either hand") gather much of their poignancyo 

It is clear that the proem makes no statement about 

an individual alienation, or (to use Miss DallimoreYs 

phrase), about an exclusively "colonial malaise 11
o The 

\ "colonial" privations depicted here are only "colonial" 

:in the sener,e that they cause discomfort, not because they 
I 

! are Australiano ·rhe suggestion of man's general anonymity 

is continued - it is overstated if anything - by means 

of the .aerial picture of ant-like activity on the diggJrigs 

and by the "close-up" details and impressions which 

continually emphasize the earth, the singleness of purpose 

of the diggers, and the diggers' resemblance to each 

other and to the earth itself: 



The many human figuI'es that went to and 
fro were hardly to be distinguished from the 
ground they trod. ·rhey were coated with earth1 

clay-clad in ochre and gambogeo Their faces 
were daubed with clauber; it matted great 
beards 1 and entangled the coarse hairs on 
brawny arms. Where 9 here and there 1 a blue 
jumper had kept a tinge of blueness, it was 
so besmeared with yellow that it might have 
been expected to turn green. The gauze neck
veils that hung from the brims of wideawakes 
or cabbage-trees were become still little 
lattices of caked clay.1 

The datails here are imaginatively welded; this statues~ue 1 

clay-clad impression of life on the diggings is effective 

because of its particularity and preciseness 0 But the 

weight of this description does not impress on us that we 

are to witness exclusively the struggles peculiar to a 

colonist in an alien environment. The entire Proem9 

precise and detailed as it is 9 is charged with a Hardyes~ue 

mood about man and nature. 'rhe conflict we are shown is 

certainly between the diggers and their environment 9 but 

their human dreams and aspirations are specifically 

contrasted against the "timeless" aspects of their 

Australian setting. Australia here is a far-off Egdon 

Heath which visitors have challenged9 a centre of attraction 

for dreamers of all nationalities 1 many of whom will fail. 

11 The Bo..llarat digger 11
1 Richardson repeats 1 

11 
••• remained 

1. Ibido, p. 11. 
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the dreamer 9 the jealous individualist; he hovered 

forever on the brink of a tremendous discovery 11 
o 

11 

Later in Australia Felix Richardson comments 9 

necessarily here in her own narrative voice 9 that 

in all this critical re-adjustment the 
thought he (Mahony) had to spare for his 
fellow men was of small account: his 
fate was not bound to theirs by the-iltruism 
of a later generation. It was a time of 
intense individualism; and his efforts 
towards spiritual emanci~ation were made 
on his own behalf aloneo 

Her interpretation of the goldrush period and its aftermmth 

as 11 a time of intense individualism11 is historically 

valid9 but such an interpretation also re-inforces the 

symbolism of the Proemo It is strange that To Inglis-

Moore 9 for one 9 should remark that we find examples of 

altruism (mateship and "selfless loyalty") in the opening 

pages of 'rhe Fortunes of Richard Mahony.. ("It is 

significan t 9 indeed11 
9 he adds 9 

11 that Richard&ron begins 

her account of Australia with illustrations of mateship 

on the diggings 9 prompting the reflection that Mahony's 

tragedy was that of an egocentric incapable of any true 

permanent mateship") .. 3 But do we find pictures of 

Ibid .. 9 p. 1 3 • 
Ibid. 1 p. 1630 
To Inglis Moore 9 "'The Meanin~s 
Grounds (ed. G.B .. Ohristasen) 9 

Robertson9 1968 9 p .. 2300 

of Mateship 11
9 On Native 

Sydney: Angus and 



"mateship on the diggings"? Long Jim is alone; his 

11 mate 11
9 whom he had partnered for apparently non-altruistic 

reo.sons 9 
1 is dea.d; individuality is str>8RfiTBc'l o When 

Purdy is apprehended during a licence hunt, a few pages 

later 9 it is his friend Mahony, the 11 alien11
9 alone and 

apparently separated from his fellows, who provides bail, 

and possibly demonstrates "selfless loyal ty 11 
o 

Immediately following the remark concerning the 

"indi vidualismu of the: time Richardson again implicitly 

invokes the 11 gold11 motif and makes the most overt statemen~ 

in the novel of the object of Mahony's q_uest~ 

"it was the concern of no third person 
what paths he followed in his journeyings 
after the truth - in his q_uest for a panacea 
for the ills and delusions of life. For 9 

call it what he would - biblical criticism, 
scientific enq_uiry - this was his aim first 
and last~ He was trying to pierce the secret 
of existence - to ~ede the riddle that has 
never been sol vedo" 

It becomes evident soon after the Proem that Richardson 

aims to transpose the material q_uest of the diggers into 

the spiritual q_ucst of the dreamer with higher needs who 

is in pitched battle with an (apparently) eq_ually capricious 

1. The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, pp. 9 - 10. 
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and indifferent opponent, with life itself9 "fate", or God 

as Providero We soon discern that the gold Mahony seeks 

is, not material; but hie do sire is shown to be as wholly 

uncontrolled as the lust of those who having "succumbed 

to the unholy hunger" can not 1tteanr their lips away from 

the primaeval monster 11 that allures themo 

The gold symbol, incidentally, is obviously employed 

to arouse sympathy for Mahony,· since it presents us with a 

simple dichotomy between spirit and matter, in which 

Mahony is associated with the spiritual quest, while his 

fellow colonists are more obviously aligned with the 

material quest. ·rhe open implication, on the purely symbolic 

le~el, is that Mahony is a seeker of "truth", whereas 

the other Australians are worshippers of Mammano Of 

course the novel is an expansion, an exposition, of the 

Proem's symbolism and demonstrates that the ironies and 

complexities of life prohibit any oversimplificationo But 

the associations of 11 gold11 (and the same is true of "home") 

are necessarily loftier than those of material goldo 

It is worth remarking that the Proem to Australia 

Felix is one of the few sections in the novel which 
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Richardson admitted was not written from the viewpoint 

of any of her colonistso Mahony's search for the meaning 

of li£e undergoes a gradual transition; but the shift is 

not from a 11 colonial 11 to a "congenital" malaisee The 

statement that "he was trying to pierce the secret (l 

existence" is followed by a premise of _affirmation: 

it was well 9 he told himself9 as he 
pressed forward9 that the flame burnt in 
him unwaveringly, which assured him of 
his kinship with the Eternal 9 ~f the 
kinship of all created thingse 

/ 

The novel traces Mahony's modification of this affirmation 

until at the time of his "beatific vision" he asserts that 

the only link between men is the pain they suffero 

There is no reason, then 9 to infer from the Proem 

that colonial society will be the underlying malevolent 

force shaping Mahony's destiny. 11 The crucifixion of this 

genuinely cultured gentleman on the practical, harsh 

wood and nails is, or ought to be the real theme of the 
2 novel", writes one commentatoro It may be that some 

readers would prefer the novel's central theme to be other 

than it is, but that is surely an irresponsible criticism. 

The burden of the Proem 9 indeed, is to stress not the 

1o The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, Pa 200 
2. nutton 9 

11 Gentlemen Vs Lairs" 1 Pe 
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difference between Mahony and his fellows but to em:phaslze 

their similarities: the question of colonial alienation 

does net arise in this society of men uf all human types 

and nationalities. 

Certainly there is development of a kind in Mahony's 

character: he becomes progressively more restless and 

more fanciful 1 and we feel increas_ingly more often that 

although colonial society never escapes condemnation9 hi$ 

whims border on the irrational or the irresponsible. 

In these early episodes he is not separated from his fellows 

only by his education, his idealism and refinement and his 

colonial grievances 9 but also by a certain fondness and 

impulsiveness that 1 if allowed to dominate 1 could have 

unfortunate consequences. His tactless behaviour at the 

diggers' meeting, and his impulsive pursuit of a law-

suit that is obviously doubtful can be recognized as part 

of this syndrome: the point is they are not symptoms of 

any typical "colonial alienation11
1 but are manifestations 

of a temperamental disharmony and discontento Similarly 

the series of episodes concerning the choice of a wife 

both ironically hurnourizes and sentimentalizes the 
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romanticism and faulty judgement involved in his refus81l 

to recognize Folly's essentially practical and "prosaic" 

temperament. 

Richardson is careful to arouse as much sympathy 

as is posaible for Richard in these early stages 1 while 

at the same time pointing to his limitations. Contrary 

to Mrs. Palmer's opinion~ Mahony is not "stiff and remote"; 

we are forced to respond9 in the first place 9 to his 

altruism and idealismo We come to feel more sympathetic 9 

as Mr&o Palmer says 9 through the honesty and complexity of 

Richardson's portraito When Purdy and Richard walk through 

the diggings 1 we perceive something of Mahony's alienation: 

Richardson does not at this point demon$trfrte why Mahony 

should be less cordially received by the diggers than Purdy1 

and the impression we have is that Richard9 who is shown 

to be generous towards Purdy9 fairminded9 thoughtful and 

industrious 9 is being almost ostraciz:edo "He was treated:. 

with a glibnesa that had something of the perfunctory 

about it1
'. 

11 If we respond to the text here without 

prejudice 9 without having decided (as Nettie Palmer 

obviously has) that Richard's society makes the first 

1o The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, Po 20~ 
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demand upon our sympathies 9 we feel inevitably that from 

the beginning9 Richardson works to convince us of 

Mahony's stature. This ordering of the reade~'s impressions 

continues 9 and is precise, if elaborateo It is necessary 

to enaure that Mahony's stature is not lowered before 

the suggestions of his possible deficiencies (often the 

defects of his virtues.) are fully exploredo It is not 

from Mahony's point of view that this picture of life on 

the diggings is described: 

Some half a hundred customers came 
and wento The greater number of them 
were earth-stained diggers who ran up for 9 

it might be, a missing tool, or a hide 
bucket, or a coil of ropeo They spat jets 
of tobacco-juice, were richly profane, 
paid, where coin was scarce, in gold-dust 
from a: ma tcl b~x, and hurried ba·ck to worko 
But there also came old harridans - as 
often as not diggers themselves - whose 
language outdid that of the males, and 
dirty Irish mothers; besides a couple of 
the white women who inhabited the Chinese 
quartero One of these was in liquor 9 and 
a greater hullabaloo took place before she 
could be got rid of o Put out, she stood 
in front of the tent 9 her hair hangi~g 
down her back, cursing and reviling. 

and we have the "digger, whose very pores ooz.ed gold", 

and the Irish girl who looks over the "gaudy finery 11 of 

the shopo Mahony has been scarcely introduced to the 

1. Ibid., Po 18. 
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story when this description is given; one does not reailly 

feel that Richardson (as narrator) has settled behind him, 

using his mind and senses as the interpreter of experience, 

yet the writing has a definite edge of antipathy to ita 

Immediately following this passage the author focussBs upon 

Mahony, but we ourselves are left to transfer the impression 

w,e have been given of the diggers' society, and to 12res~~ 

that Mahony also saw it in this mannero The shifts in 

"point of view" work so that on some important issues the 

reader almost certainly has to identify himself with 

Mahony. This initial picture of colonial life is in fact 

a continuation of the narrator's own panoramic descri~tion 

of life on the goldfields~ and there is no clue that we 

are to take this impression of diggings life as exclu~iv3ly 

Mahony's. It is not that the author implies any strong 

censure of Australian society; the scene is one of vigour 

· and colour and q_ui te plausibly an historically acc,ura tc 

pictureo But it is certain that Mahony's stature is 

elevated by the contrast against this backdrop~ 

It is by a realistic, yet at the same time faintly 

humorous and ironic (and also sometimes mawkish) treatment 
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of Mahony's courtship of Polly that Richardson tries to 

forestall any alienation of our sympathy from Mahony, or 

any outright castigation of him, at a time when his 

judgement will affect the entire experience of his life. 

The scene at Beamish's family hotel rings false~ It is in 

the ensuing correspondence and visits between Mahony and_ 

Polly9 and in the scenes immediately after marriage, that 

Richardson, necessarily insisting on .Mahony' s gentleness 

and generosity, tries to retain some sympathy for him at 

the same time as she demonstrates beyond question that he 

has completely misjudged the temperament of the woman he 

marriedo 

Elements of comedy and humour are not absent from 

this sectiono These courtship scenes exhibit Richardson's 

characteristic unevenness as a writer, but her touches of 

gentle comic irony sometimes help to dilute our perception 

of Richard's errors of' judgement.. When Mahony receives 

a perfectly simple, non-committal reply from Polly, whom he 

has met only once, he dissolves into an almost ludicrous 

rapture: 
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It pleased him, did this prim little 
note: there was just the right shade of 
formal reserve about it. Then he began to 
study particulars: grammar and spelling 
were correct; the penmanship wns in the 
Italian style 9 minute 9 yet flowing, the 
letters dowered with generous loops and 
tailso But surely he had seen this 1 writing before? By Jup.ite~9 yes!oo• 

Though these scenes. easily tip over into sentimentality, 

there is no mistaking here a touch of ridicule and 

delight. Richardson's enthusiasm submerges the seriousness, 

of Mahony's ill judgeme~t9 but it is clearly suggested that 

Mahony does judge romanticallyo "Polly drank in his words", 

states the narrator 9 
11 and humbly agreed with all he wrote, 

or at least did not disagree 9 and from this 9 as have done 

lovers from the beginning of time 9 he inferred a perfect 

harmony of mind11 o The same irony informs the subsequent 

exchange of notes (in which Richard is pressing the point 

of whether Mary likes to read books,): 

I think if I know you aright 2 as I 
believe I do 1 mv Polly2 you too have 
poetry in your soul. He smiled at her 
reply; then kissed ito 

I cannot write poetry myself, said 
Polly, but I am very fond of it and shall 
indeed like very much dear Richard to 
listen when you reado2 



'rhe poetry-reading question recurs in the scenes in which 

Richardson attempts to demonstrata domestic happiness 9 

when Mahony finally decides that Polly is "prosaic"o 

Richardson attempts here to extract more humour from the 

differences in temperament of Richard and Mary but the 

tone fluctuates awkwardlyo 

The general point here is that at the beginning of 

Australia Felix Richardson quickly establishes Mahony's 

stature, and carefully tries to arouse our sympathy for 

him at the same time as she demonstrates the extent of his 

romanticism, of his capacity for misjudgement 9 and his 

impulsiveness. Though she strikes many false notes here, 

she at least does not alienate our sympathy from Mahonyo 

The poetry reading scenes are balanced (as indeed are so 

many of the episodes of Australia Felix) by an episode 

occ.urring in the second part of the trilogy.. The scene 

in The Way Home in which Mahony is attracted9 and made 

pensive, by the accomplished9 fine-looking (if meretricious) 

Mrso Marriner draws its irony from the complexity of 

developments which have their source in the original 

poetry scenes between Polly and Richardo Mahony's thoughts 



after meeting Mrs. Marriner provide a final link with the 

poetry scenes: 

In youth one's nature cried nloud for 
companionship ••• one's blood ran hot·~· 
But had he 9 in sooth, ever felt other than 
lonely and alone? Mary was - had alwa.ys 
been dearest and best of wives ••• yet had 
they between them 9 a single idea in common? 
9 ••• No 9 for more years than he had cared to 
count9 Mary had done little9 as far as he was 
concerned9 but sit in judgement: she 
silently censured, mentally condemned all 
those things

1
in life which he held most 

worth while. 

That is Mahony1s version. But there is no doubt that had 

he taken a less romanticized view of Polly, he would have 

understood more clearly what marriage with her entailedQ 

The Proem and the opening chapters of Australia 

Felix establish the novel on a fixed course. The 

patterning of Australia Felix consists largely of a 

series of episodes in which Mahony the misfit individual 

enters into and then withdraws from social communication. 

Endless smaller retreats from the society of Mary's 

house guests or party guests are, one might say, structurally 

encompassed by retreats and flights of greater significance, 

until finally Mahony's need for change is sublimated for 



the time being in his departure from an entire societyo 

It is because Richardson organizes Mahony's complex story 

tj,e;Jit.ly and coherently and at the same time comprehends 

the ironies and complexities of his life, that the novel 

is succ,essful as a dramatic performanceo Every chapter is 

allusive, despite the flatness of the prose; one is ne¥er 

allowed to forget that these slabs of 11 evidence 11 are 

assembled (and juxtaposed) in order to explore one central 

underlying issue - the tension between the demands of life 

and Mahony's urge for Lifeo The narrative of Australia 

F.lelix mounts inevitably towards Mahony's departure: and 

our sense of 11 inevitability11 is reinforced by the novel's 

structureo As Mahony's symptoms intensify, he retreats 

from "grander" or "noisier" societies, fu"'ld the "background11 

details, overabundant as they are, fall into a pattern~ 

Mahony's first retreat to privacy after his marriage is 

from Sarah and other relatives, then.co he runa from Mrs~ 

Beamish and various houseguests, then 11 Zara 11
, then from 

the electioneering crowds, from the guests at Mary's 

Ballarat party, from the Ball held during his 11 palmy days 11
9 

and finally (in a movingly narrated episode) from the 

scene of the auction of his 11 grand11 new homeo We notice 
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the ascending order, in size.and importance, of the 

groups f'rom which he withdrawso Each of' these withdrawals 

io bo.lo.ncod by a corresponding "nj.ght scene" y a more 

sombre episode in which Mahony is depicted alone or with 

Tangye, or with a suffering patiento Richardson's 

choice of episode, and of the "matter" within each e:pi$od,.e 

is well contrived and arranged and gives Australia Felix 

its certainty of directiono Another ball at Government 

House in The Way Home becomes the climax of the "social" 

story. 

I have suggested in a :previous section that in 

The Way Home the pattern is changed, with unfortunate 

resultso The tension of values is no longer f'elt with the 

s!;'!Ille urgency; Mahony retreats to the 'Wings as Richardson 

a:p.Qears to 11 list off 11 the minor charac::bers, devoting in 

turn a chapter to each of' several: the entry - withdrawal 

:pattexm is again more tightly established in Ul tima Thule, 

until the novel reaches its first crisis as Mahony 

undertakes a withdrawal from life itself o The second 

crisis occurs when Mahony is ove·rcome by life itself, and 

an ultimate conclusion is reached when .Mahony the being 

is destroyedo 



3 Austraili~ Felix and The Way Home: 
Lo.ngu...'"'..go mid Tecbniqua., 

'rhe colonial setting of Australia Felix and 

The Way Home is used both as an ironic parallel to Mahony's 

developing fortunes, and as an externalization of his 

inner feelings; and it is interesting for the accurate 

historical reconstruction and social portraiture it 

provides. Throughout the first two books the colonial 

background to Mahony's story is painted elaborately~ 

with an air of studied deliberationo The ornate 

historical quality of Richardson's writing is noticeable 

in the numerous elaborate passages of set piece description 

which draw into c.ontradistinction the parallel fortunes 

of the man and the colonye 

It is true then, as Nettie Palmer says~ that a 

"period piece" flavour distinguishes Australia Felix 

and that it vanishes in the more urgent and impelling 

writing of Ultima ~uleo This "period-piece" quality in 

the prose of Australia Felix compares unfavourably with 

the more expressive prose of Ultima Thule; but it is 



as well to be certain of what ought to be censured here. 

It is not the actual decision to paint an elaborate 

backdrop that ought to be questioned; indeed9 a period 

atmosphere is precisely what is needed in Australia Felix, 

despite the contrary inferences of some of Nettie Palmer's 

and Vincent Buckley's statementso It is the quality of 

the backdrop pain ting itself that has to be a·.ssessedo By 

dwelling on the period details, by stressing the historicallJ 

remote character of the time, Richardson is able to 

expand towards greater universality in her treatment of 

Mahony in Ultima Thuleo The sense one has of living with 

Mahony, as it were 9 in this last book is reinforced by 

the actual removal of the distancing barriers of historye 

The Australia of Australia Felix has by Ultima Thule 

faded into history; it is history, for Mahony as for 

the readero But the period background of Australia Felix 

ia itself relevant to the novel's scheme to the extent 

that it demonstrates the aspirations and achievements of 

colonial society and the colonists' finding of 11 home 11
0 

When Vincent Buckley goes so far as to state that 

in Australia Felix 11 a:ll the background is the product of a 



dutiful determination to provide all the evidence 111 and 

that 11 the figure of' Mahony is obscured by all the detail 

which9 presumably, was intended to place aml define him112 

he is overstating the case. The novel is set firmly 

along guide lines which allow for the assimilation of a.. 

vast amount of detail about the conditions and manners 

of' the colony, since the fortunes of the colony itself are 

quickly established as a legitimate focus of attentiono 

Buckley argues that Richardson 11 tells with impressive 

clear-sightedness the truth about Richard Mahony1 but her 

preoccupation with telling the truth, the whole truthj 

about his environment as well means that much of the effect 

of that clear-sightednes& is dissipa ted11
., ·rhe fact is 

that Richardson tells us too much, in a prose that lacka 

definition, about both Mahony and his environment, but 

the complex correlation between them is defined cumulatively 

and precisely., A detailed background is justified: the 

trouble is that Richardson f'ails to assimilate background 

detail in an imaginative manner, just as she often fails 

to assimilate Mahony's "psychological" detail imaginatively., 

1. Buckley~ Po 260 
2o Ibide9 P• 31. 
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If we were to consider simply the "content" of 

Australia Felix, the literal sense of words~ it would be 

difficult to find much irrelevant background detailo (It 

would be more difficult to justify much of the content of 

The Way Home). When Buckley says that "Mahony is obscured 

by all the detail 11
1 he is really suggesting that Richardson's 

prose does not mean enough. "Obscuredu is ambiguous: 

it would be perverse to say that Richardson's concern 

with environmental detail is itself misplacedo The prose 

appears at least more meaningful, it is more expressive 

and definitive of its subject, if one grants the novel's 

scheme the right to exist, if one concedes to Richardson 

the prerogative to write about Australia itself o 

.An examination of Richardson's prose style within 

several contexts should reveal the nature of its 

limitations and the extent of the damage c~usedo What is 

most noticeable in the opening chapter is that Richardson's 

narrative is able to push into imaginative relevance the 

details of the incident and of its background. The 

narrative doos seek to convey the drama of the licence 

hunt: it exhibits an urgent feeling for the action o~ the 



episode; and the action, the turbulence of the scene 

is itself made to stand as an example 9 an "objective 

c.orrela ti ve" of the condition of Australia and Mahony at. 

the timeo The novelist's energies are here controlled 

within the narration of a meaningful episode; it is when 

Richardson, always a narrator 9 a chronicler, fails to find 

an episode, a structure in which to harness her narrative 

talents 9 that one has in reading the feeling of plodding 

nowherec But the novel begins in medias res: in the 

midst of common chaos 9 in the milieu of Mahony and colony, 

at the point of common beginningo There is an immediate 

no-nonsense air to the narrative; it is not clogged by 

the a:ccumulation of' detail: 

eoo she balanced herself on the slippery 
earth9 spinning her arm like the vane of a 
windmill, and crying at the top of her voice: 
"Joe, boys! - Joe, Joe 9 Joey!" 

It was as if with these words she had 
dropped a live shell in the diggers 1 midst$ 
A general stampede ensued; in which the cry 
was caught up, echoed and re-echoed9 till the 
whole Flat rang with the name of 11Joe 11

0 Tools 
were drop~ed9 cradles and tubs abandoned, 
windlasses left to kick their cranks backwardo 
Many of the workers took to their heels; others, 
in affright, scuttered aimlessly hither and 
thither, like barnyard fowls in a panico 
Summoned by shouts of "Up with you, boys! - the 
traps are here! 11 numbers ascended from below 
to see the fun, while as many went hurriedly 



dovim to hiding in drive or chamber 0 1 

'l'l1i.R opening :passage, which is typical of the chapter 9 

is not by any standards 11brilliant" narrativeo But one 

does feel that the :piling up of details is wedded to the 

de~onstration of action, and that there is some energy or 

breathlessness in the rhythms of the :prosea Activity, 

colour and diversity, the turmoil of the scene, are 

expressed in the narrative, through its detail, its 

imagery, its movementn I do not mean only that the 

WI'iting is ucom:petent 11
: it exhibits its ovvn feeling for 

its subjecta 

The concluding three :parag:r.:i:phs of this chapter 

might be considered exceptionally elaborate, and unrewarding: 

Within the narrow confines of the tent, 
where red herrings trailed over moleskin-shorts, 
and East India :pickles and Hessian boots lay 
on the top of sugar and mess-pork; where 
cheeses rubbed shoulders with tallow candles, 
blue and red serge shirts, and captains biscuj_ts; 
where onions, and guernsey, and sardines, fine 
combs, cigars and bear 1 s-grease 9 Windsor soap, 
tinned coffee and hair oful, revolvers, shovels 
and Oxford shoes, lay in one grand miscellany: 
within the crowded store, as the afte2noon wore 
on, the air grew rank and oppressive~ 

io The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, :Po 140 
2o Ibida9 :Po 190 
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It might appear consistent with criticisms of Richardson'a 

prose style to object that the writing here is entirely 

in the mannner of the "competent but strictly unbiassed 

guide book" 9 that it presents merely a dull shop inventory. 

But the ~ontext justifies the list: the details are 

chosen for their strange disparity9 and are arranged to 

enforce the impression of disparity. All that is needed 

2ll!l..d a:emmindad by the context is a demonstration of motley 

and colourful diversity: enough to enforce the point that 

even the tent-store 9 the "home" is like the diggings 

itself in miniature~ Richardson is fascinated by detail9 

but she is able in these early chapters to communicate 

her fascination. The legitimate delight in detail is of 

the same kind that Hal Porter displays in his autobiographical 

writing; it is thematically relevant since it does evoke 

the chaos 9 colour and activity of the diggings. (The 

suggestion of crowding9 and of activity9 continues). 

The fascination her·e is with "local colour"; but it is 

not a glibly romantic fascinationo The "colour11 is 

integral~ 

Certainly9 as the novel progresses and focusses 



more exclusively upon Mahony, one begins to feel an 

increasing narrative stiffness. But Richardson's unbending 

refusal to open the prose to a fuller life, or to strive 

for coruscating effects, is not at first, in the account of 

the diggers' meeting in Chapter II, to the novel's detrimento 

One is more aware of narrative decorum than of a lifeless 

prose. The diction and prose rhythms simulate Mahony's 

11 dignified11
, 

11 upright 11 character, and the manners of the 

periodo It would be false to say that a stiff and mannerefu 

style is justified because it is imitative of the 

character it describes; but the reason that an imitative 

fallacy argument can not be levelled against the prose 

here is that within the prose decorum there is narrative 

vitality and_pressureo Though Richardson begins to prop 

her style upon cliche and mannerism, (".And yet these SBlIIle 

bold and hardy pionee.rs were held incapable of deciding 

jot or tittle in the public affairs of their adopted 

home 111 ), the mor.e lasting impression is that an obviously 

"historical" scene is treated with tact and comparative 

economy to explore Mahony's character, and (as is later 

apparent) to rehearse in miniature the novel's dramao 



It is for its appeal to the historical imagination 

that much of Australia Felix i.s important, and in this 

respect the contrHrnt:Lon of the early chapters is t.he most 

rewarding. ·rhe licence hunt and the diggers' meeting 

exhibit Richardson's feeling for the heroic quality of 

historyo It is not that history is idealised; more 

precisely, the narrative carries with it a certain heroic 

dignity, and sets up human endeavour as a positive valueo 

It helps to establish the values necessary to The Fortunes 

of Richard Mahony as tragedy., The word "epic" has been 

freely and loosely applied to this novel, as to much other 

fiction, and has been drained of much of its original 

meaning. Though it has been employed derisively or 

vaguely in the present century almost as often as it is 

used as a serious term of classification, it can be applied 

to the Mahony trilogy probably more legitimately than to 

most other 11 epic 11 performances in fiction.. The tone and 

details, the construction and method, of Richardson's 

narrative are closely related to the conventions govevnll1.g 

the writing of the Iliad and the Aeneiad. 'rhe description 

of the diggers' meeting is not "great 11 writing, but it is 

imaginative heroic writing. 



I say this not to aggrandize Richardson 1 s 

achievement, but to try to define what we respond to in 

her "detailed" narrativeo The tone here is not simply 

documentaryo In describing the diggers' meeting Richardson 

Quietly appreciates the ritual of it all; the details are 

lingered upon to suggest an atmosphere of high excitement 

and importance, the meeting takes place in the shadow of 

the grander meetings of the epic poetso Though the 

elements of Homeric epic are invoked to help convey this 

atmosphere 9 Richardson's 11 actualism11 here, her emphasis 

on the detail of this place and this period, prohibit any 

sense of artificiality: 

The big c2tllvas tent on Bakery Hill, where 
the meeting \l'llas to be held was already lighted; 
and at the tinkle of a bell the diggers 1 who 
till then had stood cracking and hobnobbing 
outside, began to push for the entranceo The 
bulk of them belonged to the race that is 
Quickest to resent injustice - were Irisho 
After them in number came the Germans, swaggering 
and voluble; and the inflammable French, 
English, Scotch and .Americans formed a smaller 
and cooler, but very dogged groupo 

At the end of the tent a rough platform 
had been erected, on which stood a row of 
cane seatso In the body of the hall, the 
benches were formed of the boards, laid from 
one upturned keg or tub to anothero ·rhe chair 
was taken by a local auctioneer, a cadaverous
looking man, with never a twinkle in his eye, 



who in a lengthy discourse and with the 
single monotonous gesture of beating the 
palm of one hand with the back of the other, 
strove to bring home to his audience the 
degm.c'iF.ttion of their :present political statuso 
·rhe diggers,_ cheered and spat~ and listened to 
his perioda with sang-froido 

No doubt this writing could be improved; it lacks 

sensuousness, and it later becomes lame and syntactically 

awkward. But this narrative is at best sturdy and 

straightforwardo It is not an exaggeration to say that 

Richardson succ,essfully strikes an heroic attitude in 

order to express a sense of excitemento The tinkle of ~ 

bell, the crowd outside, the succession of speakers: they 

are precisely observed, but with a feeling for the occas..ion; 

the narrativ0 mood and its values are heroic, and 

Richardson here exhibits little interest in fact unrelateili 

to moodo 

In this instance the style itself, with its Homeric 

decorum and 11 dignity11
, works to engage our sympathy with 

c,ertain aspects of Mahony' s character.. There is a connection, 

which we later perceive more cleairly, between the heroic 

dignity and the decorum of this mode of writing, and the 
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heroic and scrupulous outlook on life that Mahony holds. 

The behaviour of the diggers at the meeting does not 

generally harmonize with the style of narration itself, so 

that9 like Mahony, one feels the jolt, and tends to 

sympathize with him.. Purdy' s long piece' of rhetoric at 

the end of the episode is nicely observed, but, like the 

rhetoric of Hotspur, it is not calculated to engage the 

remder's full sympathy, despite the plausibllity of hia 

caseo When Mahony leaves the noisy lighted tent to 11 retrace 

his steps by the safe-conduct of a full moon", the 

symbolism of glare and moonlight begin to form a patterno 

One notices the mode and the trappings of classical 

epic in the selection of background detail 9 in the 

chronicle form, the stringing together of 11 grand11 episodes.. 

by straight narrative commentary, in the novel's archetypal 

patterns and movements 9 and in the theme of heroic questo 

Each section and each part of a section begins with & 

piece of "grand writing" and it is clear that the rhetoric 

of Richardson's narrative plays an important part in 

establishing the values of the novel as tragedyo 
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Since an epic mode of writing itself is frequently 

used to explore Mahony's consciousness, the reader finds 

rn.t times that he is not certain whetl1e1 .. the na1 .. 1 .. a ti ve voice 

ia speaking neutrally or from Mahony's point of viewo 

Richardson generally gives the clue; but her handling of 

this mode of narration presents certain difficulties, and 

requires some unaly$d.so 

A typical piece of 11heroic 11 writing commences Part 

II of Australia Felixo What is remarkable is that paragraphs 

of this kind, obvious "set pieces 11
, are justified in 

context 9 and their imaginative appeal recognizable (despite 
,, 

cliche) because Richardson convinces us of the seriousness 

of her concerno In a typical romantic historical novel 

this passage might appear over-written: 

Over the fathomless grey seas that tossed 
between9 diss.evering the ancient and gigantic 
continent from the tiny motherland, unsettling 
rumours rano After close on forty years' fat 
peace, England had armed for hostilities again, 
her fleet set sail for a foreign seao Such 
was the news the sturdy clipper-ships brought 
out, in tantalising fragments; and those who, 
like Richard Mahony, were mere birds-of-passage 
in the colony, and had friends and relatives 
going to the front, caught hungrily at eve:J1·y 
detailo But to the majority of the colonists 
what Englnnd had done, or left undone, in 
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preparation for war, was of small accounto 
To them the vital question was: will the 
wily Russian Bear take its revenge by sending 
men-of-war to annihilate us and plunder the 
gold in our banks - us 9 months removed from 
English aid? .And the opinion was openly 
expressed that in casting off her allegiance 
to Great Britain, and becoming a neutral state, 
lay young Australia's best hope of safetyoi 

There are cliches here: but the heroic ring is not fail.ere, 

the period details are not really sentimentalizedo .And aB 

soon as we concede the validity of the heroic attitude, as 

we are intended to, we endorse something of Mahony's own 

idealism, and our estimation of his stature is retained.; 

(which is not to say, of course, that we suspend all 

judgement of himo) The passage I have quoted presents 
- ' 

concisely, in straight, not unimaginativa narrative, 

considerable inEormation about the period, but the historical 

details are functional; they reinforce our notions of 

the uncertainty and comparative chaos of the Australia and 

Australia Felix and they do place Mahony and gain our 

acquiescence with his heroic idealism as a mano This 

passage is certainly not written from Mahony's point of 

view: it is the narrator's "official view", but many 

sections written in a similar grand style try to expresa 

Mahony's experienceo It is because the author, as it 

1. Ibid., Po 83. 
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wereii validates much of' Mahony's 11 heroic 11 experience, 

by her own narrative performance as well as by the urgency 

of her concern with Mahony the man, that we are forced 

into some sympathy with Mahony. But it is Richardson'~ 

limitation that her prose often fails to validate these 

"epic" values .. 

The "heroic" narrative is not sustained.. The Proem 

to The Way Home is a typically ambitious attempt to 

invoke the conventions of epic within heavily detailed 

passages of narrativeo The questions that need examining 

concern Richardson's handling of multiple point of view 

in this context, and the quality of the prose itself in 

relation to what it is meant to define. Critics have 

difrered in their estimation of the writing here; on 

the one hand it is found to be genuinely evocative, of 

a high order indeed, and on the other to be hackneyed, 

flamboyant and vague~ Certainly it is a popular section.? 

and has folmd its way into anthologiese Richardson 

considered it equal to her finest writing but she did not 

include it amongst the few sections that she admitted ~ere 

written in person, and insisted that it expressed the minds 
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and senses of her colonists. 

It is true~as the author says 9 that the opening 

paragraph is not written in persona Although the narrator 

is not necessarily Richardson herself, there is neverthelesa 

an "official view11 presented here wlh.ich the reader is meant 

to endorsea The narrator does not write in the idiom or 

from the point of view of any one character: he is -;~e.lling 

the story, and the experience he communicates is what we 

a;re supposed to sanctiono It is therefore important that 

the heroic attitude that Richardson adopts is made legi -t.ir_::: te 

by the quality of the prose itself 9 because it is against 

this 11 official 11 experience that we measure the experience 

of Mahony9 and of the other passengerse This is the 

narrator's introduction to ·r~e Way Home: 

When, having braved. the bergs and c~clones 
of the desolate South Pacific, and rounded the 
Horn; having lain becalmed in the Doldrums, 
bartered Gros& for Plough, and snatched a 
glimpse of the Western Isles: when the home
ward bound vessel is come level with Fj_nisterr•e 
and begins to skirt the Bay, those aboard her 
get the impression of passing at one stroke into 
home waterso Gone alike are polar blasts and 
perfumed or deaert-dry breeaes; gone opalescent 
dawns, orange-green sunsets, and nights when 
the very moon shines warm the black mass of ocean 
sluggish as pitcho 'These tumbling crested 



marbled e.an.s~ now slnte-gray:. now o:t' a cold 
ultramarine, seem but the offings of those 
that wash his native shores; and they are 
peopled for him by the saltwater ghosts of 
his ancestors, the great navigators, who 
traced this road through the high seas on 
their voyages of adventure and discovery. 
The fair winds that belly the sa:ils, or the 
head winds that thwart the vessel's progress, 
are the romping South-West gales adrip with 
moisture, or the bleak north-easters which scour 
his island home and make it one of the windy 
corners of the worldo Not a breath of balmy 
softness remains.. 'rhere is a tautness., in the 
air, a keener~ saltier tang; the sad coloured 
sky broods low, or is swept by scud that flies 
before the wind; trailing mists blot out the 
horizono And these and other indelible 
memories beginning to pull at his heart-strings, 
it is over with his long patiences After 
tranquilly enduring the passage of some 
fifteen thousand watery miles, he now falls 
to chafing, and to telling of the da~s that 
still divide him from port and homeo 

It is easy to see the limitation of Richardson's performance: 

one has only to compare it with Tolstoy's "Homeric 11 

writing in which the pictorial quality is animated, is 

injected with movement and a finer sensuousnesso Richardson's 

prose is more static; the term "backdrop" comes naturally 

to mindQ Her prose has a faintly stilted, heavily styli~ed 

pictorial quality, that of an ornate Victorian romantic 

painting& It is too elaborate; images are too often 

merely repeated to li~tle effect; and there are the s~me 



cliches (like "a breath of balmy softness") and some over

writing (tithe great navigators who traced this road through 

thG high seas") and the mixed metaphor "other indelible 

memories beginning to pull at his heart-strings." 

The "official 1
' narrative here makes us faintly 

uneasy: 

demur. 

if we assent to its "loftiness" it is not without 

But it is certain, however, that certain archetypes 

are presented here: the associations of sea, moon, and 

the wanderer returning home are familiar, and one does 

respond to their archetypal associations. ·rhe quality of 

Richardson's language in these passages was overestimated 

by Professor Robertson, but I think the experience it 

communicates is not false; the archetypes re_g_ister? and 

the romantic? even Coleridgean associations of the 

"opalescent dawns, and orange-green sunsets'', 11 tumbling 

crested marbled seas? now slate-grey 9 now of a cold 

ultramarine" accumulate to overcome the falsity of cliche 

and pseudo-ornamentation. The writing is flawed, but not 

false; it is not without evocative power. 

'.l.'he narrator's nofficial view 11 in the opening parag::.raph 



paragraph is contrasted aga~nst Mahony's personal view. 

We are predisposed to sympathise with Mahony's idealism 

if we have alread~ sanctioned the official view. The 

narrator has played upon those of the reader's emotions 

that are at the moment rampant in Mahony. The quality 

of the prose dealing with Mahony's feelings helps us to 

distinguish his experience from that sanctioned by the 

official viewo It is clear that Mahony's emotions are 

rampant, and this is demonstrated in the diction and · 

rhythms of the prose rhetoric, as well as in his exaggerated 

sentiments. To maintain a sense of form, it is necessary 

to quote Mahony's self-communion at length: 

.And musing thus 1 Mahony believed he knew 
why, for all its smallness, on this little 
speck of an island rising green and crumbly 
from the waves 9 there should hs.ve bred a 
mighty raceo It was not in spite of its size, 
but because of itm Just because the span of 
the land was so narrow, those whose blood ran 
high could shove off on the unruly element 
from their very doorsteps, and whether these 
looked north or south, faced sunrise or sunset: 
the deep-sea fishers, the great traffickers, 
the navigators and explorers, the fighting 
man of the deep. .And with them, so it pleased 
him to think, no matter for what point they 
headed, they bore the tidings of the mother
coun try, and of her struggles towards a 
finer liberty, a nicer justice, that should 
make of her sons true freemen: for her a 
difficult task because she lay isolate, shut off 
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by barriers of foam, a prey to hoary traditions, 
and with no land frontier across which seditious 
influences might slip; and yet for her most 
need:f'ul, seeing that the hearts of the people 
were rcstlcsa, indomitable - had in them oomething 
of the unruliness of her seaso And just as 
these rovers carried out news of England, so 
homing again, either for a breathing-space in the 
great journey, or, old and feeble, to lay their 
bones in English earth, they brought back their 
qwota of things seen, heard, felt on their Odyssey; 
a fruity crop of experience; so that even the 
chimney dwellers in England came by a certain 
bigness of vision: through eyes of son or 
brother they explored outlandish parts, were 
present at exotic happeningso And now, his 
thoughts turning inward, he asked himself whether 
even he, Richard Mahony, in his small way, was not 
carrying on the great traditiono Having faced 
forth in his youth, endured in exile, then heard 
and obeyed the home-call, did not he, too, return 
the richer for a goodly store of spiritual 
experience - his treasure-trove of life - wisdom 
which might .sa~e to guide others on their road, 
or go before tliem as a warning? And the idea 
grew, under his pondering. He saw his race as 
the guardian of a vast reserve fund of spiritual 
force, to which all alike contributed - as each 
was free at will or at ne~d to draw on it - a 
hoard, not of the things themselves, but of their 
ghostly sublimates: the quintessence of all 
achievement, all endeavour; of failure, suffering, 
joy and pain~ 11 

Mahony's interior cogitations are often characterized 

by such rhetoricQ Richardson does not really simulate 

the process of thinking; she uses the dramatic method to 

express the quality of his thought. (The worst fault of 

1. Ibid., p. 351:. 
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this passage is its aw.kward syntax). But it is clear 

that in this instance Mahony's sentiments are more extreme 

than the narrative voice of the earlier paragraph9 though 

the relationship between them is close: ailld the prose 

itself enacts this extremism. His rhetoric is not without 

vitality, and he invokes the heroic imagery that the 

narrator herself sanctions in her 11 of:fi'.icial 11 narrative 

voice; but there is a thinness to the prose itself, 

and a looseness and lilt ~o its rhythms, which properly 

characterize::J the nervous romantic. Mahony seems slightly 

ridiculous, but not too ridiculousa It is probable 

that Richardson was influenced by some of her father's 

own rhetoric, of the kind I have quoted in a previous 

section, when she attempted to represent Mahony's lofty 

thoughts. 

But there is a difficultyo I do not think the 

charge of imitative fallacy operates here: the narrative 

of Mahony's experience is not tedious and the prose is 

dramatically appropriate (it is right, for example 9 that 

the sentences should tllillble quickly on top of one another 

as they do). I think the difficulty, the cause of a 
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measure of obscurity9 is that although the 11 official 11 

narrative that introduces the section is observably 

distinct from Mahony's experience, it is not quite 

distinc,t enougho We feel uneasy here because we are not 

sufficiently confident in the "official" narratora I do 

not think the narrator's Proem to The Way Home is false; 

but it is not written in a manner that is sufficiently 

mature and expressive for us to feel that we can confidently 

endorse its 11 epic"· values and confidently separate 

Mahony's experience from it. The fact that I have introduced 

these separate categories is evidence that the work is 

not flawed to the extent that no distinction is possible 

between the narrator's prose and the prose defining 

Mahony's experience. But this is the kind of "obscurity" 

that is discernible in this novelo 

To indicate the real damage to the novel of 

Richardson's language? and also the kinds of effects she 

manages to produce 9 it will be profitable to look more 

closely at several contexts in Australia Felix. 

Mahony' s proposal of marriage has just been acc,eptc\JL 
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by Polly Turnham: 

11 Thank God! 11 said Mahonyo "Thank God 
:for that!" He let his arms :fall to his sides; 
he :found he had been holding them sti:ff'ly out 
:from him. He sat down" "And now take away 
your hands, Polly, and let me see your f'aceo 
Don't be ashamed of' showing me what you :feelo 
This is a sacred moment for uso We are 
promising to take each other, you knowj :for 
richer :for poorer9 :for better :for worse - as 
the good old words bave ito And I must warn 
you my dear, you are not marrying a rich man. 
I live in a poor, rough place, and have only 
a poor home to of'f'er youo Ohj I have had 
many scruples about asking you to leave your 
:friends to come and share it with me, Polly 
my love! 11 

"I'm not af'raido I am strong. I can 
work. 11 

"And I shall take every care of youo 
Please God, you wlll never regret your choice. 111 

This dialogue is as 1bmthatic as; Victor Daley's 11 sister of' 

the suds"., ("Wheno .. aPolly at length appeared, she had 

removed all traces of the tub" appears a few sentences 

previously) a And yet Richardson has been acclaimed 

widely :for her lack of' sentimentality~ 2 If such writing 

were deliberate parody, a burlesque of' mid-Victorian 

postures and customs, it could be genuinely comic. Since 

1. Ibida, PPo 63 - 640 
2 .. Oiie""critic states: 11 she succ,eeds in avoiding 

sentimentalism by her dry objectivity, but in doing 
so she sacrif'ices the deeper emotions of' love, sympathy 
and compassion11

• (Moore, The Misf'ortunes of Henry 
Handel Richard:son)1 • The truth is that an objective 
treatment can, precisely because of' its grimness and 
detachment, engender sympathy and compassion; that 
is surely one of' the achievements of' Ultima Thulea 
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Richardson has already aimed a few ironic shafts in 

Mahony's direction9 and is later humorously ironic towards 

mid-Victorian manners 9 we half suspect that we are 

intended to respond to the comic absurdity of the "quaint 

standards and oddities of speech" that Richardson spoke of 

in "Some Notes on My Books 11
• But the fact is that in the 

context under discussion she has already sentimentalized 

Folly's feelings and she again sentimentalizes Mahony 1 s 

Pesponses in the follovring paragrapho Mahony is here 

plainly ludicrous 9 and since there is no other directing 

clue the only re~ponse possiblilie is to the unrelievc~ ba7bor 

of the writingo 

The comic irony of The Getting of Wisdom was subtly 

modulated; it was tempered by compassion and delight. 

It is evident that Richardson's intention is similar in 

some contexts in this novel~ she wants to temper her 

ironic treatment of Mahony and Polly9 especially of Polly9 

by changes of tone 1 but lacks the artistry. Australia 

Felix and The Way Home are consistently flawed by 

confusions that amount to ambiguity1 - by the author's 

uncertainty as to whether an ironic point can conscientio1isly 
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be scored - and Richardson's humorous ironies repeatedly 

verge on or dissolve into, outright sentimentality. 

But to state this is not to deny the marked presence 

of an ironic humour in the first two books, even though 

the irony is flawed by confusion and ambiguity. For much 

of the time Richardson is openly ironic, and she writes 

more confidently in this veino The presence of irony in 

Richardson's writing, at an immediate verbal level, 

alleviates much of the "flatness" of her writing; and 

the importance of this ironic intelligence in Richardson's, 

style, in what is termed the 11 texture 11 of the prose (as 

opposed to structural irony and irony of situation) bas 

not been duly recogniz.ed.. It is possible that cri ties 

who fail to recognize the extent of sentimentalism in 

the novel find that cumulatively speaking the ironic 

intelligence is dominant.. A measure of irony gives edge 

to the nar~ative in almost all the domestic scenes 9 and 

in the descriptions of social manners and morality. 

The comic elementP for example, is reasonably 

controlled in the episode in which Mahony hears of Purdy'a 
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improper attention to Maryo The situation as a whole ia 

treated analytically; the feelings of Mary and of Mahony 

are examined, aan.d the whole experience marks the end of 

Richard's intimate friendship with Purdy9 and leads to 

his first serious quarrel with Maryo But the melodramatic 

quality of the scene is humorously stres~ed; and Mahony 

is ridiculed for his ludicrous behaviour~ 

Richard was stamping about the room9 aimle_ssly 
moving things from their placeso "God 
Almighty! he shall answer to me for this. 
I'll go back and take a horsewhip with me. 11 

"F·or my sake, don't have a scene with 
him. It would only make matters worse," 
she pleadedo 

But Richard strode up and down9 treading 
needlessly on the flouncings of her dresso 
uWhat? - and let him believe such behaviour 
can go unpunished? That whenever it pleases 
him, he can insult my wife - insult~ wife? 
Make her the talk of the place? Brand her before 
the whole town as a light woman?" 

"Oh9 not the whole town 9 Richard. I 
shall have to explain to Ameliao~oand Tilly.a. 
and Agnes - that's all, 11 sobbed Mary in 
parenthesis. 

"Yes 9 and I ask if it's a dignified 
or decent thing for you to have to do? - to go 
running round assuring your friends of your 
virtue! 11 cried Richard furiouslyo "Let me 
tell you this, my dear: at whatever door you 
knock, you'll be met by disbelief a Fate 
played you a shabby trick when it allow.ed just 
that low cad to put his head in. 1 

1. The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, pp. 284 - 285. 



No doubt this is partly "realistic"; but by stressing 

Mahony's exaggerated posture Richardson allows Mahony to 

parody himself~ The comic element is ~mmistakeable. 

(The phrases "treading nee:dles-sly on the flouncings of her 

dress"~ Mary's 11 0h, not the whole town.a.", and "sobbed ini. 

parenthesis" help to control our response&) The point 

implicit in the comedy is that Richard and Mary are 

behaving like stock characters in a Victorian melodrama~ 

and are to be judged as such& Mahony's comic absurdity 

is drawn in heavy1 deliberate strokes: 

He stalked grimly into the surgery1 
ahd taking pen to paper scrawled without 
even sitting down to it~ You damned 
scoundrel! If ever you show your face 
here again 2 I'll t~rash you to within an 
inch of your life. 

Our response is simply that all this rant and posturing 

would be ludicrous, if it did not also point up Mahony's 

pompous self-concern and hypocritical egotismq The episode, 

is not comic but it contains the right admixture of realism 

and comic irony. 

The characterization of Mary, however 9 suffers 

especially from a narrative ambiguity, from the author's 



inability to find the right blend of irony and realism. 

Mary1 for all her practical abilities and warmer feelings, 

:i.R shown to lcick spiri tua1 awareness and t.o harbour some 

bourgeois pretensionso She is placed against a background.. 

of sponge-ca.kes, pots and pans and numerous domestic 

bric-a-brac, as if the symbols and details of middle-class 

domesticity were themselves its most effective critic (which 

they are not)o The fact that Mary 1s kitchen is not 

interesting, sometimes even absurd, does not appear to 

worry Richardson, even though any intended criticism of 

Mary's .Amelia Sedley-like characteristics is made ineffective 

by the author's nonchalancee Although the details of 

background and of domestic activity accumulate to define 

Mary, it is the process of accumulation that is uninteresting, 

and often ambiguous. This elaborate domestic background 

is dramatized as Maryis real 'home', just as hills, star$ 

and the sea are symbolic of Richard's drearnse But what 

is one to make of it all? 

11.And soon Mahony could with truth declare that no-one 

raised a better loaf or had a lighter hand at pastry tham. 

his wife111 • The comment is unattached: it is written 
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from MahonyYs point of view9 but (and this is common in 

Richardson's writing) there is no clue in context that 

thA commP.nt is to be ironically directed against him or 

against Mary, even though the author has already levelled 

a few ironic shafts against them both9 and the absurdity 

and tone of the p~ose suggest that an ironic application 

ought to be possibleo The "truth", Richardson would have 

us believe, is many-sided; but the trouble is that in 

these instances not even the ambivalence of truth is 

held out as an object for our attentiono Uncontrolled 

ambiguity prevails. This is not genuine characterization~ 

since it would be impossible to say precisely what the 

phrase tells us about the characters of either Richard or 

Polly; (except that Polly makes good cakes, which we 

already know). 

But it would be inaccurate to argue that Richardson 

can not "maintain any serious interest at all in PollYooo 

whom she finds a most improbable person9 to be petted 

and patronised rather than dramatically presented" o 
11 It 

is precisely the objectivity of HoH~Ro's method and the 

fact that an ironic interpretation is sometimes enforce&, 
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that precludes such a judgement; for although Polly 

is petted and patronised by Mahony, the reader is sometimes 

likely to indulge a less, charitable response to her 

cloying, Amelia-like sentimentalitya Although the dram~tic 

method is poorly, sometimes bathetically handled, there 

can be no doubt that Polly (and later Mary),, with her 

strengths and limitations, is realised.!,, cumulatively in 

accordance with the author's conception. The quality of 

Folly's sensibility is examined and implicitly_ judged by 

the prose itself, which stands as the dramatic projection 

of her charactero Certainly the proceS$ of her thought 

is not closely suggested, and the prose is in that respect 

not truly expressive. But the worst that can be said of 

Richardson's handling of the dramatic method is that it 

is the product of a writer who, because of the limitation 

of her artistic powers, often writes, in her own 'officiatl 1 

J 

narrative, in flat, cliche ridden prose, and who also uses 

similar (but more banal) clich~s and melodramatic 

ex.presaions objectively and ironically, as a device to 

project dramatically the sensibility of the character 

being analysed. Thus the author is likely to parody 

herself unwittingly, on those occasions when her real 
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intentions are to present her characters objectively, or 

perhaps to imply critic ism o:f themo 'rha t is an ine:x.cusaJ\Jie 

cleficiency in any writer; but one can certainly not 

in:fer from it that Richardson "cannot maintain any serious, 

interest in Polly11
o 

Polly, :for all her goodness of heart and practical 

acumen, is seen by Richardson as a sentimental, limited 

person, of whom it has to be conceded that her judgement 

is good, her skills useful, her devotion unerring. The 

quality of the prose enforces this interpretationo It is 

signi:ficant that in tlie'interview with_fuian 1Panton and 

Norman Lindsay, Richardson was primarily interested in 

:finding out whether Mahcny or Mary aroused their deeper 

sympathies. Nettie Palmer censures Richardson for the 

1tun:fairness11 o:f her representation of speech which implies 

that Mary and Richard are to be considered superior to 

other Australiam.s; it might also be argued that Mary ia 

too often allowed, as it were, to think sentimentallya 

Even though her thought might be alert and in essence 

sensitive and generous, it is generally dramatized to 

appear 11 in:ferior1
\ since a sentimenta:l idiom is chosen 
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to represent thought and feelinga .And although RichardS:On 

obviously wants Polly to be considered banal, the methods 

employeQ to achieve this response are not always those 

of true realism: banality is allowed to dominate the 

proces~ of her thoughto The lasting impression one has 

of Polly, in Richardson's. treatment, is of the 11 little 

woman" who likes mending 11 the little shirt", 1 or fussing 

over "little Johnny112 or weeping over "poor poor little 

Agnes! That such a misfortune should befall her",, 3 Her 

virtuea are treated as secondary because the prose itself 

more often brings her deficiencie$ to the foreo Though 

Mary becomes a stronger9 more courageous person, it is not 

until Ultima Thule that "Pol]J_y11 is transformedo 

Richardson's attitude is often vague: she can be 

stingingly ironic 1 but the effect of her irony is often 

partly dissipated by her lack of economy, and by her 

inability to modulate the tone of her prose: 

•ooShe ran forward to prop poor Sarah on 
her free side, to guide her feet to the door; 
and it is doubtful whether little Polly had 
ever spent a more satisfying hour than that 
which f ollowedo 

1 o The Fortunes of Richar<'LMahony1 Po 11111., 
2"' Ibido1 P• 166; Po 199,. 
3o Ibido1 Po 183. 
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Her husband, watching her in silent 
ama~e 1 believed she thoroughly enjoyed the 
fusa and commotiona 

There wn8 Sarah, too sick to see anything 
but the bed, to undress, to make fomentations 
for, to coax to mouthfuls of tea. and toasto 
There was Jerry to feed and send off, with 
the warmest of hugs, to share Tom Ocock's 
pa:J.liasseo There were the childrenoo•well 1 

Folly's first plan had been to put them straight 
to bec1. But when she came to peel off their 
little trousers she changec1.her mind0 1 

These jerky fluctuations and uncertainties in the 

tone of a paragraph reflect an unevenness and inadequacy 

in the prose style itself. But it would be a mistake to 

overlook the presence of comic irony within Richardson's 

flawed and wordy narrativeo Irony at a more immediate 

level, as a component of 11 style 11 , is rarely noticed in 

this novel, even though its presence affords relief from 

the heavy documentation of the first two books and. adds 

pressure and sting to the narrative. It would be a mistake 

also to underestimate the importance of such verbal irony 

in Richardson's actual characterization, most notably in 

her projections of Mary and of the more interesting minor 

characters (like Zara Turnham and Tilly Beamish)o Verbal 

irony contributes also to the interest of Richardson'a 
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social portraiture, and introduces an element of comedy 

of manners. Although it would be foolish to argue that 

Richardson exhibits any trace of n Jane Austen-like 

subtlety and finesse in this respect it is undeniable that 

V~ctoria~ manners are often comically and entertainingly 

depicted by hero 

Our sense of satisfaction is most marked when her 

ironic comments or implied comments are short, precise and 

certain in applicationo When for example a very busy 

and ladylike Mary is quite flustered by Mrsm Ned's (sensible) 

advice that she should be careful of Purdy 9 s increasing 

attentions, Richardson writes, in one paragraph, 

But Mary left the house in a sad flurry; and 
even forgot for a street length to open her 
parasol.i 

In an otherwise flat section one apprecia.tos the qui8t 

pungency of the commentc After a detailed description 

of the long-aw,aited new house and practice at Ballarat, 

which "stood not far from the Great S.wamp11
, Richardson 

comically, though with a straight face, summarizes the 

aspirations of her characters with the epigram "Mahony 

dreamed of a garden, Polly of keeping hens11
o
2 And when 
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to Mahony's relief, Zara leaves for England "amid a babel 

of farewells 9 of requests for remembrance (and) ~ fluttering 

of pocket-han.dlrnrchiefs, the like of wl1ich Polly had 

never known", Mary's response is for once concisely stated: 

Pol~y cried at the parting, which might be 
final; then blew her nose and dried her 1' 
eye a; for she had a busy day before her. · 

Polly again has to dry her eyes when they are "moist wit.h 

the noble sentiments of The True Briton11 ,(but on other 

occ:asions the habit is less entertainingly depic~eili)o One 

feels, in the instances under discusaion9 that Richardson 

begins to exhibit an ironist's proper poise. She retain& 

in context the right tolerance; she amuses by her non-

commital ambivalencea Most noticeably, she is able ~o 

epitomize character wittily and with Gconomyc 

A comic element runs through the episodes treating 

colonial social lifeo In Australia Felix, each of these 

scenes, (John's electionee.ring campaign, Zara' s visi ts 9 

Mary's party, to list three) alternates with a more sombre 

presentation of Mahony alone 9 and each episode 11 in society" 

$Cintillates in some measure with its life and noiseo ~he 

narrative style 9 though still uneven and sometimes gross~ 

1~ JI.bid., Po 201. 



exhibits more consistently a true feeling for a tmosphere 9. 

since it manages to blend panoramic detail, htirnour, 

verbal irony~ with a feeling for social activity~ The 

electioneering scenes for instance are in some respects 

reminiscent of D~ckens~ There is a flair and energy 

in the narrative: 

Bands of music, one shriller and more 
discordant than the next, marched up 
and down the main street - from the fifes 
and drums of the Fire Brigade to the 
kerosene tins and penny whistles of mere 
determined noise makers. Struggling 
proc.ess-ions, with banners that bore the 
distorted features of one or other of the 
candidates, made driving difficult; and 
to add to the confusion, the school 
children were let loose, to overrun the 
place and fly adverttsement balloons 
around every corner& 

This is the scene in which JoJ:m. Turnham wears his public 

self like a Sunday suit9 and is shown, complete with his 

carnival advertisements and politician's blurb, "'galloping 

from booth to booth to verify progress and put the \ 
\ 

thumbscreWJ on wobblers11 
9 or striking a q_uasi-Napoleonic'-

attitude "to reveal how entirely alive he was to the 

gravity of the moment 11
.,
2 
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The unevenness of Richardson's style should not 

lead us into neglect of the comic insight and entertainment 

··~ provideso In several of the "'social" scenes the narrative 

is lightly mock·-heroic, a kind of inversion of the 

Homeric dignity of the Bakery Hill meeting: 

.And now knock succeeded knock with the 
briefest of intervals, the noise carrying 
far into the quiet streeto Mysteriously 
buncbc~-up figures, their heads veiled in 
the fleeciest of clouds, were piloted 
along the :passage; and: "I ,ho12e:, we are not 
the first!" was murmured by each new-comer in 
turno The gentlemen we~t to change their 
boots on the back verandah; the ladies to 
lay off their wraps in Mary's bedroom. And 
soon this room was filled to overflowing 
with the large soft abundance of crinoline; 
hoops swayi!!Dg from side to side ffiS the guests 
gave :place to one another before looking-
glas$, where bands of hair were smoothed snd 
the catches of bracelets snapped. Music 
cases lay strewn over the counterpane; the 
husbands who lined u:p in the passage, to wait 
for their wives, also bearing rolls of music0 
Mary .. o.WD.S caught, as she passed Mrso Henry 
Ocock~ a modishly late arrival, by that ladyr s 
:plump white hand, and a whispered request to 
be allowed to retain her mantleo 11 Henry wias 
really against my coming deQIT'est. So anxious~,~ 
so absurdly anxious! 11 1 

Cro'.'Ed.cd settings, soeial manners, scenes of chaotic 

actj_yi ty~, are Richardson's fqrt~, and it is difficult 

see:: why this prominent social a,_s:pect of the first two 

to 

rooks has not been given more attention and credito Has. 



it been noticed, for example, just how in The Way Home 

John Turnham comes to marry Miss, 'li':iIIllil.Si-KelJLy? ii 

So far as style is concerned, it has been the purpose 

of this chapter to moderate some recent, influentia1l 

a1ssessments of Richardson's use of language.,_ I have not 

tried to defend her style, but to point to some of its 

mitigating aspects 1 and to define more precisely the 

nature and extent of real damage within certain contextso 

It is remarkable that the author of the dictum "Le Style, 

c' e;s,t l 1homme 11 was the literary teacher and progenitor 

of Richardson the novelist. Flaubert was certainly a 

"stylist"; to appreciate the limitations of R'ichardson 1 s, 

style1 it would be more profitable to compare her prose 

w.ith that of one of the realists (Flaubert himself, or 

Tolstoy, or Dreiser), than to compare it (as has been done) 

vwi th pa.ssages from D-e H .. La!"Wlrence, or Henry Law.son., There 

is simply no measure of common ground on which to base 

a comparison with writers like LawTenceo There come& a 

point in the assessment of a novelist who uses Flaub~rt's.i 

methods (however badly) when it is pertinent to ask simply 

"are the details and facts right and appropriate?" 

1o Left out late in the rain with that Lady, John is 
oblige&, not by his design, to rush to her father 
and declare that his hitherto non-existent intentions 
are honourable. Tha~t, at least is the gist of Mahonyt s 
not inc,redible explanationo (po 475}0 
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Richardson's prose will not stand the comparison with 

Flaubert' s; but such a comparison is certainly less, 

damaging to hera Much of Australia Felix is, wiritten in 

m prose, commonly described as "workmanlikeu or 11 competent", 

which relies for its effect almost entirely upon the 

precision, force and representativeness of the actual 

details choseno It is said, rightly enough, that there 

is a cumulative impetus in writing of this kinda But even 

this vague concess..ion does not acknowledge the q_uali ty 

of her more forceful but simply factual writing, and the 

value of straight-forward narrative~ This (typical) 

passage is neither truly 11 guide-book11 nor 11 photogratphic 11 

in effect: 

It was just the ordinary colonial 
backyard, fenced round with rude palings 
which did not match, and were mended here 
and there with bits of hoop-iron; its 
ground space littered with a medley of 
articles for which there was no room elsewhere: 
boards left lying by the builders, empty 
kerosene-tins, a couple of tubs,, a ragged_ 
ec'1!1'.Jla-choor~ aame !ch.1..~ ac:BJffia®., WaSJ::i.4-1.:irDe:SJ!.? on 
which at the moment a row of stocking£ hung,, 
stretchefill. permanently from corner to corner~ 
and the whole was dominated

1
by the ~ig 

round galvanised-iron tank. 

There is nothing 11 cumulative 11 about the effect: the 

impression is of just this place, as described hereo 

1. The FortLmeo of Richard Mahony, p. 1950 



And it is not just a. "photographic" picture: the list 

is selective and is in itself precise and a,tmospheric, 

though not im_p.cesaionistioo Bec:ai:ua-e om"' I'ecent cri tica 

have underrated the potential of naturalism as a literary 

me.thod1 they speak only of the "authenticity" and the 

"actuality" of Richardson's Ball.ara.t.:i rarely of her, true 

~eeling, for place 9 of that legitimate sense of atmosph~e 

that is. more than Ilie.re guide-book a.cc:uracy1 which is 

undoubtedly communicated in Australia. Felix.. Recent 

critic.ism, it see.ms, takes no adequate consideration o:fi" 

the degree of c,onnota ti ve suggestiveness, that is poss)ible 

in a prose that tends towards the strictest realismo 

The description of Mahony' s, garden c:onta:ins the 

right, representative detail; Richardson'$ lack of 

selective discrimination is exhibited in those many 

passage~ already discussed in which the proliferation of 

detail robs the prose of any adequate suggestiveness. 

She lack$ discrimination also when the detail she selects 

is uninformative or irrelevant in relation to the novel's. 

scheme. It is enough to inform us, for example, that 

large companies were established in Ballarat: the dull 
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technical language used to describe mining operations. 

and rock formations is better left to the metallurgist 

G.Ild geologist. But those (unfairly labelled) 11 competent11 

pasmages., in which the details selected~ satisfyingly 

relevant and definitive, are quite characteristic of 

Richardson's proseo 

A discussion of style is not complete without the 

admission that Richardson is obviously unable to sustain 

her prose and to master consistently the mechanics of 

language. Leonie Kramer has shown that her syntax.. is 

often awkward9 her grammar and punctuation sometimes 

incorrect, and her mannerisms ("jot or titt1e11. ad nauseam) 

are obtrusive. Two priz.e examples might be addled to 

Professor Kramer's list of absurd mixed metaphors: 

And in this respect his credentials were of the 
first water. What was more it leaked out in 
something he said •••• 1, 

Striking while the iron was hot, she2of~ered her services to mend the altarcloth. 

There is at times an embarrassing familiarity about 

Richardson's style, despite the objectivity of her approach. 

ClichJ: mannerism, and awkward syntax contribute to this 
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sense; and it is aggravated by Richardsonisms, like 

She sewed more thoughts than most women~ 
sitting thus, she would say to herself 

and 

with a half smile and an incredulous shake 
of the head: 11 So silly11 

0 1 

2 She was not going to risk ••• that 9 thank you! 

Written en masse, such phrasing seems to reflect uncomfortably 

the author's private turn of mind and habit of expressiono 

Recent criticism of Richardson's prose style has 

e,f:fi"ected the dislodgement of the Mahony trilogy from the 

po!liltion of almost Glassic eminence that its earliest 

reviewers felt it should occ,upy. The high prad.se of the 

first reviewers of Ultima Thule and the completed trilogy 

was the response of a first reading. The Fortunes of 

Richard Mahony is one of those rare high ranking achievements 

which does not happily lend itself to a second or third 

reading. 3 The reason Mahony does not mature on re-reading 

is that its language seems more obviously immatureo 

Though clichd used unironi~ally is never justifiable, 

it is lesa damaging at a first reading; when its meaning 

1. ~07 Po 295. 
~- .ll2l:Q., p. 438. 
3. It is in this respect the reverse to its overrated 

predecessor Such is Life. 
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has already registered, it seems more obviously hackneyed 

and its awkwardness atares one in the face~ However, 

the prose style of this novel is its only significant 

defecto Although the trilogy is seriously damaged, it 

is difficult to see how it can be thought of as a grand~ose 

failureo 
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4., t'.Jl tima ThulLe 

Ultima Thule warrants its reputation as Richardson's 

finest achievement4 The change in the quality and tone 

of the prose is not immediately felt 9 but there is little 

doubt after the first ten chapters that Richardson's 

narrative impulse is quickened by the subject of Mahony's 

decline 9 and that she is able both to communicate 

the strangeness and terrors of Mahony's private world 

and to organize the complexities and moral issues inherent 

in his story into a planned and balanced tragedyo The 

analysis of Mahony's decline has been found sufficiently 

complex. to suggest 9 to many critics, that Richardson i~ 

primarily a nat-liralistic writer and that this volume is 

the case-study of pathological decline. But Ultima Thule 

repeats and develops the themes 9 images 9 contrasts and 

motifs of the two previous books 9 working into a finished 

tragic scheme the multitude of issues and complexities 

already raised and exploredo It is the purpose of this 

chapter to examine the language and structure of the story 



of Mahony 7 s decline as organic components of a tragedyo 

We are introduced in Chapter Eight to a heavily 

charged9 at times almost surrealistic 9 prose which 

continues with some lapses to the novel's endo The 

unevenness and verbiage that does occur is found predominantly 

though not solely in sections in which the focus shifts 

to Mary, Emmy or the children; when Mahony is the 

subject~ as he most fre~uently is 1 Richardson's impulse 

is more evenly controlled1 within the weirdly evocative 

penetrative narration of meaningf~l incident. By Chapter 

Eight Mahony's collapse is imminent~ The recurring 

details of the setting are now made to serve the double 

function of externaliz.ing Mahony's mental state, and of 

creating a general tone of strangeness which spreads to 

envelop even the episodes concerning Cuffy and Maryo 

The haunting ~uality is made noticeably ominous 1 and 

begins to intensify. 

The evocative use of sound and imagery of sound 

(what T.S. Eliot calls the appeal to the auditory imagina~ion) 

is, characteristic of Ultima Thule; appropriately so, 
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because in exploring Mahony's senses and mind Richar~son 

wants to close off the normal visible world~ and to 

exG:!JIIline the "blim.cknesia.11 of his rnlncl itself~ In Ghapter 
\ 

Eight1 for example 1
11 the screech of' the millwhistle 11

, 

"Birdlike sounds 11
, 

11 Cui'fy's shrill sweet trebles 11
, 

....... , 

Mary's 11 magisterial tones!', 11 small f'eet scampering" andi. 

Maria 11 thuddiing up and down clattering her brooms0 are 

recorded in f'a:irly quick succession and take their 

part in the rhythm and pattern of' Mahony'~ experienceG 

Such sounds and imagery are an odd collection, and they 

hegin to strike on the reader, as it were~ with a 

str~nge sensuousness and with increasing intensityo 

Details now become images: the object they den·ote 

is only as important as the condition of' mind they signify; 

and they are predominantly images of' the grotesqueQ '1'here 

is little in these chapters which has not the verifying 

s;tamp of objec.tive fact 1 and there are numerically 

about ai.s many details as are recorded in sny pr_evious, 

s.ectiono But it is by n.llow:ing the objectively actual 

to work poetically, as symbols of a condition, that 

Richardson's prose draws more fully on the resources.. of' 

fiction: 



Breakfast with musky butter, the pat 
collapsing on it's way from the cellar; with 
stic~y flies crawling over everything9 a 
soiled cloth1 the children 1 s

1
jabber, Miss 

Prestwick's mincing aira•o•v 

"Mincing" is right here: the details are what Mahony 

sees, but they provide nlso a premonition of decay. The 

sounds that are listed are the beginnings of vibration~ 

of madness~ "footsteps .•• oheard a>. long way off, crunching 

the gravel by the path of the lEDgoon" and "Ouffy's Vioice 

proclaiming loudly an~ unnatu:rally: Je suis urn petty 

garcong, de bun figoor 11 continue the pulsationo The 

childish phoenetics manage in this instance not to cloy, 

and to objectify the strangeness. of Ma·hony' s world. 

Imagery of disease is introduced as a natural part of 

Mahony's experience as a doctor 1 but acts now as a comment 

on the human condition9 on Mahony's suf:li'.ering. "A 

wiol'king man with a foreign body in his eye" seems 

grotesque in this contexto 

" \ 
'"-. Several s.trands of imagery - of transmuted detail -

run like a network through the ensuing chapters to define 

the central conflicts in Mahony 1 s mind. Much of the 

imagery hns oc~urred, in definable strands, in previoua 

1. The Fortunes of Richard Mahony~ Po 6450 



books 1 and is now used in the dramatic resolution of 

the novel's theme. Earth imagery (bla;k mud, gravel 1 

slime,' and suggestions of burial) is em:ploye~ :particularly 

in Mahony' s 11 suicide" scene 1 in describing the swampy 

lagoon: and although the immediate state of Mahony"a 

mind is evoked1 the correlation between this and the 

symbols of the Proem to Australia Felix is obvious. The 

suggestion of being "buried alive in a country :practice" 

has occur:t1ed at least half a' dozen times :previous to 

this sectiono The suggestion of digging recurs (especiailly 

the :phrases "Mahony dug into himself" or "digging deeper •• "'") 

with obvious significance. The :picture of Mahony 

trudging alone, on a journey in the heat (aB he visit$ 

his clients and in other instllll..1ces) carries a deeper 

significance than its literal meaning. Images of 

disease and decay accumulate and become more shocking: 

'".the black and decayed teeth of Mrso Beetling, 11 for exam:ple 1 

or "legs (that) are weighed down by invisible weighta•o• 

or which feel as if they are being dragged through Vl.IJater, 

tons of impending wateroooor yet again the legs of 

ele:phantiasiSoo.swollen, ~strous111 o Imagery of diseruie 
\ 

givea way to the groteaque and then to imagery of capture, 
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prison and torture (chains 9 the rack, lock and key, coila, 

iron ban.ds)., which continually links one context with 

another to define Mahonyrs underlying conflict with 

himself~ (When he lashes his horse, which is a symbol 

of hi:-:self 9 "his lean wrists" are "spanned like iron11 ;1. 

the imagery is o.:llusive and its aillusiveness makes clear 

the cyclic pulsation of his experience). Other recurrent 

s.,trands of imagery are those of hunt and pursuit, and 

blackness and light. The ticking of clocks and the 

blast of the millwhistle objectify Mahony' s su.f:fi'.erings 

and the passage of time, but the millwhistle is also 

a'. terrifying symbol of release, both ominous and ka.thairtica 

These are n few of the interlocking strands of 

imagery which in Ultima Thule are used more compellingly 

than in the previous books to explore experience ( ra1ther 

than to state facts)o Though it would be wrong to suggest 
I 

that Richardson extricates herself entirely from cliche, 

it is difficult to sea how, uith such pressure behind the 

prose 9 the novel can be said to 11 drag12 in this sectiono 

The action of the novel is now internal, the narrative 

of mental decline; but in fact the pace accelerateso 
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There is now in each chapter an intensification both of 

Mahony's symptoms and of the atmosphere of strangeness 

and terror; sn<l f1. reading of succ:ess,ive cha-pters indicates 

Richs.rdson' s skill in presenting the gradations in Mahony' 8 

declineo It is a sign of her subtlety and better judgement 

that she is able to place an accurate weight and pressure 

within each episode, so that Mahony's decline is both 

rapid and prolonged. Each chapter is ~unit of decline: 

and the alternations of point of view from Mahony to 

Cuffy and Mary make obvimus, on the return to Mahony, the 

stages of declineo It is the extent of Mahony's decline, 

and the actual pace of the narrative, which harass the 

reader and make the tension almost intolerable: for 

Richardson seems to draw on new stores of talent, finds 

further issues to explore and aspects of suffering to 

demonstrate, just when one feels that a climax is inevitable. 

The sense of 11 inevitability" to which readers attest is 

brought about not so much by Richardson's alleged insight 

that "character is fate", or that Mahony's destiny is 

clinically determined, as by her skill in continually 

depriving the reader of the expected climax to his suffering. 

It is a responsible use of suspense, a process of literary 

frustration. 
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Mahony's nightmare world is set against the young 

world of the sensitive child1 Cuffy. Nettie Palmer suggests 

that Cuffy'o mind io uoed to reliGve what would otherwise 

be an intolerable catalogue of misery, and Vincent Buckley 

finds in the device a means to secure detachment and to 

avoid sentimentalityo Though there is truth in both these 

findings 1 I don't think either critic has perceived the 

real, organic function of Cuffy in Ultima Thule. Since 

Cuffy's world is largely his apprehension of Mahony, most 

of the Cuffy scenes do little to relieve Mahony's story. 

Cuffy views Mahony with the indifference, indeed the 

annoyance, of the ignorant, innocent child; it is the 

author's demonstration of the indifference of unknowing 

people towards Mahony's suffering that is a major source 

of the poignancy of this volume. His response by the 

seaside at Lorne to the news of Mahony's (thoroughly 

dramatiz;ed) illness, for example, is "why had Papa got 

to go and get ill and spoil everything11 and he then muses 

about madnesso 1 Cuffy's attitudes towards his father 

range from respect 1 at times 1 for his gentler sensibility1 

to disgust (because his illness is the cause of the 

interruption of Cuffy's pleasure), to shame (that Mahony 
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is a figure of fun) and annoyance (that the invalid has 

to be taken for walks)o Many of the harrowing symptoms 

of Mahony's decline are viewed by the reader through 

Cufry's uncomprehending mindo Though Cuffy is blameles~, 

and his world is complex and varied, the use of his mind 

affords relief on only a few occasions: more generally 

Cuffy's experience is a vehicle of nightmare or of 

bewilderment .. 

Cuffy is introduced because his child's mind 

perceives the world and its sufferings in a way that has 

much in common withj~ightmare world of the suftering 

Mahony., The point is not merely that Cuffy inherits 

some of his father's sensitivity and talent 7 that his. 

mind is an 11 artist's 11 mind and therefore an especially 

sensitive 11 objective 11 register of impressions of Mahony; 

more importantly, the strange childishness and honesty 

of Cuffy's world, his sensitiye but fragmented and 

undeveloped~ egocentric experience of life, is in many 

important aspects either an omen or an echo of Mahony's 

world of nightmare, impending madness and madness. curry's 

mind presents a means to explore more fully both the 
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nature of madness and the nature of childhood9 and to 

correlate one with the othero Cuffy's bewildered, 

dre;::imJ.ike experience, allied as it is to Mahony's world, 

prese~ts an objectified comment on the meaning of 

suffering, and helps establish externally of Mahony an 

atmosphere of nightmare. 

The introduction of Cuffy is anticipated in the 

earlier volumeso 'rhough Richardson is not anxious to 

suggest that wisdom invariably issues from the mouths of 

babes, she has already introduced, with the young Cuffy 

and previously with John Turnham's son and his pertinent 

~uestions, the theme of the child's confrontation of evil 

and sufferingo Though the scene with young Johnny was 

sentimentalized, the opposing categories of ahildhood 

and experience were contrastec. A similar kind of 

contrast has been established even between Mahony and 

Purdy in Australia Felixo The introduction of Cuffy 

completes this line, at an appropriate period in Mahony'e 

life. At Barambogie Mahony is prematurely aged, an old 

man; but as Ul tima Thule progresses Mary often sees. 

in Mahony's eyes the eyes of a child. When Purdy visits 
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the Mahonys late in the novel Mary notices, contrary 

to her expectations, that Mahony temporarily withdraws 

into the world of his youtho His retreat from responoibility 

into insanity is sho~ to be a retreat towards childishness 

and innocence: and it is part, of the method of showing 

his decline that the 1.'.-::>rld of childishness and innocence 

is itself depi.r.J~·ed through the mind of Cuffy. Moreover, 

as Mahony retreats, Cuffy begins to "grow up", and to 

talrn upon himself (his childish self) some of the exIJeriences 

of aaulthoodo Cuffy's fears and worries~ by the end of the 

novel~ uoncern Mahony's public image (what people think of 

him) and inevitably the g_uestion of money o ("Worse still 

1.~.-ere those nights when he had to lie and think about 

vrha t vvas going to happen to them when all their money was 

a 111 ) .oneo o o • Cuffy sees himself as the provider; he takes. 

upon himself those worries which Mahony puts aside and 

escapes by going mado While Cuffty thinks about Mahony's 

public j_mage 9 his father is lost in the dream of himself 

as 11Richard T'ownshend Mahony F.R.c.s., M.D ... o.
11 etc. And 

Mahony 1 s condition at the end of his decline, when in the 

Gccurj_t,y of an unreal world, he is bad-tempered, helpless, 

2.nd has to be fed and scolded, is analogous to babyhood 

------
1 o _I..9._:i.9:. 9 p. 773. 



(indeed to Cuf'fy's babyhood)o Clearly the introduction 

of Cuf':fy's mind is more than an 11 elaborate device 11 to 

avoid oontimentality: it introduces contrasts and 

ironies that are structurally integrated within the novel is 

scheme 9 and it demonstrates Richardson's insight into 

the cyclic recurrence of experienceo Cuf'fy's experience 

is integral to the novel. 

11 Life 11
, as Nettie Palmer says 9 

11 will go on 11 after 

Mahony's death; but the reader's sympathies are so 

manipulated that it seems at least.§;.§. important as the 

survival of the colony that Cuffy's life will go on9 

since he represents valuable human potential. He is the 

novel's most optimistic concession to stability and hope, 

the Edgar or FortinbraS' of the tragedy, nnd there :bs no 

reason to expect (as is sometimes hinted) that he will 

be simply another Richard Mahony. It is not merely what 

Guf'fy sees and thinks that heightens our apprehension of 

Mahony's state 1 it is the quality of Cuf'iy's experience 

as expressed by the writing itself that takes us inte 

that "unreal" world of i:rmocence which has such a_ close 

affinity with the unreal world of insanityo The quality 
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of Cu.ffy's experience in Barambogie and at Shortlands 

Blu.ff elaborately pre-figures Mahony's fate: their 

worlds coaleace, and are individually ominous and 

haunting. In his thoughts and temperament Cu.ffy is his 

father's ~on; but Richardson links Cuffy's experience 

with Mahony's more overtly by adding a number of striking 

touchese When Cuffy inspects and cogitates over a dead, 

fly-ridden donkey in a well, it is the loss of his hat 

that lands him in trouble with Mary1; the donkey is 

itself a recurrent motif, and is here an image of decay, 

but it is the loss. of the hat which recalls Mahony, whose 

habit of forgetting his hat as he goes into the heat is 

presented often enough to suggest a pattern. Cuffy is seen, 

shortly afterwards, in a weird parody of his father RS 

"the doctor, bowing graciously to imaginary patients", 

·playing with Mahony's bag. This is typical of the 

considerable dramatic allusiveness in the prose of Ultima 

Thule. When Mahony9 to point to another poignant touch, 

loses self control and involuntarily kicks Mary in the leg, 

Cu.ffy1 in a grotesque i.illlitation of his father, therel.:!Pon 

kicks a goat tied to a stake in the backyard: as if to 

underline (rather than to relieve) the horror of Mahony's 
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conditiono It is undeniable that these touches. assist in 

the suggestion of strangeness, by linking the world of 

11 innocence 11 to the world of impending insanity., 

Cuffy's artistic sensibility and his capacity for 

escape are analysed on the ocaasion of the Baron's visit; 

but this well handled episode af~ords little relief from 

Mahony's sufferings, which at this point have not approached 

a nadiro Cuffy is shovvn to be in possession of emotiona 

which his mind can neither understand nor control; we 

respond primarily to the evocation of his world, with its 

outlets for escape in play or daydreaming and its 

responsiveness. to suf~ering and evil~ It is in one aspect 

a world of fantasy; it affords the right insights for a 

study of Mahony's conditiono Most importantly, in terms 

of the novel's construction, it evokes in anticipation 

the world into which Mahony escapes; the dramatic 

effect is of Mahony helplessly bundling his fears and 

anxieties on to Cuffyo After Lallie's death we are not 

spared Cuffy's nightmarish image of his dead sister aa a 

grovvn woman1 : he is made to confront, in his own way, 

those questions about life to which Mahony and Mary 
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provide their private and separate answers. Though it is 

his function that he should not provide a real nnswer, it 

can only he through hj.m tna t we e;l i.mpse the issues 

surrounding Mahony objectively and at the same time in a 

heightened manner through the mind of another 11 artist11
• 

Bewilderment is a keynote in Richardson orchestration 
".:l 

of attitudes towards the problem of suffering; and it is. 

partly through the device of Cuffy that Richardson 

establishes the right mood of bewildermente As a child 

he puts his own strange slant to what he sees; things 

11 don't add up", or if he can provide a connection1 it is 

his ovm 11 unreal 11 cormectiono After the harrowing horse 

lashing episode, he is left holding the biscuit: 

It was a present for the horseu But 
when the moment came to give it, his courage 
faileda Everybody else had forgotten: the 
horse, too: it was in a great hurry to get 
back to its stableo He didn't like to be 
the only one to remember, to make it look as 
if he was still sorryo So 1 having feebly 
fingered the biscuit - the sugary top had 
melted and ~tuck to his pocket - he ate it 
up himself. 

Kindness to animals is Mahony's usual argument, but 

io Ibid~, Po 7170 One feels again the allusiveness of 
Richardson's prose in this volume: "the sugary top 
had melted and stuck to his pocket" provides a moti:f 
connecting the context with Mahony's court-scene 
nightmare and with the Bolliver court scene in 
Australia Felixo 
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"everybody else had forgotten". ':Phis effective final 

touch with Cuffy as Chorus provides a distanced picture 

of disintegration: it presents both a symptom and an 

omen of disintegration. Through Cuffy as observer is 

Richardson able to set up objectively this mood of 

bewilderment. 

Guffy's inability to explain or connect objectifies 

that bewilderment that Richardson obviously feels with 

the order of things that should allow Mahony's suffering~ 

This confusion is the keynote. The prose tries to e:x:plore 

a feeling of disintegration and panic that is thematically 

right. This kind of experience is finely expresaed in 

the section after Mahony's return from his intended. 

suicide attempt. Richardson evokes here a surrealist 

world of odd and unrelated :figments, ranging from "men 

with lanterns 11 to Mary in "red dressing gown with black 

apots on it", and: 

Then he thought he saw a monkey in a 
wood, and was trying to catch it, when 
somebody shouted like anything; and first 
it was Maria on the verandah, and then Aunt 
Zara in the passage, and she called out: "It's 
~ll right, Mary! They've got him.ooHe's 
coming! And then Mamma came running out and 
cried again, and kept on saying: "I must be 
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brave .. a o I must be brave. ii And then one 1 s 
heart almost jumped itself dead1 for there 
was Papa9 and he couldn't w1alk9 and the 
police were holding him up 9 and he had no 
hat on9 and was wet 9 the wa tei-• all I'uru1.ing 
out of him9 and so muddy the mud sticking 
all over his great coat in his face and hair -
just like

1
the picture of Tomfool in the 11 King 

of Lear 11
o 

·rhere can be little doubt that Cuffy' s vision is a 

legitimate vehicle of nightmare and of wonderg and that 

the rhetoric of his feeling provides in the context of 

Mahony 1 s, suf~ering both an atmosphere that heightens our 

perception of Mahony9 and a way of viewing him which though 

childlike is not necessarily invalido And of course 

our perception of Cuf~y's fears and anxieties increases 

(rather than relieves) the tension established by the 

narrative of Mahonyrs sufferingo 

To account for the power of Ultima Thule it is 

necessary to examine Richardson's use of certain other 

dramatic techni~ues. The episodes which treat most 

specifically the theme of Richard as "himself the hunter 

and the hunted11 for example 9 exhibit a technical 

versatility that is surprising after The Way Romeo 

1a Ibido 9 Po 742. There are overtones in this description 
of the Proem to A.ustralia Felix~ See above 9 Po 229Qg,. 
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Although this conflict between the two opposing "solves-11 

is re-enacted at least four times during the Barambogie 

occtions~ the method of its p1"esenta.tiun is in each case 

so striking that one rarely feels it to be 11 the merest 

chewing over of what is already known or could be easily 

deduced" o 
11 The effect of intensifica tion1 of the 

unloading of new stores of energy into the narrative at a. 

time when one feels a climax is inevitable 9 can be 

attributed in some measure to these changes and varia.tions 

of technique. 

\) I In 

' !! conf'lict 

the first specific treatment of the self versus 

the predominant technique is interior cogitation°" 

Though there is an urgency in this writing, and the 

conflict is desc~ibed in familiar imagery of flight and 

pursuit, the prose here really only states Mahony's thoughts: 

Wherein lay the fault 9 the defect 9 that 
had made of him throughout his life a hunted 
man? harried from place to place 9 from 
country to countryo Other men set up a goal 1 

achieved it 1 and remained contento He had 
always been in flight - But from what? Who 
were his pursuers? From what shadows did he 
run? - And in these endlesa nights, when he 
lay and searched his heart as never before, he 
thought he read the answer to the riddle4 
Himself he was the hunter and the hunted: 2the 
rnercilesa in pursuit and the panting preyo 

1o Buckleys- Po 34 (referring to Australia Felix and 
The Way Horne) .. 

2. See The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, pp., 691~·69L~o 
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The paragraph goes on to explain precisely what thi~ 

conflict means: Mahony summarises the "demands of life" 

and his own f'ears and anxieties, wonders whether his, 

urge to escape these demands has caused the ruin of himself 

and his family with him, and concludes that "rather than 

faia,e death and the death fear, in an attempt to flee the 

unfleeable he had thrown every other consideration to 

the winds and ridden tantivy to the unknown .. " Though 

these passages of "interior cogitation" exhibit a certain 

rhythmic pressure, they are merely a prece~ent to several 

later passages of greater virtuosity which deal with the 

same themeo 

·rhe second specific treatment of this theme transla tea 

Mahony's statement into dramatic action: the image 

projected in the narrative of Mahony thrashing his "old, 

spiritless. and stubb.ornu horse is at once harrowingly 

real and "realistic 11
, symptomatic of Mahony's loss- of 

control at the moment, and obviously symbolic (of the 

"self versus self" conflict). The expresaiveness of the 

narrative at the level of realism serves to heighten our .. , 
' 

perception of the general conflict the incident symbilizes: 
\ 
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As always at the thought of his lost 
freedom, madness seized him: dead to e~erything 
but his own need, he rose in his sea.t and 
began to rain down blows on the horse: to 
beat it mercilessly, hitting out wherever the 
lash found its place - on head, neck, ears, 
the fore-legs, the quivering undersideso In 
vain the wretched creature struggled to break 
free, to evade the cut of the thong: it 
backed, tried to rear, dragged itself from 
side to side, ducked its dcfanceleaa hendg. 
the white foam flyingo But for it too, 
strapped down, buckled in, there was no 
chance of1escapeo And the blows fell~o• 
and fello 

'rhe episode has to be read as a whole and in con text if 

its full allusiveness is to be appreciatedo 

The image of the horse being belaboured is certainly 

a projection from Richardson's own experiencee Miss 

Roncoroni records that on one occasion H.HoRo, affecteili 

by the sight of a man lashing his cart-horse in the street, 

interrupted the London traffic to berate him and put a 

stop to his cruelty. (Mahony berates one of his patients 

for belabouring a horse in Australia Felix)o A 

similarly 11 symbolic 11 horse-whipping scene occurs in 

Crime and Punishmento It would be too much to say that 

Richardson borrowed from Dostoyevsky, but it is clear 

that some of his more striking dream-images remained in 
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her mind. Raskoenikov has a dream in which the old 

woman he has murdered is symbolizeQ by the figure of an 

ageing, decrepit mare which is beaten to death by a band 

of young men for their personal pleasure. Dostoyevsky 

writes: 

The mare was all skin and bones, and 
there she was supposed to drag such a heavy 
load at a gallop! 'l1wo young lads in the 
cart at once took a whip each and got ready 
to help..... There wo.s a shout, "Gee-up11 

and the poor mare started pulling away with 
all her might, but far from galloping, could 
scarcely manage to move the cart one step at 
a time, working away helplessly with her legs, 
snorting and cowering under the blow$ of the 
t.hr>ee whtDs whj.c:h were be.labouring her 
mercilesffily. The laughter in the cart and 
in the crowd was redoubled, but Milholba 
was beginning to lose his temper, and, in 
his fury, he showered blow after blow on 
the helpless mare, as though11he really 
thought she could gallop •••• 

The torture continues; a child appeals to the drunken 

torturers; the horse is lashed across the muz~le, the 

eyes and the back until "unable to stand the rain of blows 

from the whips any longee, the poor beast started 

bucking helplessly". The details and language (in 

translation) are noticeably close to Richardson's ovvne 

In The Brothers Karamazov Ivan has a famous nightmara 

1e Crime and Punishment (trans. D. Magarshack), 
Penguin Books, 1966, p. 750 
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in which the Devil appears before him dressed as 11 a sha'b"'lwy 

vulgarian in check trousers", conveying "every appearance 

of gentility on straightened means 11
a 

1 Mahony has a 

nightmare in which he seas the figure of: 

A common shoddy little man, prematurely bald, 
with a protruding paunch and a specious eye -
he wouldn't have trusted a fellow with an 
eye like that farther than he could see him. 
Most improperly dressed, too; wearing neither 
wig nor gown, but a suit of loud, horsey check, 
the squares of which could be seen from accross 
the road. 2 

It seems that not only was Richardson influenced by 

Dostoyevsky 1 s themes and methods, but also that she 

remembered, or referred back to, the actual content 

of his characters' dreams. 

The self versus self theme culminates in Richard's 

nightmare, and finally in his "beatific vision" o ·rhe 
'> 

nightmare epi~ode effectively uses the dream technique 

to telescope images drawn from Mahony's past experience 

into a powerfully symbolic visiono Elizabeth Loder3 has 

shown that this court scene dream, in which Mahony sees 

himself both as a spectator and a defendant, is in large 

1o The Brothers Kararnazov (transo Constance Garnett) 1 

London: Landsborough, 1958, Po 5720 
2. The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, pp, .. 730-731 o 

3o "'The Fortunes of Richard Mahony: Dream and Nightmare", 
Southerli, XX"l, 251 - 263a 
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measure an ironic 9 intricately detailed reproduction of 

an earlier court scene in which Mahony was the prosecutor 

and the tn~dry,ruined Bolliver was the defendant~ Although 

the correspondences with the earlier Bolliver court-case 

are preserved9 word for word9 even to the minute detail 

of the 11 mess of melting ju-jubes111 , it would be a mistake 

to see the figure of Bolliver as the only recurrent image 

in this sc,eneo Mahony in court finds that "everyone present 

was more or less familiar to himo•othough he could not 
2 have put a name to a single manjack of themt' ; the 

allusiveness of this scene requires some analysis. 

The description of the PlRintiff's council quoteill 

above presents Mahony's familiar view of Purdy: the bald 

patch9 the paunch9 the glitter in the eye and the check 

trouser~ have become Purdy's signature characteristics~ 

"Horsey checks 9 dirty nails 9 sham brilliants; and a:. mind 

and a tongue to match. No 9 I stick to what I've said: 

I'd offer him a ten pound note to stop away113
9 rails 

Mahony during his retirement at Brighton (and later "I 

can't help it if I've gone up in the world and he's gpne 

down").. (Purdy turns up again at Shortlands Bluff and 

1. The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, Po 730. 
2o Ibid. 
3. Ibido 9 p. 486., 
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leaves a five pound n;ijfor Mahony). But the Plaintiff's 
'• 

council in the original Bolliver court-case is Ocock; 

Ocock is suggested again here by the parallel role of 

lawyer and by his "specious eye" o (He is in Mahony' m; 

vieWi the leading advocate of the wealth philosophy; 

ironically bis advice makes Mahony's fortune). "Cunning 

beady eyes 11 and "spying eyes" haunt Mahony in Ultima 

·rhule and are symptomatic of his persecution complexo 

"Gunning eyes" are in his mind asMciated with graspingo 

It was Tangye, the misanthropic chemist of Mahony's 

Ballarat days, who said to Mahony: 11 you ask me why 

I do my walkin' out in the night-ti.me? It's so's to 

avoid the sight o' their mean little eyes, and their 

greedy:i graspin' faces 111 • '.ffile judge in the nightmare 

court-scene "held a large gold toothpick in his hand": 

in Mahony's mind the colony with its gold-centred valuea, 

is obviously his judgeo The judge is also the Barambogie 

country-woman Mrs. Beetling, Mahony's former housekeeper, 
2 since he has "foul teeth ••• a foul breath" ; and Mahony 

feels for his forceps. (He had attempted to extract 

Mrs. Beetling's teeth)o He finds a mesa of sticky jujubes 

in his pocket: they are a motif associated with Cuffy, 
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but they represent also another correspondence with the 

original Bolliver sceneo The rabble in court, Mahony 

amongst them, howls for the defendant: all the novel's 

"crowd scenes" are involted here, notably the diggers' 

meeting at Bakery Hill., ·rhe defendant enters the witness.

box (which "stood high, like a pulpit") to confront "the 

mob": this scene, typical of several in the novel, 

contains particular echoes of Mahony's confrontation with 

the audience at Ba~~mbogie at the time of the Bishopis 

visit. ·rhe defendant, "an oldish man, with stragg;y grey 

hair and whiskers", and an old a;uit and dirty cuffs and 

collars, is the doppelganger of Mahony himself, but he is, 

also (by his clothes, appearance, age and situation) 

another Long Jim, •rangye or Bolliver. When Mahony met 

Tangye after Mary's Ballarat party, the latter was 11 old 

and grey and down-at-heel - fifty if a day - and his 

clothes hung loose on his bony frame";, Mahony is now 

exactly fifty, and has re~echoed Tangye's misanthropic 

railing almost word for word on maJJ.y occasions, Maihcm.y 

gets up to leave the court and finds that his hat has 

changed from "a broad-brimmed wideawake" to 11 a tall beaver 

bell topper of a mode at least twenty years ol~'. As he 
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e~ch representing one particular tangle of complexities 

within his li1'e, and now "blurred together as one hostile 

force, until he discovers the knife and its meaninge 

The court-aoene nightmare is an elaborate fictional 

device used by Richardson to provide a compressed, 

imaginative summary (by means of symbolic figments) of 

many situations, ironies and complexities that have occurred 

in Mahony's lifetime, and at the same time the episode 

dramatizes, forcibly and imaginatively, the novel's 

underlying theme: the interaction within Mahony'a 

mind and being of the demands of life and the urge for Life. 

The nightmare is like a photograph taken from a camerm in 

whic.h the film has not been wound, and in which the 

shutter has been left continually open. The outline of 

any papticular image is blurred and uncertain, but the 

composite grouping of superimposed figures, or figments, 

obviously represents the coming-together of all Mahony's 

past experienceo And since the complexities of each 

situation in Mahony's past life have been elaborately 

expounded, there is no ~agueneaa in the symbolism of his 
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f'ollowing depicts Mahony's "suicide" attempt (potentially 

his .final "withdrawal") o 'fhe device of' the dream here 

is an ef'f'ective means of' telescoping his past lif'e into a 

single episode: it is f'rom the society of his life, from 

life itself, literally from himself, that he intends now 

to wi thdraw'o Richardson's technique here enables her to 

comprehend and define a complex. theme with precision, 

insight and remarkable compression~ 

One is tempted to invent the term "realistic symbolism" 

to describe Richardson's techniques in Ultima Thule. 

Although almost every episode in this volume is highly 

allusive and compressed, the full significance of each 

is only appreciable in relation to the elaborate exposi~ion 

of Mahony's thoughts 1 actions and experiences recorded 

in the first two volumes. It is this 11 long-winded11
, 

elaborate exposition that is one of the novel's serious 

defects. But it is not always true to say that Mahony's 

interior cogitations are "the merest chewing over" of' 

what is already known or could easily be guesse&. The 
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interest lies not in the repetition of 11 information11 , _ 

but in the variation of context and situations - so that 

similar "thought processes" take on a new significance 

within another 7 altered situation, in which further 

ironiea and complexities become apparent~ One has the 

sense that "every action" in the first half of the novel 

is balanced by an 11 equal and opposite" reaction in the 

second halfo Indeed the novel has an obvious literal and 

symbolic centre: Mahony's discovery exactly half-way 

through the book7 that he will never in his life fin& 

"home" exactly coincides with his achievement of great 

material fortune. 

Richardson's elaborate 7 
11 long-winded11 methods ara 

the source both of the novel's defects and ita strength. 

Mere "repetitious" interior cogitation is clearly not in 

itself an adequate method7 despite the insight it may 

afford concerning the cyclic recurrence of experience. 

The author has to find some device that will allow the 

significance of an earlier context to bear upon a later 

context without giving the appearance that the later 

episode is merely a reproduction (or repetition) of 
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what has gone before. In several episodes in Ultima Thule 

especially in the court-scene nightmare, she commands 

the imaglnation necessary for the task, and is neither 

long-winde& nor truly "repetitive". In these sections 

her prose is charged with a complex, highly allusive 

significance. Elsewhere her "long-windec:P• methods are, 

indeed, "mere chewing over 11 of what is known, or could 

be gues:n,ed. 

* * * * * 

Mahony' s suf:tr'ering is both Lear-like and J.ob-like .. 

The prose in Ultima Thule is allusive enough to suggest 

.....___Jiear explicitly;: -., 
1i in the instance quoted above , anQ 

once or twice elsewherea He is Lear-like because his 

sufi'.ering is purgator5.eil, and is self-induced, the 

consequence of his sins of romantic impulsivenesa and. 

overreachingo If his suffering is in any sense a "retribution", 

one is forced to ask as with Lear whether the retribution 

fits the 11 sins 11 it seems designed to punish, and thus 

one confronts the problem of suffteringo But there is 

little doubt with Mahony (as with Lear) that suffering 

1. See, above, p. 303. 



is for him a trial 9 and that he himself is in large 

measure responsible for ito If his pain is also, in 

another aopeot, Job--lilrn, it is because a point is reached. 

when Mahony finds that no amount of human control can 

prevent his illness~ He sees his affliction as a Job-like 

trial, "life's ultimate test". It will be argued that 

these two elements of the tragedy, those of Job-like and 

Lear-like suff.'.ering, are not refractory, and are 

w.elded into an ordered and balanced imaginative scheme. 

It has been said that the exploration of Mahony's 

physical illness (medically diagnosable as cerebral 

arterio-sclerosis) robs the novel of a posaible tragic 

dimensiono The clinical determinism of Richardson's 

scheme is considered incompati~:J.e with true moral tragedy 

since (presumably) errors of human commission, on the 

part of Mahony or his society, take no part in the process 

of destructiono Cecil Hadgraft gives the following 

summary of this argument: 

Well over half a hundred symptoms are recorded 
so that the reader feels almost as if witnessing 
a medical examination, hearing the verdict, and 
following with helpless, pity, an inexorable 
course to insanity, paralysis, and dea tha 'rhe 
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picture that results is hardly a creation, 
but rather a reproduction. And from the 
:Qoint of view of the emotional effect the 
result is pathos not tragedyo1 

It is implied that it is not Mahony's character but his 

illnesa which determines how he s;hall act, am.Q that 

Ultima Thule is merely and only the p~thetic. record of 

his, il1ness and decline. What the argument doBa not 

fully acknowledge ia the extent to which until very~1.ate 

in the novel many of Ma:hony'a insighta and judgements 
-·~~ 

aire artistically appreciable within a reference area 

of normal psychology, and that he himself, in effect, 

chooses, to reuect life 8llld to develo~ an attitude of 

contempt~,mundi. Although he is placed under abnormal 

stresses his suffering (which is aggravated but only 

partly caused by physical illness) is a necesi&ary precedent 

to his deeper spiritual insights. Until very late in the 

novel, he acts rationally: or can perceive his own 

irrationality. His spiritual illuminations and self

discoveries are to be validated (or invalidated) against 

the total exposition of his life history, in which his 

deficienc.ies, and their ei'fec ts have been indicated, together 

with his unquestionable stature, over the space of more 

1. CoHo Hadgraft, "Literature", The Pattern of' Australian 
Culture (edo AoLo McLeod), Melbourne: Oxf'ord 
University Press, 1963, Pe 670 See also Hadgraft, 
"Diagnosis of Mahony11

, Australian Quarterly9 XXVII, 
No. 2, 87 - 950 
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The medica;J. ~eport on Walter Lindesay Richar~so:n 

as a mental hospital patient shows that he died from 

"general parru.ysis of the insane"o Recent medical 

investigation will probably provide a more specific 

diagnosiso It is true that Richard Mahony's symptoma 

are analytically recorded9 and that his ilJmess might 

possibly be medically diagnoseda However, it is a dif~erent 

asffiertion indeed to claim that a lay reader become& 

acutely ~ware of any specific medical syndromeo Clearly 

Mahony becomes clinically ill: the real question is. 

whether he is responsible 9 in any degree 9 for his illness, 

and whether his actual decisions are shown9 artistically 

speaking9 to lead to his plight. That Richardson is 

aware of this issue is indicated in her protracted 

and suspenseful consideration of Mahony's choice of 

Barambogie as a place for medical practice~ A reading 

of the relevant chapter leaves no room for doubt that 

Mahony again deludes himself, and that this decision 

represents the climax of his follyo 1 Part I Chapter 

Five of Ultima Thule is surely the moral fulcrum of the 

1. The Fortunes of Richard Mahony9 PPo 622_ - 6300 
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novel: it is written completely objectively9 in the form 

of letters 1 as if Richardson were imrlying more strongly 

than usual 11 here are the facts, you judge0
o It is true 

that Mahony is unwell at Hawthorn, "before he makes the 

Baramoogie decision: out I don't think one feels that 

ff.LS uapaci ty for judgement has been destroyed or significantly 

impeded by illnesso That is a matter for individual 

interpretation; certainly one is sympathetic to Mahony 

under extreme stress: and the burden of financial oppre s.sion, 

out it is not really an open question as to whether one 

actually feels and judges that he is in the first stagea 

of an illness which will inevitably destroy himo Mahony 

has already withdrawn from society in Melbourne 1 and aB 

has been shown earlier1 Richardson did not take the oppJrtunttv 

to depict him as the socially and intellectually active 

person that her father appears to have been~ The decision 

to go to Barambogie, the author makes quite clear, is a 

ciecision to move to dust, heat, an uncultured society an& 

a doubtful practice; Mahony does not see it that wa'.y a;t 

the time, but it is immediately obvious in Chapter 6 

(aB we feared in Chapter 5) that he has viewed the place 

through rose-coloured spectacleso ("There is a very pretty 
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little lake 9 or lagoon as they call it here, skirted by 

trees and pleasant paths; and we a:re surrounded by 

wooded ran.ges, 111 he wri too home to Mo.ry). It is the 

heat, dust and :failing practice which cause or aggra::va te 

his illness. 

The purpose o:f this analysis has been to argue 

) l,~ainst the trend o:f recent criticism2 that - 1 though The ', ro ~ 
Fortunes o:f Richard Mahony is sombre its theme is not 
I 
pesaimistico Mahony transgresses the permissible limits 

o:f human behaviour that the novel itsel:f de:fineso It is 

because he does not talrn charge of li:fe that li:fe takes. 

charge o:f him. Survival 9 at least 9 is erected as a value: 

the stature o:f Mahony, the heroic sympathies o:f Auatralia 

Felix, the courage o:f Mary in Ultima Thule, and the human 

potential o:f Cu:f:fy, combine to argue the case :for survival, 

quite apart :from the reader's prejudices. Though 

Richardson is not anxious to stress the lighter side of li:fe 9 3 

and allows Mahony to conclude that "in suffering we are 

bond :fellows 11
, the implication is :far :from one o:f hopelessness. 

1. Ibido 9 p. 6220 
2~ See Eliaabeth Loder (.Q.£0 cito), Hadgraft (QEo cito ), 

and Barnes (.Q.£. cit~). 
3,, 'rhis is consid.ered in Australia Felix, and elsewhere; 

but in Australia Felix Mahony's good humour is 
sentimentaliz.ed in the sections with Purdy and PollYo 
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The introduction of 11 life 11 as Mahony's assailant 

completes the scheme suggested in the Proem to Australim 

Felixo Even as we witness his suffering there is a. 

clear distinction to be made between Mahony's involuntary 

acts of irresponsibility and the exercise of his will in 

enduring illnesso His uncontrolled impulse towards 

self-atSs.ertion finds expression when he violently lashes: 

his horse, and later when he involvntarily kicks his vrife 

in rebellion against everything she represents. Hia 

behaviour is here seen as the automatic product of his 

psychological urges rather than as the outcome of his 

rational will: he is literally 11not himself", and in 

his right mind he becomes penitent. It is not until the 

chapters following his 11ben:.tific vision" that we judge 

him to be ~ mad than sane, and it is not until his 

final_shriek echoes the blasts of the millwhistle that 

he loses all control~ He is presented, until that moment, 

as a man fighting an illnes$; his symptoms are his 

enemy, they alone do not constitute the essential subject 

of this volume. AoE. Ellis 1 s novel The Rack, by waiy of 

compari~n, is almost entirely a study in clinical determinismo 

The reader feels, in reading that novel, that he is 
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"witnessing a medical examination, hearing the verdict, 

and following with helpless pity an inexorable cours~ 

to death".. The issues and the tone of' Ul t.ima Th1JJ.e 

are Quite dif'f'erent. It is only when Mahony loses a11 

control that he is actually shown, artistically speaking, 

aB a~ insane person; the main concern of' Ultima Thule, 

until that point, is with Mahony's moral Quest and its 

tragic resolution. 

Some notes Richardson compile~ on the nature of' 

madness are illuminating f'or what they imply about her 

purpose in the characterization of' Mahony: 

There o.re two classes of' insaneo 'rhose 
whose character has undergone change 
and those whose natural characteristics 
have become accentuated or exaggerated 
beyond all controlo1 

That it was physically possible f'or Mahony to exercise 

"control" over the self' before Ul tima ·rhule is demonstrated:. 

in the emphasis placed on each of' his important declsionso 

On each occas..i.on he acts on impulse and chooses to 

allow the urge to escape to ruJ.a him. Mahany f'its the 

latter of' the above categoriws so well that insanity, 

"the exaggeration of natural characteristics beyond all 

1. MS in National Library of Australia, Canberraa 
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control 11
, seems the natural outcome of his surrender 

to the urge to escape. Richardson's notes on madness 

give extra significance to her own conclusion that 

"the seeds of his tragedy were in himself" .. 11 

The novel symetrically displays how life become& 

continually more oppressive as Richard becomes increasingly 

uncontrolled in the pursuit of Life. The point is reached 

in Ultima Thule when life is, to use the term used in the 

Proem to Australia Felix, "malignant"; it then constitutes, 

an opponent., ("He learnt to hate this noise of the 

millwhistle ns if it had been a 1 live and. lillhl.:i,gru:mt _thin,g; 

yet was constrained toooocount the seconds that still 

divided him from its blast112 ),. The clinical illness; 

which destroys Mahony is not in this scheme a redundancy. 

Mahony's madness-, the loss of himself as a man, is "like 

a form of revenge" that life takes upon him for his 

"loveless.. schemes of robbing and fleeing 11
.. Madness. 

and suffering are the seemingly capricious contributions 

of life, 11 the earth"; life does not work by man's rule 

alone, it will attach. a man when he is down. 

1. Letter to Miss. Forster, d.n posseS'sibn of Dr .. LoTo 
Hergenhan9 University of Tasmania •. ~." 

2. The Fortunes of' Richard Mahony1 P; 676. 



By the end of Ultima Thule one appreciates the full 

significance 1 and the ambivalence, of the Proem to 

Australia Felj.x: 

.Andeoothere were those who, having once 
seen the metal in the raw: in dust, fine as 
that brushed from a butterfly's wing; in 
heavy, chubby nugglts; or more exquisite 
still, as the daffodil-yellow veining of 
bluish-white quartz: these were gripped 
in the subtlest way of all. A passion for 
the gold itself awoke in them an almost 
sensual craving to touch and pos~ess; and 
the glitter of a few specks at the bottom of 
pan or cradle came, in time, to mean more to 
them than "home", or wife~ or child. 

Such were the fates of those who 
succumbed to the 11 unholy hunger 11

• It was 
like a. form of revenge taken on them, for 
their loveless schemes of robbing and fleeing; 
a· revenge contrived by the ancient, ~araaric 
country they had so lightly invaded., ' 

1. Ibid., p. 13. 
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v 

RIGHARDSON AND AUSTRALIA.N LITERATURE: 

COMPARISONS AND OONGT.TJSJONS 

Henry Handel Richardson has proved to be an 

embarra6sm.ent ror tha~iiterary historian. In. aurveys_of 

Australian literature she is frequently bracketed with 

Brennan as a "universal 11 'or "in terna tiamal" writer and 

is separated from the mainstream of literature in Australia 

between 1:900 and 1929.. This tidy but all too simple 

kind of classification perhaps saves trouble, since it 

11 explainm;11 f'or ex.ample, Maurice Guest.. One has to admit 

that Richardson's continental background ILignificantly 

inf'luences both her choice of' subject matter and her 

fictional technique. 1rhere is no nead to elaborate on 

the "universality" of her writing, and the relative lack 

\of' national self-consciousnes$ she displa1sQ But it
1 

ia 

misleading simply to disengage Richardson from Austra;J.ian 

fiction before 1930. Her Australian contemporaries ~ 

owe certain debts to some of' the same continental mqdels: 

Vance Palmer and Katherine Prichard to the Russians, f'or 

example 9 and Norman Lindsay to ~iet~sche., Although these 



11 influences 11 work separa tely9 and take a distinct for'llll. 

in each case, they remind us again that a·_ Euro:gean 

and English heritage is. shared by all Australian writers. .. 

The common influence of Niet~ache, paradoxically~ enables 

us, to relate Maurice Guest in some way to the fiction of' 

other resident novelists~ 

Although several critics have suggested that the 

Mahony trilogy lays claim to the title "the Great Austrruian 

Novel 11
, commentc.tors in general hnve tended to place this 

work on .a different shelf~ as it were,:,, ~~o) the fiction of" 

the Bulletin WJ1i ters nnd of other novelists of the per·iodo 

The importance of Richardson's social concern has been 

neglected..; and bec~use of this neglect, I believe, the 

a±'fini ties betvveen the Mahony trilogy and the fiction of; 

for e~ple? Henry Law,son have not been acknowledgedo 

The Fortunes of Richard Mahony occupies in more ways 

than one a central position in Australian fictiong It 

is centrITl in a chronological sense; and it is central 

also because in themes and techniques, it represents a 

kind of marriage between the fiction of the Bulletin 

school nnd the novels of the immigrant writcrso 

A synthesis takes place within the form of the old-fashion0d 
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novelf. in a period· in ;which-the, pos.sibi-1i tiies --of o. 

di.stinctiv:e.ly .Aust:c:::.lio.n "ruiecdoto.lu form-llild probCL.bly 

been f.uJ:ly·-y1fork:ed out~1 

Moreover, Richardson's introduction of a true 

psychological depth to Australian fiction 1 a hitherto 

unpa:ralleled insight into some of the realities of Australian 

eocial life 9 and an ambitious concern with the metaphysicru 

seeker in an Australian context represents a bridge between 

earlier fiction and the work of such writers as White, 

Keneally, and Stow. And Richardson's "factualism", which 

i~ both her weakness and her strength, is also in a 

sense characteristic of Australian fictiono Although this 

tendency is discernible in fiction in all countries, I 

think the autobiographical and 11 actualist11 content of 

important Australian fiction is worthy of particular 

remarko The tendency to represent actual experience, 

actual events, and characters created from literal models 

in m "real11 setting, is characteristic of much important 

Australian fiction from Quintus Servinton to Such Is Life, 

and is found in many of Lawson's stories, in My Brilliant 

Career5 Redheap, and more recently in Power Without Glory, 



Martin Boyd's novels, The Watcher on the Cast-Iron Ba:lcony~ 

The Paper Chase and Three Cheers For the Paraclete. 

Thp, AXtAnt of this phenomenon in Australian fiction is. 

probably unique in world literature~ 

Richardson..11s, list of 11 firsts 11 in Australian fic,tion 

is perhaps not so impressive when one considers the 

relatively undeveloped state of literature before she wroteo 

I think her importance as an innovator within Australia 

has been properly recogniz:ecL. But it remains for us to 

relate the Mahony trilogy more closely than has been done 

both to the novels of the immigrant writers and (especially) 

to the fiction of some "nationalist" writers 9 in order 

to appreciate fully the synthesis of two separate 

"tradi tions1
' which The Fortunes of Richard Mahony brings, 

about., 

Judith Wright has drawn attention to what she terms 

"the double aspect 111 of the Australian landscape in our 

poetry. There is on the one hand that aspect of harsbnesa 

and strangeness in which the landscape images the poet's 

sense of alienation from the land; and, on the other hand, 

1 D "Australim' s, Double Aspect", Preocc,u2a tions In 
Australian Poetry, Melbourne: Oxford University 
Press, 1966, PP~ xi - xxii. 



the landscape of our poetry often becomes the correlative 

of a sense of finer harmony9 of greater optimism, and of 

an intimate knowledge of "the land itself". These two 

~uite incompatible aspects of landscape have co-existed 

in our poetry in the present century$ In a digression 

concerning fiction, Miss. Wright cites the Mahony trilogy 

as an example of the former 11 aspect 11
1 of the alien landscape. 

However, although Richard Mahony does not fully achieve 

a close kinship with the land, he is at least able to 

appreciate a certain subtlety and beauty in its mountains 

and distances when his mood is righto The ambivalence 

of his attitudes exactly corresponds with Judith Wright'a 

11 double aspect11 of landscape., The interesting and 

representative aspect of the book9 in respect to landscape, 

is, tha.t it comprehends both aspects of the land. Whell! 

Mahony is in England, images of the AustraJ.ian landsccg;ie 

begin, ironically, to replace the green, romantici~elli 

visions of 11 home" he had held in Australia. It is 

possible for Richardson to use the Australian landscape 

as a projection of his romantic longings precisely because 

he has, in a sense, become "Australiani2!;edi'. 



Mahony's deeper experience of the landscape 1 and 

indeed of the stresses of Australian life generally1 

distinguish him f'rom some comparable figures in ·Lhe 

literature of the immigrant novelistso The theme of' an 

.Anglo-colonial tension was certainly not introduced to 

Australian f'iction by Henry Handel Richardson; but it is 

f'air to say that there exists no novel before the Mahony 

trilogy in which the mental tug of war between England 

and Australia is given an equal force at each end of the 

ropeo Quite obviously9 in this sense, Richardson unconsciously 

synthesises the "guide book" novels with the Bulletin 

stories. Henry Kingsley1 for example, does not really 

draw Richardson's distinction between novelty and 

knowledge when he depicts his characters' appreciation of 

landscape. One can not imagine that when Geoffrey Harrnly:m 

has retired to "enjoy •• oto the fullest extent that chaJrming 

English country-life, the like of which, I take it9 no 

other country can show1111 he will want to emigrate again 

to the hills and distances of Australia. Hamlyn genuinely 

11 likes}' Austrailia and the Australian experience is 

certainly explored, but the feel of Australian life is 

not set squarely against the attrBction of England. Only 

1. The Recollections of Geoffrey Hamlyn, London: Nelson, 
Pa 431. 
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with Boldrewood's English settlers is there any suggestion 

before the Mahony trilogy of a tension in which both forces 

are equal and convi:ncing; and Boldrewood habitually 

roma.ntici~es his "gentlemen". 

Maht?ny is probably the first credible Englishman in 

Australian literature to go back to Australiao But the 

landscape to which he returns is not merely one of harshness 

and alienation, but, as he experiences it, one of terror • 

.And this is the source of a close affinity betWJeen Richardson 

and another Australian woman wri tero The author who firs,t 

explored the country of the deranged mind, whose landscape 

is in its every detail a grotesque representation of the 

world of nightmare~ is Barbara Baynton. Ba~on's stories, 

together with Ultimn Thule, represent a departure from, 

or at least a radical extension of~that harsh and sombre 

realism that is prominent, in respect to landscape, from 

the convict novels onwards in Australian literatures In 

Baynton's stories the bush is perceived through the minds 

and senses, of those who have been rendered cr~e& or 

helplesa by the external forces of climate and landscape, 

and by the viciousnesa of cruel or superstitious co~:a.try-
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peopleo There is a distinctiveness about the experience 

explored9 the impresaion conveyed and the landscape imagery 

use di tha" i A oompFJT'Ablp, in Au.strr:i..liR.Il fiction only with 

the achievement of Ultima Thuleo Baynton's men and 

women are receptive to the terror of bush and landscape 

because (unlike the Drover's Wife,for example) they caru 

not cope with the barbarism of the land. Bayntonta 

atmospheric effects are gained,, like Richardson's in Ul tima. 

'rhule, by an almost surrealist projection of landsca:i;:e ,, 

in which the details and imagery of land and climate ara 

useQ to evoke an atmosphere of nightmare and enter the 

world of the deranged victim. 

It is not surprising that Richardson found these 

stories 11by far the most vivid" of the Australian fiction 

to which Nettie Palmer introduced her. It may seem odd 

that the author of Ultima Thule was forced to ask 11 if the 

rough1 rawr people and ugly scenesoaebore any resemblance 

to those I had known and loved in childhood"; but this 

can be explaineili on the grounds that Bayncon's victim& 

are destroyeQ entirely by external forces over which they 

have no control. However, only in Baynton's stories and 



in Ultima Thule is one forced to experience the emotions 

of terror and pity with such intensity; and to witness 

in a heightened atmosphere so complete a nP.fencP.lP.ssness 

against the forces of 'climate and landscape, and against, 

the collective hostility of superstition, ignorance and 

intoleranceo It is the atmosphere of weirdness evoked 

primarily by grotesque images of landscape which is the 

source of a close affinity between these writers. 

Bayn ton's studies-. are portraits of victims: her· 

antagonists (like the murderous swagman in "The Chosen 

Vesool 11
) emerge from a nightmare landscape as if they are 

part of it. They are figments, like the figures in 

Mahony's dreams, or the gross images of country folk that 

we are forced to perceive through Mahony's senses in 

Barambogieo AoAo Phillips is right to suggest that, with 

Bayn.ton, "in the last movement of the story, there is, 

usually some emphasis on survival. The terror of 

destructivenesa is the overshadowing effect of the story; 

but an answering, concluding chord assures us that the 

constructive principle of life endures while the 

representative evil is crumbling".1. Bayn.ton's storie;s 

1. The Australian Tradition1 p. 74e 



go through similar movements to those of Ultima Thule 

(if, for the moment, we consider this last volume as an 

entity in itself); we feel the pull of n rogenerntive 

force through Mnry Mahony, in answer to the terror and 

pity that the narrative of Mahony' s experience evokes . ., 

Baynton 1 strikes some of the same chords as R~chardson, in 

a miniature composition. 

We have been taught to feel surprised, perhaps, 

at the suggestion that Henry Handel Richardson holds 

common ground with Henry Law·son. It is easy to see why 

Lawson is rarely compared with Richardson, and why Furphy, 

Steele Rudd and other Bulletin writers are freQuently 

discuss:ed in the same context as La~son. The technicaJL 

experimentation and irrrrovationa of the Bulletin writers, 

are in themselve& sufficient reasons for this kind of 

groupingo When Lawson is compared with Richardson it is 

usually to stress the dif~erences between them, or (a~ 

has been suggested in an earlier section 1') to suggest 

similarities which do not really exist. It is my contention 

that by 11 separa ting11 Richardson from the Bulletin scbo ol 

critics have failed to perceive that the affinity beiJJveen 
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Lawson and Richardson is close and significant? and that 

The Fortunes of Richard Mahony stands not on the other 

side of Lawson's fence but at least as close to his 

writing as Furphy's Such Is Life. 

A common approach to the Mohon.x trilogy is to 

tran.gfer a dislike of Richardson~s, personality, or of 

Richard Mahony's personality9 into a criticism of the 

novel itselfo The Bulletin reviewer was bright~ but 

surely wrongheaded, when he wrote in 191'7: 

Not only does the author write 400 closely 
printed pages about his (sic:O hero, but he has 
put into these pages a minimum of action~ 
Al1d not only is his hero dull, but most of the 
other characters aTe duller.oo The whole book 
bears the impress of a rather dull personooo 
Richard Mahony is a dull dog, upright but 
unenterprising, wooing and winning his demure~ 
prunel~a-sJ:_ioed1 Polly with matter-of-fact 
determ1na.tiono · 

Although later in his article this writer anticipates 

recent criticism of Richardson's "pedestrian" prose, it 

is plain that he simply doesn't like Mahonyo That seems 

to be one of the dubious grounds for criticism of 
2 commentators like Miles Franklin and Russel Ward ; and 

even when Richardson's achievement is recognized, she often 

1o The Bulletin, 6th December, 1917 9 on 11 the Red Page 11
0 

2o See Russel Ward, "Colonialism and Culture 11
, ArJ:. 

Introduction to Australian Literature (edo C.Do 
Narasimhaiah) 1 Brisbane: Jacaranda., 19640 (My own 
estimate of Richardson's personality is (to clarify 
any confusion) that she was priggish and pretentious)o 
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commands only grudging respect. But I think this 11 res:gonseY 

is in some meRsure preconceived; it is not a response 

to tho toxt. 

It is usual and perfectly valid to point out that 

Mahony's sensibility is not that of the native Australian. 

The danger of stressing Mahony's Englishnes~ (or more 

precisely his Anglo-Irishness) is that we may fail to 

recogniz.e that his experiences in a colonial environment 

are often representative of many born Australianso It 

is true that he is not representative of A.A. Phillips' 

abstraction "the Australian Cornman Man 11
o I have 

suggested that Phillips is misleading: he fails to 

acknowledge that the virtues of "pride of the spiri t 11
, 

"loyalty to the simplicities of the heart 11 and 11 ironic 

rea1ism11 !1 which he finds in Lawson' s characters, are 

recognized in the characters of Mary and 'rilly. But 

even if Mahony himself is not 11 the Austr2:lian Common Man", 

his experiences are certainly not exclusively English, 

and an appreciation of the affinity between Richardson's 

novel am.d other Australian fiction of the time has been 

hindered by an insistence on his 11Englishness}'. We have 



to re-define our categories of response. 

A landaa.apa~of harsbness. and cruelty (though not a 

'nightmare' country) is also the domain of Henry Lawson. 

The mainstay of his fiction is his realism. His bast 

landscape description is undeniably finer, and more precisely 

flavoured, than most description in Australia Felix or 

The Way Home;. but some of his writing is virtually 

indistinguishable from Richardson's att.empts to convey 

the experience of that alienated 11Englisbman 11
9 Richard. 

Mahony: 

a stony, barren ridge 9 two little gullies full 
of digger-holes caving in, a little brown flBJt 1. 

a few tumbledown huts, an old farm or two on 
the outskirts~ blue-grey scrub, Scotch thistlea, 
prickly pears, Bathurst burrs, rank weeks, 
goats, , and other dreariness and desolation .. 
But the hills were still blue in the distance. 

Lawson lists the details; this descrtpt.1on might almost 

have been employed by Richardson herself. ·rhis pass.age 

is not an example of Lawson' s best writing, but it seems, 

to me characteristic of Lawson1 and also of Richardson's 

"competent" description. The last sentence in the 

passage above is Lawson's projection on to the landscape 

of a romantic longing; and it is made in the manner of 



Richardsono This romanticism is characteristic of La~son: 

Far away across, the creek to the south 
a spur from the Blue Mountain range ran westj 
with a tall, blue gr?J1ite peak showing clear 
in the broad moonlight, yet dream-like and 

1 distant over the sweeps of dark green bush. 1 

That is Lawson 1 not Richardsono Lawson is the finer 

craftsman, since there is greater economy in his prose_, 

lesa tendency to over-elaborate, and a subtler control 

over rhythm. But there are many descriptive passagea in 

Richardson in which her "realism" is markedly Lawsonian. 

More significantly, Lawson seeks out the same symbol~ 

aa Richardson; his themes are comparable. The landscape 

that externalizes MahonyYs hopes is the territory of 

Lawson's dreamers, his failed romantics. His writing 

exhibits a blend of "romantic realism" that is not found 

in Furphy9 or Steele Rudd; the real affinity is, wi t.?:_Ri.ciliardson,.. 

Peter McLaughlin and Joe Wilson are the most memorable o~ 

Lawson's romantics; nnd their experience, their idea.J.s, 

aspirations and conflicts are comparable with Mahony's, 

despite the latter's "EnglisJ:mess 11 
o When Lawson' s 

imagination fails him he sentimentalizes his "failures": 

as Richardson sometimes does, most noticeably in Maurice 

1. "The Story of 'Gentlemen Once'", Prose Works of 
Henry Lawson, Sydney: Angus and Robertson, Po 5390 



Guest and in the short stories, in sketches of ancient 

music teachers who are 11 fnilures by the world's standards 11 

but are sustained by their private wisdom in solitudeg 

Lawson's "gentlemen once 11 figures are dreamers of the 

same kindo Joe Wilson, who is in many respects Lawson's 

self-portrait, rather sentimentally records the fate of 

the dreamer in a practical Australian community in these. 

Richardsonian terms: 

Peter preached as if he were speaking 
quietly to one person only, but every word 
was plain and every sentence went straight 
to someoneo I believe he looked every soul 
in the eyes before he had doneo Once he said 
something and caught my eye, and I felt ~ 
sudden lump in my throat.. There was a boy 
there, a pale, thin, sensitive boy who was 
eating his heart out because of things he 
didn't understand. He was ambitious and 
longed for something different from this life; 
he'd written a story or two and some rhymes for 
the local paper; his companions considered him 

"a bit ratty 11 and the grown-up people thought 
him "a bit wrong in the head", idiotic, or at 
least 11 queer11

o And during his sermon Peter 
spoke of "unsatisfied longings", of the hope 
of something better, and said that one had to 
suffer much and for long years before he could 
preach or write; and then he looked at that 
boya I knew the boy verr. well; he has risen 
in the world since then., ' 

Al though Lawson 1 s narrators are 11 insiders 11
, one fee,ls that 

his world is divided pretty clearly among the d.r•eamers and 

1o "Shall We Gather at the River", Prose Works, p .. 523 .. 



"the rest"; his landscape takes on Judith Wright's double 

aspect; and it is not surprising that Lawson's social 

criticism is dir•ect_ed at many of Mahony' s tar•gets. 

Lawson draws attention:1 implicitly or openly:1 to the 

tensions and stresses caused by the triumph of practical, 

anti-intellectual values. The conflict is to be locateQ 

in the clash of opposing values that his stories lead us 

to perceive, and within the minds of several irdividual 

characters within his stories. 

That Lawson held mateship as an ideal, and was 

concerned to endorse its values and to demonstrate its 

meaning, is not in q:uestion. But I think it has been 

efftectively shown1 that what his stories most compellingly 

depict is the absence of true mateship9 or in Lawson's 

2 words "the nasty side of the truth" 9 ,in many Australian 

contexts. Lawson became disillusioned en~ugh to write: 

That egotistic word 11 mateship" - which 
was born of a New Australian imagination9 
and gushelli about to a sickening extent -
implied a state of things which never existeili 
any more than the glorious unionism which was, 
going to bear us on to freedom on one wave. 
The one was altogether too glorious, and ~he 
other too angelic to exist among mortnlso · 

1. By HoPo Heseltine 9 "Saint Henry9 Our Apostle of Mateship" 1 
Quad ... ..,.t 9 V, No. 1 ( 1960-61) 

2o From "The Cant and Dirt of' Labour Literature", reprinted. 
in Southerly, XXVI (No. 4, 1964). 

3c Ibid .. 
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Two stories will indicate the kinship between 

Lawson's projection o:f Australia and the view presente& 

in the Mahony trilogyo (I do not mean merely Mnhony's 

view). In 11Rats 11 three shearers stand by, amused but 

otherwise indi:f:ferent, while a demented swagman :furiously 

attacks his swago (Barbara Baynton would have used the 

swagman's mind as a vehicle :for this experience)o The 

shearers take a: morbid delight in encouraging 11Rats 11 in 

his idiocy: the scene inescapably recalls Mahony the 

11 :figure o:f :fun" standing in the heat at the crossroads, 

the object o:f the laughter o:f a buggy-driver's gossipy 

companionso Lawson strikes the same chord, though without 

:focussing upon the mind and senses o:f the victimo Madness 
_______/ 

is, o:f course a :fami+iar theme in Lawson: a characteristic 

ending to his stories is "Tom was admitted to the luna.tic 

a:sylum at Parramatta next year 0 o., 111 

The story o:f uLord Douglas 11 is Lawson's most overt 

consideraticon o:f the theme o:f the English gentleman in an 

alien Australian environment. The yarn is told by one o:f 

Lawson Y s taciturn, non-comrni tal "insiders": it is inevitable, 

given Lawson's methods, that the narrator's role should 

1. "Settling on the Land", Prose Worlrn, Po 9 a 
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often be to "string along" with the group, since he can 

not always endorse its vailues and he is not an 11 outsider 11
0 

The story is charged with an intelligent, grimly penetrative 

irony: for it emerges as the yarn progresses that the 

Union to which the narrator belongs is in fact a 

dogmatic, prejudiced and blind villaino The narrator 

makes the pretence of being non-commital, but the mere 

fact that he introduces damning evidence against the 

Union demonstrates that either he himself is not,. in 

spirit1 Qf the Union himself, or that if he is, he has 

to be considered a "dimwit".. 'rhe di vision between the 

majority and the individual in this story is necessarily 

quite as rigid as Richardson's separation of Mahony from 

his society, despite the device of an "impartial 11 mate 

as narrator. The "blank" narrator tells us that 

The hotel became still more unpopular 
after Percy Douglas had managed it for a 
whilee He was an avowed enemy of Labour 
Unionistso He employed Chinese cooks, and 
that in the height of the anti-Chinese 
agitation in Australia, and he was known to 
have kindly feelings towards the Afghans who, 
with their camels, were running white carriers 
off the roadSooo1 

and has to say 11Retribution.9 if it was retribution, came 

suddenly in an unexpected manner to Lord Douglas"., We 

1. "Lord Douglas", Prose Works, Po 641 o 



learn inevitably that Mitchell, 11 the only man to put in 

a word" for Lord Douglas, is shown to be right in belie~ 

that an Englishman is not incapable of virtue. ( 11 Tom 

Hall rubbed his head and blinked, as if he was worried 

by an idea that there might be some facts in Mitchell's 

theory"). Mitchell, one of Lawson's models of good sense 

and sardonic reserve, risks complete ostracism from the 

group and a pun~h in the nose from Barcoo-Rat for his 

opposition to prejudice and intolerance. 

The point that has to be made is that although 

Lawson makes admirable use of the 11 insider" as narrator, 

he necessarily has to make a rigid division in this 

instance between the individual and the majority. Mitchell 

is more remarkably alone because he is one ©f the groupo 

And the objects of Mitchell's criticism are collective 

prejudice, intolerance, apathy, expansive and aggresive 

extrovertism and a ritualistic resort to physical violence: 

the same collective hostility by which Mahony (who is to 

be held responsible for his unbending pride and tactlessness.) 

is confronted. Lawson concedes some of his partisan 

readera an untonvincing happy ending: Mitchell is able 



to make a single handed succesfil of preventing Douglas 

from being 11 tarred and feathered and hanged 11 by the 

Union, and Lord Douglas tui~ns out to b8 a good socialist~ 

It is because Lawson and Richardson set up similar 

categories in their studies of Australian life, and imply 

similar judgements on certain issues, that these writers 

may profitably be compareclo The tensions Lawson finds 

in Australian life are not remarkably different from 

many of those explored in the Mahony trilogyc Not all 

Lawson's stories are as definite or simple as "Lord 

Douglas 11
, but collectively they reflect Lawson's own 

experience, and demonstrate the tension in his mind betw(en 

his own values and what appear to be the predominant 

values of the society he writes forQ In 11 ·rhe Loaded 

Dog 11 we have to laugh at the fate of an animal blowing 

itself to pieces; in 11Ra ts 11 we are to be disturbed by 

the same kind of callousness, and so on and ong Although 

many of Lawson's individual pieces are deservedly Australian 

classics~ his methods rarely al1ilivw him to exercise dramatic 

control over this fundamental theme of his Collected Proseg 
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The novelist's control over Australian themes 

is Richardson's contributiono The social aspect of 

The Fortunes of Richard Mahony io in oomo meaoure nn 

extension~ a development, leading on from Lawson~ and 

from the immigrant novelistso The trilogy has to be 

seen in a genuinely Australian tradition since it 

represents a summation of Australian fiction till 191.7: 

themes which preoccupied immigrant and nationalist 

writers for decades are for the first time successfully 

drawn together and given new expression in one mature 

novel. At ~he same time Richardson's wider social concerns, 

her deeper psychological penetration and her more definite 

moral and metaphysical awareness li:Plk her with succeeding 

novelists.. A single dominant"tradition11 has been hard 

to find in Australian fiction: but perhaps our most 

certain tradition, in the real sense of that word, is 

the history of our fiction itself, a history which is 

cohesive, since it is a record of the syntheses and 

linkages which develop among apparently diverse or 

fragmentary lines of interest., Richardson is not a 

"great"novelisto It is the present writer's opinion tha'.t 

The Fortunes of Richard Mahony occupies, in a specific 



and definite sense~ the central position in that cornple~ 

developing tradition that is the history of fiction in 

Auotrnlin. 
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